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Abstract

Lubricants are essential to energy efficiency of cold plate rolling processes, as well as
to surface quality and downstream processing of the rolled products. High performing rolling
lubrication requires a balanced degree of ‘stability’ for a good dispersion and consistent oil
supply to the contact area and ‘instability’ for plate out of oil components from lubricants on
the surface to create an oil-rich film upstream of the rolls’ bite zone. Vegetable oil-in-water
(VO/W) emulsions are the preferred lubricants for boundary regime cold rolling lubrication
in which the dispersed surface-active and polar vegetable oil components e.g. triglycerides
or free fatty acids) plate out on the surface upstream of the rolls’ bite zone to provide required
wet minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) support.
However, VO/W emulsions show several drawbacks due to high polarity of vegetable
oil components including their low coalescence and creaming stability which leads to phase
separation, and their tendency to oxidise and leave varnish-like residue on the surface which
reduces the downstream processing capability of rolled products e.g. painting and annealing
capacity, indicating poor clean-ability of polar tribo-films from metal surfaces. Besides, cold
rolling lubrication by using additive-free emulsions results in adhesion and material transfer,
lowering the surface quality of the rolled work-pieces. This is particularly an issue in rolling
of ‘sticky’ metals such as aluminium, stainless steel, Ti, and Zr alloys, commonly performed
in industrial applications.
These drawbacks are hypothesised to be controlled by introducing solid and abrasive
nanoparticles (NPs) to emulsions to balance the degree of the oil droplets instability, oil plate
out strength on the surface and adhesion friction. Together with environmental and economic
consideration, this thesis focuses on development of environmentally-benign TiO2-SiO2 NPstabilised soybean VO/W emulsions in the context of dispersion stability of emulsions / oil
plate out and lubrication / surface cleanliness - oil contamination removal design triangle for
the first time as a potential substitute for commercial lubricants in industrial cold rolling of
aluminium A5005 and stainless steel SS316 alloys.
Composite TiO2-SiO2 NPs are hypothesised to provide coating effect for oil droplets
to provide indefinite stability via the predominant adsorption of SiO2 chains on the surface
of soybean oil droplets. It is revealed that formation and dispersion stability of NP-coated oil
droplets depends on the oil / NPs mass ratio. For instance while 0.1 wt % NPs is not able to
provide indefinite stability for 1 vol % soybean oil, 0.25 wt % NPs stabilise the emulsions
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indefinitely by partially coating the oil droplets’ surface with individual and/or flocs of NPs.
The surface of droplets then gets fully covered by NPs at 0.5 wt % (i.e. adsorption plateau)
whereas further increasing the wt % of NPs only contributes to formation of free flocs and
agglomerates of NPs, detrimental to dispersion stability and to lubrication capability of the
NP-coated oil droplets.
Coating NPs are then thought to get dragged into the contact area and competitively
deposit on the surface within the plate out layer, therefore alter the interfacial phenomena.
However, mechanism with which TiO2-SiO2 NPs may provide such synergic function in cold
rolling lubrication, or in tribology in general, is yet unprecedented.
To fully understand the near surface behaviour of NP-stabilised emulsions, plate out
film formation from NP-free and/or NP-coated oil droplets is then analysed, showing that oil
plate out from NP-free emulsion on A5005 increases the hydrophobic behaviour of partially
hydrophilic A5005 whereas it reduces the hydrophobic behaviour of partially hydrophobic
SS316. With NPs, spreading of plate out oil films on A5005 then reduces because of higher
van der Waals attractions within the emulsion in presence of NPs which decreases adhesion
tension, and depletion of NPs on the surface which pins the contact line motion of the plate
out droplets on surface. However, 0.25 wt % NPs promote SS316 wetting by increasing the
spreading of droplets on the surface while further increasing wt % of NPs reduces spreading
and facilitates oil recovery from the surface with a turning point between 0.25 and 0.5 wt %
NPs. This is explained by the effect of negative pressure gradient on the wedge film of plated
out droplets on hydrophobic surfaces in presence of small wt % of NPs which increases film
spreading whereas depletion of large amount of NPs on the surface with above 0.5 wt % NPs
pins the contact line motion of plate out oil droplets, therefore partially recovers them from
the surface similar to A5005 substrate. This is because of deposition of NPs and NP-flocs on
the surface and near-surface vibration of NP-agglomerates which interferes with stable film
formation from oil droplets on the surface and at the entry of the contact area.
Boundary regime lubrication with plate out films from NP-stabilised emulsions is then
investigated in sliding-only and sliding-rolling contacts during ball-on-disc experiments and
cold rolling trials of SS316 and A5005 plates to obtain a comprehensive understanding of
nano-lubrication actions of entrapped NPs in two different types of contacts. Initially and to
understand the abrasive role of NPs / NP-flocs of varying sizes, perfectly smooth SS316 discs
and balls with mirror finish surface, Ra 10nm, are adopted in ball-on-disc configuration. This
very low surface roughness of the pairs is known to be not typical in practice, but it elucidates
the abrasive role of NPs in sliding contact area to aid to explain the tribological phenomena
in cold rolling trials later.
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From laboratory ball-on-disc experimental results it is concluded that NPs are slightly
detrimental to friction-reducing property when pairs with surface roughness well below NPs’
sizes are used. In such case the lowest sliding friction is obtained by using NP-free emulsion
as expected, attributed to plate out of soybean oil droplets and formation of oil film on surface
rich in triglyceride molecules. On the other hand competitive depletion of NPs on the surface
reduces adhesion strength of oil components and promotes three-body contact mechanism in
presence of NPs, hence slightly worsens the friction-reducing capability.
However topographical and morphological observations and elemental analysis reveal
that in spite of slightly higher sliding friction with small wt % of NPs, NPs improve surface
wear-protecting capability of emulsions even when very smooth pairs are used. For instance
by using 0.25 wt % NPs, wear area roughness Ra decreases and mechanisms of adhesion and
two-body abrasive wear without NPs moves towards a mild three-body abrasive mechanism.
This is caused by depletion of NPs within surface asperities through the plate out oil layer to
provide mending, polishing and film formation functions to reduce the direct metal contacts.
By a comprehensive analysis of wear area morphology using FFT algorithm in space domain,
the entrapped NP-flocs from 0.25NPs emulsion in contact area are found to be made of few
NPs with sizes in range of 28 - 31 and 55 - 83 nm. Therefore it is suggested that when small
amount of NPs are present, individual and small flocs of few NPs tend to coat the oil droplets,
then deposit on the surface within the plate out film and get dragged into the contact area to
provide abrasive 3rd body physical barriers.
This is a positive lubrication action, as although ‘abrasivity’ reduces tool life in rolling
contacts, it helps to clean up the surface from adhesive material transfer. This is advantageous
especially in cold rolling of sticky metals such as aluminium and stainless steel alloys, and
is particularly more effective when NPs with higher melting and flash point (such as subject
TiO2-SiO2 NPs) are used. This is because such NPs do not stick to (or embed into) the surface
during contact because of tribo-sintering and chemical reactions under high pressure of cold
rolling boundary lubrication, so can be recovered from the worn surfaces after the process.
By increasing the mass fraction of NPs to 0.5 wt %, formation and depletion of higher
number and larger NP-flocs with sizes in range of 55 to 100 nm within the contact area induce
ploughing with higher surface damage. Further increasing the amount of NPs then increases
the formation rate of free NP- flocs / agglomerates. However, larger NP- flocs / agglomerates
compared to combine surface roughness of the friction pairs are found only vibrating around
the contact area, again deteriorating the lubrication capacity of plate out oil films.
However contact condition in ball-on-disc set-ups, even state of the art reciprocating
rolling modulus, cannot simulate the real contact conditions in industrial rolling applications.
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Therefore further work is carried on to investigate the cold rolling productivity of the subject
emulsions in typical cold rolling processes by designing sequential rolling experiments.
NPs are also found effective in improving rolling parameters i.e. reducing the rolling
friction and the required rolling load, in rolling of A5005 and SS316 plates at various rolling
sequences. From the experiments, the role of NPs in improving rolling lubrication of A5005
plates was noted to increase by increasing the initial surface roughness of the plates as well
as by increasing the thickness reduction from 20 to 40 % (i.e. by increasing the rolling load),
indicating good friction-reducing and load-carrying of entrapped NPs under higher loads and
the dominant physical actions of NPs in the contact area.
Similarly in three pass cold rolling of SS316 plates with total 40% thickness reduction,
all emulsions help to reduce the required rolling load and rolling COF, with friction following
an adverse relation with thickness reduction in each pass (i.e. rolling COF in order of 1st pass
< 3rd pass < 2nd pass where thickness reduction follows 1st pass > 3rd pass > 2nd pass), similar
to rolling of A5005 plates. Moreover in 1st and 2nd rolling passes, 0.25NPs emulsion is found
to improve the rolling parameters the most whereas in the 3rd pass and under higher loads the
lowest friction and required rolling force are obtained by using 0.5NPs emulsion, confirming
better friction-reducing property of NPs under higher thickness reduction ratios.
Moreover regardless of rolling parameters or the type of metal substrates, the average
surface roughness Ra, Sp, and Sv parameters of the rolled plates decrease by addition and
increasing the wt % of NPs with exception of Sv parameter in rolling of smooth A5005 plates
where lowest Sv is noted by using 0.25NPs emulsion. This is owing to aggravation of contact
between rolls and smooth soft plates at higher wt % of NPs, giving rise to surface grooving
function of entrapped NP-flocs. Both short wavelengths surface features of rolled plates e.g.
grain defect, pitting, surface roughness, and micro-ploughing, as well as long wavelengths
surface features e.g. undulation ploughing caused by sandblasting, also improve by addition
and increasing the amount of NPs in rolling of both types of plates. This indicates the surfaceimproving capability of entrapped NPs within the contact area by providing physical barriers
against direct metallic contacts via mending, polishing and film formation actions as opposed
to adhesion friction and two-body ploughing in absence of NPs.
Presence of NPs also reduces the amount of oil plate out on the surface and ease the
removal of the remaining plate out oil residue from the rolled surfaces after rolling (without
embedding into the substrate), in accord with objectives of this study i.e. to improve surface
quality and reduce oil residue contaminations on the rolled surfaces while maintaining high
dispersion stability and cold rolling lubrication capability. However, these functions involve
a complex interplay of various factors such as the size of oil droplets, mass fraction of NPs,
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type of metal plates, initial surface roughness of plates, and thickness reduction, explained
throughout this thesis.
Conclusively, stable rolling soybean emulsions comprising TiO2-SiO2 NPs have been
formulated and evaluated on 2-high cold rolling mill, indicating improved rolling parameters,
surface-protecting actions, and surface cleanliness (i.e. the oil residue removal) compared to
commercial rolling oils and emulsions currently used in industrial applications at much lower
costs. Moreover, although this work specifically considers cold rolling processes, outcomes
are relevant to other cold forming applications such as extrusion, forging and indenting.
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Acronyms

O/W emulsions

oil-in-water emulsions

VO/W emulsions

vegetable oil-in-water emulsions

MWFs

metalworking fluids

C=C

carbon-carbon double bond within fatty acid structure

A5005

aluminium A5005

SS316

stainless steel SS316

PPO

polypropylene oxide

PEO

polyethylene oxide

L64

PEO13PPO30PEO13 triblock copolymer

17R4

PPO14PEO24PPO14 triblock copolymer

NPs

nanoparticles

wt %

concentration wt/wt

vol %

concentration vol/vol

PU

pulsed ultrasonication

HSS

high speed shear

COF

coefficient of friction

DLVO

theory named after Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek

d.nm

droplet/aggregate diameter in nm

ZDDP

zinc dialkyl (or diaryl) dithiophosphate

TCP

tricresyl phosphate

TXP

trixylyl phosphate

DBOP

dibutyl octadecylphosphoramidate

ODOC

6-octadecyl-1,3,6,2-dioxazaborocan-2-ol calcium salt

DOB

2-(4-dodecylphenoxy)-6-octadecyl-1,3,6,2-dioxazaborocane
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Acronyms

FMs

friction modifiers

VMs

viscosity modifiers

OFMs

organic friction modifiers

QCM

quartz crystal micrpbalance

FTIR

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

UV-vis

ultraviolet-visible

XRD

X-ray powder diffraction

SEM

scanning electron microscope

EDS

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

WCA

water contact angle

Y0

parameter required in Alexander script

XM

parameter required in Alexander script

RC

relative concentration

PTFE

Polytetrafluoroethylene

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

DDE

Dialkyldithiophosphate ester

MoDDP

molybdenum dialkyldithiophosphate

roughness Ra

arithmetic average of absolute values of the 2D profile heights

roughness Sv

distance between the deepest pits’ height of 3D profile and neutral plane

roughness Sp

distance between the highest peaks’ height of 3D profile and neutral plane
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Chapter I Introduction

Chapter one

Introduction

Cold rolling is a common metal forming process in which metal sheets, strips, or plates
with initial thickness h1 are introduced between the rolls and compressed into finer thickness
h2 (Figure 1.1). Cold rolling is typically performed in the final stages of steel production and
in below the recrystallization temperatures of metal pieces. This results in higher hardness,
reduced dimensional tolerance, and improved surface finish for cold rolled metals which are
of great importance to industry. In cold rolling, moderate friction between the workpiece and
the rolls is essential to provide a uniform and slip-less process. Lubricants are particularly
essential in controlling the interfacial phenomena during cold rolling, contributing to stability
of the process as well as the surface quality and cleanliness of the rolled products (Lin et al.
1991, Labiapari et al. 2015).

Figure 1.1 Schematic rolling process of a metal sheet, strip or plate with initial
thickness h1 to final thickness h2 (rolling direction is shown with arrow).

A growing interest in using oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions as metalworking lubricants
is observed in industrial manufacturing, most specifically in cold rolling applications (RatoiSalagean and Spikes 1999, Cambiella et al. 2006, Nakanishi et al. 2013). When used as cold
rolling lubricants, the dispersed oil droplets of emulsions plate out on the surface upstream
of the rolls’ bite zone to provide the required wet minimum quantity lubrication (wet MQL)
support whereas water phase dissipates heat and carries debris away from the contact area
(Ratoi-Salagean et al. 1997, Fujita and Kimura 2012). It is suggested that proper lubrication
by emulsions requires high degree of instability for optimised plate out of oil droplets on the
surface to create an oil-rich film upstream of the rolls’ bite zone (Whetzel and Rodman 1959,
Ratoi-Salagean et al. 1997). Therefore more polar oil droplets (such as vegetable oils, as in
vegetable oil-in-water (VO/W) emulsion) with high plate out tendency on metal surfaces are
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thought more beneficial in cold rolling applications. Besides, as large amount of waste metalworking fluids (MWFs) are released into environment after use, VO/W emulsions are more
favourable compared to neat and/or formulated rolling oils, and mineral oil/petroleum based
emulsions in large-scale applications owing to easier disposal and higher eco-conservative
behaviour (Biresaw et al. 2003).
However, VO/W emulsions show two drawbacks due to their high polarity, including
their low dispersion stability which raises difficulties in managing oil droplets’ coalescence
hence keeping homogeneous emulsion supply (Allende et al. 2008), as well as their tendency
to leave oil residue on the surface which reduces rolling productivity and degrades the surface
cleanliness of the rolled products. Therefore a compromise between the emulsions’ stability,
lubrication effectiveness, and surface cleanliness (oil residue removal) as illustrated in Figure
1.2 design triangle is a key consideration in the development of cold rolling emulsions.

Figure 1.2 Consideration of ‘emulsion stability’ / ‘lubricity’ /
‘product surface cleanliness (oil residue removal)’ design triangle
in development of cold rolling emulsions.

More recently, solid nanoparticles (NPs) such as SiO2 NPs have been adopted as anticoalescence additives in O/W emulsions as a control agent of the degree of instability of the
oil droplets (known as Pickering emulsions). This occurs by physical entrapment of droplets
with NPs (coating) which provides physical anti-coalescence barriers. Some other NPs such
as TiO2 have also received widespread attention as load-carrying, friction-reducing, and antiwear agents (Dai et al. 2016). However metal oxide NPs such as TiO2 NPs may pose potential
hazardous effects on environment. One effective way to ensure the environmental safety of
metal oxide NPs is by encapsulation of such NPs within matrix chains of SiO2 NPs, in form
of composite X-SiO2 NPs (Bengalli et al. 2019). Besides, cold rolling lubrication with neat
oils and emulsions results in adhesion, lowering the surface quality of the rolled work-pieces.
This is particularly an issue in cold rolling of ‘sticky’ metals such as light aluminium alloys,
stainless steel alloys, and Ti and Zr alloys, but can be controlled by introducing solid abrasive
particles. However, the significance of Pickering emulsions in cold rolling lubrication, or in
tribology in general, has not received considerable attention, not in industrial scales nor in
the overtime anti-coalescence stability context (e.g. degradation), therefore is a valid area of
investigation.
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Altogether with economic and environmental considerations as important factors, this
dissertation focuses on development and characterisation of NP-stabilised VO/W emulsions
comprising soybean oil and novel multi-functional composite TiO2-SiO2 NPs as substitutes
for conventional industrial lubricants. Synergy of providing ‘adequate coalescence stability’,
‘controlled oil droplet plate out’ and ‘proper lubrication support’ by NPs are first investigated
in detail in laboratory scale by means of variety of characterisation techniques. NP-stabilised
soybean oil emulsions are then used as lubricants in experimental cold rolling trials of light
hydrophilic aluminium A5005 alloys and hydrophobic stainless steel SS316 alloys using an
experimental rolling mill and under various rolling sequences, the very first step before a
practical optimisation and test in real life applications.
First, current state of knowledge and development of VO/W emulsions are reviewed
and a framework is established to address the knowledge gap in contribution of NP-stabilised
emulsions in cold rolling tribology. The thesis then carries on with preliminary ball-on-disc
tribology studies of sliding contacts using NP-free soybean VO/W emulsions to elucidate the
effect of polarity of plate out films on lubrication and thereafter surface decontamination by
comparing the emulsions with prospective ‘residue-free’ lubricants namely Pluronics© L64
and 17R4 solutions (used as a benchmark) in terms of friction, wear, and surface cleanliness
to identify the tribological and clean-ability properties of NP-free soybean oil emulsions.
A thorough investigation is then undertaken in regards with the physical and chemical
properties and overtime coalescence stability of the two-phase NP-stabilised soybean VO/W
emulsions at varying mass fraction of NPs. The synergy of competitive oil plate-out and NPs’
deposition on the surface in improving lubrication performance in various sliding contacts is
then investigated by means of different characterisation techniques. Cold rolling lubrication
trials with NP-stabilised emulsions are then performed under different rolling procedures and
thickness reduction ratios to understand the tribological properties of the novel NP-stabilised
metalworking fluids (MWFs) in sliding-only and sliding-rolling contacts.
Moreover, although this work specifically considers cold rolling processes, outcomes
could be relevant to other commonly performed cold forming applications such as extrusion,
forging and indenting.
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Chapter two

Literature review

2.1. Cold plate-rolling tribology
Lubricants are introduced between contact pairs to reduce the friction and wear, and
to ease the relative motion between contact pair. Coefficients of friction (COFs) generated
during contact can be expressed in terms of a complex function of viscosity of the lubricant
η, sliding speed υ, and contact load F via a typical Stribeck curve shown in Figure 2.1. Three
lubrication regimes namely (I) boundary, (II) mixed, and (III) hydrodynamic exist to explain
the different regions of friction coefficients. Lambda ratio (λ), the ratio of the lubricant’s film
thickness to the combined surface roughness can also explain the distinct lubrication regimes
indicating the ability of the lubricants to separate the opposite surfaces’ asperities (see Figure
2.1 insets) (Davim 2013, Azushima 2016).

Figure 2.1 Variation of coefficient of friction (COF) and lambda ratio (λ) with viscosity of the lubricant
η, sliding speed υ, and contact load F during (I) boundary, (II) mixed, and (III) hydrodynamic lubrication
regimes. The difference between different regimes in terms of the extent of asperity contacts between
opposite surfaces (in terms of lambda ratio λ) is shown in the inset image. See text for full description.

In hydrodynamic lubrication, high hydrodynamic pressure exists between the surfaces
which keeps them fully separated. This is associated with λ > 3, indicating relative separation
between surfaces and low friction and adhesion where rheological properties of the lubricant
such as viscosity and density dominate the traction of the lubricant into the contact area and
lubrication effectiveness. On the other hand, when contact load is high and sliding speed is
4
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low, insufficient hydrodynamic pressure is unable to fully separate the surfaces in boundary
regime lubrication with λ < 1 which results in severe asperity contacts and adhesion (Boyde
2002, Yan 2010, Davim 2013, Azushima 2016). Hence in boundary lubrication (which is the
most prevalent in cold metal rolling lubrication), tribological and shearing properties of the
‘plate-out’ lubricant films on the surface and in the plate-roll contact area become the crucial
determinant of the lubrication effectiveness whereas bulk properties of the lubricant such as
viscosity and density have considerably lesser effects (Jahanmir 1985, Lin et al. 1991, Hsu
and Gates 2005, Yan 2010).
Oil based lubricants were conventionally used in cold rolling lubrication. For instance,
Lin et al. (1991) show the lubrication effect of several commercial rolling oils in cold rolling
lubrication of low carbon steel indicating COFs in range of 0.15 to 0.3 with 10% thickness
reduction and COFs in range of 0.1 to 0.15 with 40% thickness reduction. However after
cold rolling lubrication with neat oils, traces of µm-sized wear particles as well as oil residue
contamination are found on the rolled surfaces. Presence of oil residue on the surface after
lubricating with neat viscous oils is related to degradation of the thick boundary films formed
on the surface from the lubricant. The degradation of this layer initiates by high energy loss
during shearing caused by relative motion between the rolls and the workpieces. This results
in the formation of slurry unfavourable residue of oil/debris on the surface which adversely
affects the downstream processing of the rolled products (Januszkiewicz et al. 1994, Louaisil
et al. 2009, Labiapari et al. 2015), e.g. results in transformation of lubricant residue to carbon
layers during annealing which weakens coating and painting capacity of the rolled products
(Deltombe et al. 2003). Therefore, development of a lubricant with adequate film-forming,
lubricity, heat-, and debris- carrying properties is necessary to improve rolling productivity
and surface cleanliness of the rolled products, both greatly important to industry (Jacobs et
al. 2011).
Yang et al. (2004) show that O/W emulsions with small oil concentrations can create
similar tribological films to neat oils by plate out of oil droplets on the surface upstream of
the contact area. Owing to this capability and combined with the heat- and debris- carrying
properties, O/W emulsions have become prospective lubricants in cold rolling lubrication in
which small amount of mineral, vegetable or synthetic oils is dispersed in water in below 5
vol % (Ratoi-Salagean et al. 1997). This makes O/W emulsions cost effective lubricants with
low oil consumption in accord with wet MQL (wet - minimum quantity lubricant) strategy.
In such lubrication, whilst the immersed oil droplets provide the required lubrication support
by plating out on the surface, the continuous aqueous phase carriers debris and heat away
from the contact area owing to its large heat capacity (Cambiella et al. 2006, Allende et al.
2008).
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VO/W emulsions are expected to have better lubrication capability than mineral O/W
emulsions on metal surfaces owing to polarity of vegetable oil triglyceride molecules which
increases the plate out of oil droplets (Chen et al. 2002, Biresaw et al. 2003, Adhvaryu et al.
2006, Quinchia et al. 2014). However, high polarity of vegetable oil droplets results in oil /
water phase separation, therefore emulsions’ degradation within few days after preparation
(Kamogawa et al. 2001) which significantly lowers oil plate out tendency on surfaces (Fujita
and Kimura 2012).
To increase the lubrication capability and maintain the level of instability necessary
for proper lubrication, this study thoroughly investigates the exceptional synergic properties
of novel multi-functional TiO2-SiO2 composite NPs on controlling anti-coalescence stability,
plate out tendency, and lubrication support by soybean VO/W emulsions simultaneously for
the first time. First, current state of knowledge in development of such emulsions is reviewed
in this chapter and a framework is established to address the knowledge gap in contribution
of NP-stabilised VO/W emulsions in metal processing lubrication, more specifically in cold
plate rolling tribology.

2.2. Contribution of vegetable oils in tribology
2.2.1. Composition of vegetable oils
Vegetable oils are obtained from the plant components, typically seeds and nuts. The
extraction process of vegetable oils is a simple crush of the raw plant to squeeze the oil out.
Vegetable oils are made of triglyceride molecules, comprising a glycerol molecule attached
to three fatty acid chains with varying carbon number from C8 to C24, building a triester of
glycerol shown in Figure 2.2 (Biresaw et al. 2003, Petrovic 2008, Mannekote and Kailas
2009, Pfister et al. 2011). In addition to bounded fatty acids, vegetable oils may contain other
chemical compounds such as free fatty acids, present due to auto-hydrolysis of triglyceride
molecules (Fox et al. 2004, Baumgart et al. 2010).

Figure 2.2 Schematic
presentation of a triglyceride
molecule comprising a glycerol
attached to three fatty acid
chains building a triester of
glycerol (= mark indicates
carbon-carbon double bonds
present in fatty acid profiles).
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Fatty acids are either saturated or have one or more unsaturated carbon-carbon double
bonds within their chains (Mannekote and Kailas 2009, Baumgart et al. 2010). Figure 2.3
(left) shows the composition and schematic presentation of common free/bounded fatty acids
in vegetable oils including palmitic acid (C16:0), stearic acid (C18:0), oleic acid (C18:1 ∆9),
linoleic acid (C18:2 ∆9, 12), and linolenic acid (C18:3 ∆9, 12, 15) in which for (Cn:m, ∆l)
Cn is the total carbon number, m is the number of carbon-carbon double bonds, and ∆l is the
position of carbon-carbon double bonds in the hydrocarbon chains (Petrovic 2008, Baumgart
et al. 2010, Pfister et al. 2011). Presence, type, and number of carbon-carbon double bonds
governs the physical/chemical properties of different fatty acids. For instance while saturated
fatty acids have straight carbon chain, unsaturated acids are in either trans or cis isomers
(Figure 2.3 right) where the former is established with a straight profile and no shape changes
and the latter is associated with a pronounced structural bend and less oxidation resilience
compared to the former (Pfister et al. 2011).

Figure 2.3 (right) common fatty acids found in edible vegetable oils, and (left) trans and cis isomers of
fatty acids’ molecules. As an example, oleic acid (C18H34O2) and elaidic acid (C18H34O2) are cis and
trans isomer of dec-9-enoic acid respectively, comprising different chemical and physical behaviour.

2.2.2. Degradation of vegetable oils
A lubricant should possess proper oxidation resistance and maintain its physical and
chemical properties during process and storage in which it may be exposed to oxygen, high
temperature, and pressure. Oxidation of vegetable oils depends on the fatty acid profile, input
energy, and type of the oxygen molecules initiating the oxidation process, and occurs due to
presence of carbon-carbon double bonds which offer active sites for chemical reaction (Choe
and Min 2006). Therefore, polyunsaturated fatty acids such as linoleic acid (C18:2) with two
and linolenic acid (C18:3) with three active sites are more prone to free radical attacks and
chemical reaction compared to saturated and/or mono-unsaturated fatty acids (Pantoja et al.
2013).
Oxidation initiates by removal of a hydrogen atom from fatty acid hydrocarbon chain.
Hydrocarbon free radical (R−) then undergoes extremely fast reaction with oxygen to form a
hydroperoxide radical (HO2−). Hydroperoxide radical extracts another hydrogen atom from
7
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the fatty acid carbon chains to generate a new hydrocarbon radical and a new hydroperoxide
within the propagation processes (Choe and Min 2006, Pantoja et al. 2013). Hydroperoxide
is relatively stable in room temperature and in absence of metals. However, when subject to
metal contact or at high temperature, hydroperoxide decomposes to alkoxy radicals and other
secondary products with great structural range which form relatively carcinogenic sludge and
varnish on metal surfaces. Antioxidant treatment is a way to mitigate oxidation degradation
of vegetable oils via donating hydrogen atoms to free radicals which interrupts propagation
chain reactions.
2.2.3. Wetting of metal surfaces
Cold rolling boundary lubrication is associated with physical formation of lubricating
films on opposite surfaces and within the contact area. Triglyceride molecules of vegetable
oils with a polar end have high plate out tendency on metal surfaces, therefore are promising
lubricants in boundary regime lubrication (Adhvaryu et al. 2004, Adhvaryu et al. 2006, Fox
and Stachowiak 2007, Quinchia et al. 2014). Plate-out of triglyceride molecules on surface
occurs through anchorage of the -COO groups (polar end) on the surface (Chen et al. 2002)
whilst the fatty acid chains with varying carbon number form a close-packed repelling layer
near the surface to inhibit direct contacts (Adhvaryu et al. 2004, Adhvaryu et al. 2006). Based
on the following assumptions, adsorption propensity of vegetable oils on the surface can be
quantified using free energy of adsorption (Atkins and Paula 2006):
 Adsorption occurs in monolayer coverage,
 Finite number of equivalent adsorption sites exist and the surface is uniform,
 Full coverage of the surface occurs when all adsorption sites are occupied, and
 Adsorption tendency of one site is independent of neighbouring sites’ accumulation.
Langmuir introduces a dynamic equilibrium reaction on the surface (eq. 2.1) in which
the adsorbed molecules (Aad) are in equilibrium with available free molecules (Ag) and vacant
adsorption sites (S) (Langmuir 1918, Atkins and Paula 2006, Kurth et al. 2007).
𝐴𝑔 + 𝑆 ⇌ 𝐴𝑎𝑑

eq. 2.1

Surface fractional coverage θ is defined as the ratio of accumulated adsorption sites to
the total available sites on the surface. Changes in θ during adsorption and desorption can be
expressed by eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 respectively in terms of near surface concentration of adsorbate
molecules C, equilibrium constants ka and kd, and number of vacant 1 - θ, or occupied θ,
adsorption sites. At equilibrium, no change in fractional coverage θ occurs. Hence, Langmuir
adsorption isotherm (eq. 2.4) is derived in terms of the near surface adsorbate concentration
C and equilibrium constant K. By employing the Arrhenius relation, equilibrium constant K
8
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is related to the free energy of adsorption ∆Gads, gas constant R, and absolute temperature T,
shown in eq. 2.5 (Kurth et al. 2007). Free energy of adsorption ∆Gads can also be calculated
using eq. 2.6 in terms of the primary energy of adsorption ∆G0, lateral interactions between
adsorbate molecules α, and surface fractional coverage θ.
𝑑𝜃
= 𝑘𝑎 𝐶(1 − 𝜃)
𝑑𝑡

eq. 2.2

𝑑𝜃
= 𝑘𝑑 𝜃
𝑑𝑡

eq. 2.3

𝜃=

𝐾𝐶
1 + 𝐾𝐶

𝐾=

𝑘𝑎
𝑘𝑑

eq. 2.4

𝐾 = 𝑒 Δ𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠 /𝑅𝑇

eq. 2.5

Δ𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠 = Δ𝐺0 + 𝛼𝜃

eq. 2.6

Adhvaryu et al. (2006) show that adsorption energy ∆Gads depends on the availability
of polar groups in the adsorbate molecules’ structure. For instance vegetable oil triglycerides
show lower ∆Gads (more negative) compared to non-polar oils, indicating stronger adsorption
of triglycerides on the surface. This is because of dipole interactions between the triglyceride
molecules and metal surface, occurring via ester moieties. Adsorption energy of triglycerides
also increases with increasing the unsaturation degree of fatty acids, suggesting the stronger
adsorption of saturated triglycerides compared to mono/poly- unsaturated triglycerides with
an optimum chain lengths of C17 - 18 for lowest ∆Gads and strongest adsorption on the surface.
2.2.4. Wetting and lubrication
Boundary lubrication with vegetable oil based lubricants is governed by adsorption
propensity of triglyceride molecules on the surface which is influenced by oil composition,
average chain length, and unsaturation degree of the fatty acid molecules. For instance, using
1% free fatty acids with varying chain lengths from C12 to C18 in n-hexadecane, lower friction
is associated with higher fatty acids’ chain length owing to higher molecular weight of the
adsorbed fatty acids with longer chains which increases the lateral cohesive forces within the
plated out oil film with higher strength and lubrication stability (Jahanmir 1985). Rani et al.
(2015) also show that COFs obtained in lubrication with rice bran, coconut, and sunflower
oils with varying fatty acids’ chain lengths of C8 - C18 follows similar behaviour, with worst
friction actions by using coconut oil with smaller average fatty acids’ chain length whereas
rice bran and sunflower oils with high amount of C18 fatty acids show good friction-reducing
capability.
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Unsaturation also affects the lubrication properties of vegetable oils. For instance, Fox
et al. (2004) shows that addition of 1 wt % saturated stearic acid (C18:0), mono-unsaturated
oleic acid (C18:1), and poly-unsaturated linoleic acid (C18:2) to sunflower oil improves the
lubricity actions, more with saturated stearic acid owing to its straight chain that allows closepacked adsorption on the surface. This is because of the structural bend around unsaturation
sites which prevents close-pack formation of unsaturated triglyceride films on the surface,
worsening the lubrication capability. Siniawski et al. (2007) also shows that although both
soybean and sunflower oils perform better than sample mineral oil in improving lubrication,
high amount of unsaturated linoleic and oleic acids in sunflower oil prevents it to adsorb as
firm and stable as soybean oil on the surface. This results in lower friction and abrasion rate
by using soybean oil, attributed to the lower amount of unsaturated fatty acids in its structure.
On the bright side, oxidation of vegetable oils on the surface may reduce friction even more
because of formation of fatty acid soaps on the surface which albeit with lowering the friction
results in corrosive wear on the surface.

2.3. Oil-in-water emulsions
2.3.1. Wetting and cold rolling lubrication
Oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions are common metal-working lubricants. There is a vast
number of experimental and numerical literature to explain the lubrication mechanism of oil
droplets of conventional O/W emulsions in boundary and/or elastohydrodynamic lubrication
(EHL) regimes (Ratoi-Salagean et al. 1997, Ratoi-Salagean and Spikes 1999, Cambiella et
al. 2006, Tieu and Kosasih 2007, Allende et al. 2008, Lo et al. 2010, Azushima et al. 2011).
In cold metal rolling, different hypothesis including plate-out of oil droplets, starvation, and
dynamic-concentration are developed to explain the lubrication mechanism of emulsions via
penetration and thereafter entrapment of oil droplets within the plate-roll contact area (Zhu
et al. 1994, Yang et al. 2004, Azushima et al. 2011).
Nakahara et al. (1988) show that successful entrapment of oil droplets in the contact
zone depends on the rolling speed. Zhu et al. (1994) also show that in low rolling speeds, the
thickness of EHL films on the surface is irrespective of the oil concentration and resembles
that of the neat oils (corresponding to plate-out theory) shown to Figure 2.4. This is attributed
to a local phase inversion of O/W emulsions to water-in-oil in the plate-roll inlet area which
increases the oil supply to the contact region similar to the neat oils. They also show that by
increasing the rolling speed, starvation of the contact area with partial oil film break-down
occurs as droplets get repelled from the bite zone whereas further increasing the rolling speed
results in a transition to dynamic-concentration region. At this point film thickness does not
10
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change notably with the rolling speed, but is strongly affected by oil concentration depicted
in Figure 2.4. This is related to supply of a mix of oil and water to the contact area in higher
rolling speeds which is influenced by oil concentration, as well as viscosity of the oil phase
as the most influential on lubrication efficacy (Wang et al. 1993a, Wang et al. 1993b).

Figure 2.4 Film thickness from neat oil and O/W emulsions corresponding
to different oil concentration and rolling speeds (experimental results of Zhu
et al. (1994), summarised and published by Yang et al. (2006), reproduced
with permission form ASME journal of Tribology). Low speed EHL efficacy
with emulsions is associated with plate-out of oil droplets on the surface, is
irrespective to the oil concentration, and resembles that of the neat oils.

In cold rolling boundary lubrication, tribological support by O/W emulsions is owing
to successful entrainment of oil droplets to the plate-roll contact area via oil plate-out on the
surface upstream of rolls’ bite zone, schematically shown in Figure 2.5. Plate-out oil droplets
on the surface follows the progressive attraction and thereafter deposition of several droplets
on the surface (Bay et al. 2010), illustrated in Figure 2.6. This is influenced by deposition
tendency of oil droplets on the surface which in turn is related to the chemical properties e.g.
polarity and dispersion stability of the droplets (Kimura and Okada 1989, Chen et al. 2002).

Figure 2.5 Schematic presentation of oil plate-out on the surface from NP-free O/W emulsions
upstream of the rolls’ bite zone (rolling direction is shown with arrow).
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As an example, Dubey et al. studied film thickness and cold rolling lubrication efficacy
of O/W emulsions having oils of different nature namely mineral oil, natural fats, and esters
in cold rolling of low carbon steel and show that emulsions made from natural fats and esters
form thicker films on the surface and reduce friction more than mineral oil-based emulsions
with similar oil droplet sizes (Dubey et al. 2005a, Dubey et al. 2005b).

Figure 2.6 Schematic presentation of
progressive wetting of the surface by an oil
droplet, until the equilibrium three-phase
contact angle θows is reached. Contact angle
θows and oil/water γow, oil/solid γos, and
water/solid γws surface tensions are shown in
the inset image.

Altogether, it is suggested that proper lubrication by O/W emulsions in boundary amd
/ or lower-speed EHL regimes requires ‘high degree of instability’ for optimised plate out of
oil droplets on the surface (Whetzel and Rodman 1959, Ratoi-Salagean et al. 1997, Wan et
al. 1984). This is adopted as a basis for development of cold rolling emulsions with controlled
high oil plate-out tendency by using polar vegetable oils, more specifically soybean oil with
average C18 fatty acid chain length for optimum film formation (plate out) property.
Plate-out tendency of oil droplets on the surface is quantified by measuring the wetting
property of oil droplets on surface. For an oil droplet adhering to the surface from an aqueous
phase, this is assessed by measuring true work of adhesion WA (eq. 2.7) in terms of oil/water
γow, oil/solid γos, and water/solid γws surface tensions (Clint and Wicks 2001). As oil/water γow
can only be measured, Young’s equation (eq. 2.8) can be adopted to define WA as in eq. 2.9
in terms of oil/water surface tension γow and θows (contact angle at droplet / water / substrate
three-phase junction, shown in Figure 2.6 bottom) where higher WA corresponds to stronger
plate out of oil droplets on the surface with a better film formation capability (Cambiella et
al. 2006, Stokes 2014).
𝑊𝐴 = 𝛾𝑂𝑊 − 𝛾𝑂𝑆 + 𝛾𝑊𝑆

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑂𝑊𝑆 =

𝛾𝑂𝑆 − 𝛾𝑊𝑆
𝛾𝑂𝑊

𝑊𝐴 = 𝛾𝑂𝑊 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑂𝑊𝑆 + 1)
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2.3.2. Coalescence stability
As previously mentioned, lubrication by O/W emulsions is strongly influenced by the
level of instability of the oil droplets. Stability of oil droplets attributes to a balance between
attractive e.g. van der Waals, and repulsive inter-droplet forces. To improve the coalescence
stability of oil droplets, two mechanisms with steric and/or electrostatic forces are discussed
and schematically shown in Figure 2.7. Short-ranged steric repulsion between the oil droplets
originates from the adsorbed emulsifiers such as surfactants, surface-active polymers, and/or
solid nanoparticles (NPs) on the surface of oil droplets which result in mechanical shielding
of droplets shown in Figures 2.7a and 2.7c (Cambiella et al. 2006, Allende et al. 2008, Ridel
et al. 2016). Ion distribution on and around oil droplets also increases the stability of droplets
by creating charged fields around them which provides long-ranged electrostatic repulsion
similar to Figure 2.7b. Ions distribution on the surface of the oil droplets occurs via different
mechanisms such as differential ion loss, adsorption of ions, and surface ionization (Allende
et al. 2008, Yu and Xie 2012).

Figure 2.7 Stabilisation mechanism of oil droplets by (a) steric barriers (surfactants and/or polymers),
(b) electrostatic barriers (ion distribution), and (c) steric barriers (solid nanoparticles - NPs).

It is known that unstable course oil droplets undergo ‘limited coalescence’ in the bulk
emulsion initially where droplets continuously coalesce until a limiting droplet size at which
the total surface area of oil droplets can be stabilised with available emulsifiers. Average size
of oil droplets is usually expressed as volume mean diameter d43 (eq. 2.10) where ni and di
are the number and diameter of the ith size class of droplets. Polydispersity of droplets is also
characterised using uniformity factor U (eq. 2.11) where dm is average size distribution and
ni and di are defined as before (Canselier et al. 2002, Binks and Whitby 2005, Worthen et al.
2014).
𝑑43 =

𝑈=

∑𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑖 4
∑𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑖 3

1 ∑ 𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑖 3 |𝑑𝑚 − 𝑑𝑖 |
𝑑𝑚
∑ 𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑖 3

eq. 2.10

eq. 2.11

Chemical properties of the oil phase also affect the stability of emulsions. For instance
Kamogawa et al. (2001) shows that polar oil droplets of oleic acid with initial droplet sizes
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of 70-100 and 300-700 nm coalesce and form large droplets in range of 1000 to 2500nm only
3 days after preparation showing higher coalescence rate compared to nonpolar oil droplets
with similar carbon number (Kamogawa et al. 1999, Kamogawa et al. 2001). Hence, a critical
coalescence model is postulated for polar droplets comprising carboxylic acid C=O function
groups, indicating that after a certain degree of ﬂocculation, an effective fusion path results
in association of several polar oil droplets and sudden increase in average size of oil droplets
(Kamogawa et al. 2001, Sakai et al. 2003a).
As an alternative pathway, early works let by Fogler (Li and Fogler 1978, Reddy and
Fogler 1980) and Abe (Kamogawa et al. 1998, Kamogawa et al. 1999, Kamogawa et al. 2001,
Sakai et al. 2001, Sakai et al. 2002a, Sakai et al. 2002b, Sakai et al. 2003a, Sakai et al. 2003b,
Kamogawa et al. 2004) indicate that stable O/W emulsions with sub-micron sized oil droplets
can be produced even in absence of emulsifiers using the energy-intensive pulsed ultrasonic
emulsification method. This will be explained further in section 3.2.1.

2.4. Solid nanoparticles (NPs)
Variety of additives are developed to improve the lubrication performance of industrial
lubricants. Figure 2.8 reproduced from Spikes (2015) shows the timeline of development of
various lubrication additives including different types of organic and polymer-based friction
modifiers (FMs), viscosity modifiers (VMs), extreme pressure additives, anti-wear additives,
corrosion inhabitators, antioxidants, detergents, and dispersants indicating organic friction
modifiers (OFMs) as pioneering and nanoparticles (NPs) as recently developed additives in
industrial lubrication.

Figure 2.8 Timeframe of development of lubrication additives including different types of friction modifiers
(FMs), extreme pressure additives, viscosity modifiers (VMs), corrosion inhabitators, anti-wear additives,
antioxidants, detergents, and dispersants developed since 1920s (reproduced from Spikes (2015) with
permission from Tribology Letters journal). As indicated, organic friction modifiers (OFMs) are pioneering
lubrication additives and solid nanoparticles (NPs) are recently developed additives for industrial lubrication.
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Proper friction-reducing and anti-wear support can be achieved if additives contain
polar compounds that adhere strongly to the metal surface. Organic structures such as ZDDP,
TCP, and TXP are well known friction-reducing and anti-wear additives that not only have
polar groups, but also contain active sulphur, chlorine, and phosphorous extreme pressure
components (Li et al. 2006a, Alves et al. 2013). Within contact area, active elements undergo
chemical reactions due to high temperature and pressure of contact area and form protective
sheared layers of sulphide, chlorine, and phosphide, therefore improve lubrication. However,
Figure 2.9 reproduced from Bay et al. (2010) shows that the effectiveness of active elements
significantly depends on the contact temperature where for cold rolling application is not as
significant as polar fatty acids. On the other hand, active elements are deleterious to health
and environment, therefore elimination of these elements in rolling applications where high
amount of lubricant waste is produced is indeed essential (Alves et al. 2013).

Figure 2.9 Applicable temperature range of some lubrication additive (reproduced from Bay et
al. (2010) with permission from CIRP Annals, Manufacturing Technology journal). Active
elements (phosphorous, chlorine, and sulphur) are mainly used as extreme pressure additives
whereas effectiveness of fatty acids and soaps are more apparent at lower temperatures.

Alternatively, solid nanoparticles (NPs) have recently received widespread attention
as MWFs’ additives owing to their promising friction-reducing, load carrying, and anti-wear
properties (Li et al. 2006a, Peng et al. 2009, Alves et al. 2013, Spikes 2015). NPs also have
other favourable properties such as low melting point, low density, high conductivity, high
thermal stability, and high surface area which make them suitable for lubrication and heat
extraction purposes. Different types of NPs such as carbon derivatives, metals, metal oxides,
sulphides, nano-composites, and rare earth compounds are investigated in literature. Table
2.1 reproduced from Dai et al. (2016) shows statistics and few example NPs investigated for
lubrication purposes.
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Table 2.1 Different types of NPs used as lubrication additives (reproduced from Dai et al. (2016) with
permission from Tribology International journal). Metal and metal oxide NPs are found more common
compared to others for lubrication purposes.
type

Statistics (%) *

Some example NPs

carbon derivatives

7%

graphene, diamond

metals

23%

Sn, Bi, Cu, Ti, Ni, Co, Au

metal oxides

26%

ZrO2, TiO2, Fe3O4, Al2O3, ZnO, CuO

sulphides

16%

WS2, CuS, MoS2

rare earth compounds

7%

LaF3, CeO2, Y2O3, CeBO3

nano-composites

6%

Cu/SiO2, Al2O3/SiO2, Al2O3/TiO2

others

15%

CaCO3, ZnAl2O4, SiO2

* statistics reported by Dai et al. (2016)

2.4.1. NPs in oil based lubricants
Factors including type, shape, size, and mass fraction of NPs influence the efficacy of
NPs as lubrication additives (Wu et al. 2007). After entrainment of NPs into the contact zone,
different mechanisms including rolling, mending, polishing, formation of NP-rich-films on
the surface, and on-surface tribo-sintering of NPs are noted, effective in reducing friction and
wear and improving the load carrying property in boundary lubrication (Hu and Dong 1998,
Hu et al. 2000, Hu et al. 2002, Liu et al. 2004, Wu et al. 2007, Battez et al. 2007, Battez et
al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2009, Peng et al. 2009, Wu and Kao 2011, Dai et al. 2016). In addition
to these nano-scale actions, Castillo and Spikes (2003) also show that aggregates of NPs can
penetrate towards the elastohydrodynamic contact zone via mechanical entrapment and then
reduce friction and wear during hydrodynamic lubrication by ball bearing action.
As an example, Hu et al. show that friction-reducing, anti-wear, and load carrying of
500SN base oil improve with titanium borate, lanthanum borate and magnesium borate NPs,
attributed to physical deposition of NPs on the surface and thereafter chemical reactions that
result in formation of protective layers of B2O3 and FeB on the surface (Hu and Dong 1998,
Hu et al. 2000, Hu et al. 2002). Better lubrication with PAO oil in presence of CaCO3 NPs is
also reported by Zhang et al. (2009) where CaCO3, CaO, FeO, and organic compounds due
to tribo-chemical reactions are found on the worn surfaces. Efficacy of ZnO, CuO, and ZrO2
NPs in reducing friction and wear in lubrication with PAO6 oil is also observed by Battez et
al. where the lowest friction is obtained with 0.5 wt % ZnO or ZrO2 NPs and the least wear
and better extreme pressure actions are found with CuO NPs, possibly by tribo-sintering of
CuO NPs during contact (Battez et al. 2007, Battez et al. 2008). Wu et al. (2007) also show
that CuO and TiO2 NPs improve friction-reducing and anti-wear actions of SAE30 LB51153
and LB51163-11 oils where CuO NPs decrease the friction the highest by 18.4 and 5.8 % via
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rolling action and wear depth by 16.7 and 78.8 % by film formation on the surface and shear
stress reduction respectively.
Literature shows that NPs are in size range of 2-120 nm where smaller NPs are more
likely to reduce friction and wear owing to easier entrapment of smaller NPs into the contact
area (Wu et al. 2007, Wu and Kao 2011). For instance, Choi et al. (2009) show that Cu NPs
with average size of 25nm reduce the friction and wear more than 60nm Cu NPs. TiO2 NPs
also reduce the friction and wear when added to paraffin oil more when smaller NPs are used
(Wu and Kao 2011). However, size of NPs should not be significantly smaller than surface
asperities because when small NPs deposit in deep valleys they fail to preserve the asperity
peaks against contact (Castillo and Spikes 2003, Novak et al. 2014).
Mass fraction of NPs also affects the friction-reducing and anti-wear performance of
NPs. For instance, Yu et al. (2008) show that in steel lubrication with SN650 oil having 0 to
1 wt % Cu NPs, the lowest friction is obtained with 0.6 wt % Cu NPs whereas a continuous
reduction in wear is obtained by increasing the mass fraction of NPs to 1 wt %. This is related
to the formation of a Cu-NP-rich layer with low hardness on the surface which provides fast
relaxation of the contact stress to reduce friction and wear. However, higher number of free
NPs near the surface in above 0.6 wt % partially breaks the adsorbed film which reduces the
resistance against friction. Ran et al. (2017) also show that ZnO NPs reduce friction, wear,
and surface roughness when used in 60SN oil in mass fraction range of 0 to 1 wt % more at
optimum 0.5 wt %. Similarly diamond NPs reduce friction when used in paraffin oil in mass
fraction range of 0 to 2 wt %, more at optimum 1 wt % where deposition and rolling of NPs
are considered as the friction-reducing mechanisms (Novak et al. 2014). TiO2 and Al2O3 NPs
also reduce friction and wear when used in 5W30 oil in mass fraction range of 0.05 to 0.5 wt
% more at 0.25 wt % of either NPs, attributed to rolling of spherical NPs and formation of
physical films from NPs on the surface (Ali et al. 2016). Similarly, Gu et al. (2008) show
that CeO2 and CaCO3 NPs reduce friction and wear when added to 40CD oil in mass fraction
range of 0 to 1 wt %, more with 0.6 wt % NPs where mending of small CeO2 NPs and rolling
and load carrying of large CaCO3 NPs contribute to friction-reducing mechanism. However
formation of intact films of secondary products including metal calcium and cerium as result
of chemical decomposition of NPs was observed in their study because of high pressure and
temperature of the contact area.
Chemical properties of base liquid (in which NPs are used) also affect the lubrication
effectiveness of NPs. For instance, Alves et al. (2013) indicate that while ZnO and CuO NPs
enhance the friction-reducing property of mineral and synthetic oils respectively, they fail to
reduce friction in epoxidised soybean and sunflower oil based lubricants. With mineral and
synthetic oils, ZnO and CuO NPs deposit on and react with metal surfaces to form secondary
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products that contribute to the formation of NP-containing films on the surface. On the other
hand, vegetable oils have high adsorption tendency on metallic surfaces. Presence of NPs in
vegetable oils reduces this surface affinity of base oil (Alves et al. 2013, Trajano et al. 2014)
therefore promotes 3rd body abrasive behaviour and increases friction and wear.
On contrary several studies show a positive role of nano/micro particles in lubrication
with vegetable oil based lubricants. For instance, Arumugam and Sriram (2013) show TiO2
nano/micro -particles reduce friction by 15.2/6.9 % and wear by 11/6.1 % respectively when
added to epoxidised rapeseed oil where the lower friction and wear with nano-TiO2 attributes
to rolling of small spherical NPs. CuO NPs also improve the lubricity efficacy of coconut oil
in range of 0 to 0.6 wt %, more at 0.34 wt % mass fraction with the lowest friction and wear
(Thottackkad et al. 2012). Lubricity of soybean oil and rapeseed oil also improves with CuO
and SiO2 NPs where the lowest friction is obtained with 0.5 to 0.7 wt % either NPs owing to
rolling, spacing and mending action of NPs shown in Figure 2.10 (Zareh-Desari and Davoodi
2016).

Figure 2.10 Schematic presentation of (a) rolling, (b)
spacing (separating), and (c) mending actions of CuO
and SiO2 NPs in the contact area (reproduced from
Zareh-Desari and Davoodi (2016) with permission
from Journal of Cleaner Production). While
spherical NPs roll between the sliding surfaces and
provide rolling-sliding condition, separating and
mending actions of NPs improve surface protection
against asperity contacts.

In sliding-only contacts and in below the optimum wt % of NPs, rolling of few NPs
between surfaces results in sliding-rolling contacts with lower friction and wear compared to
sliding-only contacts in absence of NPs. On the contrary at above the optimum wt % of NPs,
excess NPs only contribute to formation of NP-agglomerates which presence near the contact
area partially breaks the plated-out oil film and interferes with supply of NPs to the contact
zone, hence aggravates the contact severity and increases friction and wear (Jiao et al. 2011,
Thottackkad et al. 2012, Luo et al. 2014, Wu et al. 2017). Friction-reducing action of MoS2
NPs is also observed in coconut and paraffin oils by providing rolling-sliding mechanism as
opposed to sliding-only contact more at 0.53 and 0.58 wt % respectively (Koshy et al. 2015).
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Lubricity of NPs also depends on dispersion properties of NPs in the base liquid. This
is due to agglomeration and sedimentation of unstable NPs which consequently reduce the
lubricity effectiveness. One method to improve the stability and reduce the agglomeration of
NPs is by addition of organic coupling agents with a polar head and long hydrocarbon tail to
the lubricant where NPs attach to the polar head and remain immersed in the solvent owing
to stability of hydrocarbon tail (Li et al. 2006a, Chen and Liu 2006). Several coating material
including DDP, oleic acid (OA), DTC8, and silane also exist to improve the stability of NPs.
For instance the studies let by Liu show that DDP-coating of different NPs such as ZnS, PbS,
LaF3 and Cu increases the dispersion stability of NPs in liquid paraffin base, which further
improves the friction-reducing, anti-wear, and load carrying properties via forming boundary
film on the surface at an optimum mass fraction (Chen et al. 1998, Chen and Liu 1999, Zhou
et al. 1999, Liu and Chen 2000, Chen and Liu 2001, Zhou et al. 2001). Similarly, Cu NPs
with DTC8 coating show better dispersion stability and antiwear property in liquid paraffin,
owing to deposition of Cu NPs on the surface which results in formation of a self-repairing
Cu protective layer with low melting point on the surface (Yang et al. 2012). Silane (CA-EP
and CA-NH) treatment of the surface of SiO2 NPs also improves the dispersion stability of
NPs in underfill resin, more by CA-EP treatment (Li et al. 2006b, Sun et al. 2005b). Silane
capped ZrO2 NPs also show good dispersion stability and better friction-reducing / anti-wear
properties in machine oil at optimum wt % where depletion and entrapment of NPs between
surface asperities and thereafter chemical reactions are postulated to provide the necessary
tribofilms for reducing the friction and wear (Ma et al. 2010).
Coating with oleic acid (OA, C18:1 ∆9 fatty acid) also changes the dispersion stability
of NPs. For instance, while non-modified SiO2 NPs are partially soluble in water and show
poor dispersion stability in the organic solvents, OA-capped SiO2 NPs show better dispersion
property in organic solvents, but cannot be dispersed in water (Li and Zhu 2003). OA-capped
PbS NPs also have good dispersion stability in liquid paraffin compared to unmodified NPs
with better anti-wear and friction-reducing actions (Chen and Liu 2006). OA-capped SiO2
and diamond NPs also show good dispersion stability in liquid paraffin with lower friction,
wear, and load carrying properties compared to non-modified NPs more for SiO2 compared
to diamond NPs (Peng et al. 2009).
Depending on the type and structure of NPs, they provide distinct dispersion stability,
friction-reducing, anti-wear, and load carrying properties. The distinct behaviour of different
NPs can be stacked by synthesising composite NPs from precursor NPs with aim to provide
synergy action of different NPs. For instance, Luo et al. (2014) show that composite Al2O3TiO2 NPs have good dispersion stability with better friction-reducing and anti-wear actions
compared to individual Al2O3 or TiO2 NPs in lubricating oils. Al2O3-SiO2 and ZnO-Al2O3
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NPs also improve friction and wear of base oil more than individual Al2O3 or SiO2 and ZnO
or Al2O3 NPs respectively (Jiao et al. 2011, Song et al. 2012). Similarly MoS2-TiO2 NPs
show positive lubricity action in rapeseed oil where the least friction and wear are obtained
with composite MoS2-TiO2 NPs compared to micro-MoS2, spherical nano-MoS2, and nanoTiO2 particles (Xu et al. 2015).
2.4.2. NPs in aqueous lubricants
Various studies show that NPs (especially metal oxides) can also improve lubricity in
aqueous environments (Gao et al. 2002, Kong et al. 2017, Wu et al. 2017), only if properly
dispersed in the solution (Zhao et al. 2013). The mechanism with which stably dispersed NPs
in water reduce friction and wear is related to film formation, rolling, mending, and spacing
actions of entrapped NPs similar to that shown in Figure 2.10 (Gara and Zou 2012, Zhang et
al. 2012a, He et al. 2017). This is also related to the mass fraction of NPs where at optimum
wt %, deposition of enough NPs on the surface can fill up asperities, make up material loss,
and reduce the direct asperity contacts, therefore reduce friction and wear (Zhao et al. 2013).
For instance, Bao et al. show film forming, mending, and rolling actions of stable SiO2 NPs
in water in hot strip rolling as well as in pin-on-disc tribo-tester in mass fraction range of 0.1
to 0.3 wt % whereas irreversible formation of NP-agglomerates is observed when the wt %
of NPs is further increased, worsening the lubrication efficacy (Bao et al. 2017a, Bao et al.
2017b). In another study, He et al. (2017) show mending, spacing, and load carrying actions
of Al2O3 NPs in water-glycerol solution where NPs embed onto steel surface and increase
the load carrying property whereas spacing, mending and film forming actions of NPs are
speculated for lower friction and wear. Gara and Zou (2012) also show that ZnO and Al2O3
NPs reduce friction in steel contacts when added to water owing to film forming and rolling
of NPs more with ZnO NPs because of lower hardness. However albeit lowering friction,
neither NPs were able to reduce wear due to 3rd body abrasive behaviour of NPs in between
the contact pairs.
In boundary regime lubrication, as the normal load increases, the bulk of the lubricant
squeezes out from the contact area (Ghaednia and Jackson 2013). Within the contact zone,
once the gap between surface asperities becomes less than NPs’ size, NPs become entrapped
between surface asperities, locally separate the surfaces, and form void areas. In such cases,
higher mass fraction, smaller size, and narrower distribution of NPs, as well as lower surface
roughness are contributing factors for lower friction and wear. Moreover, if the induced wear
caused by deposition of NPs is less than asperities’ abrasive wear, NPs can locally separate
the surfaces (spacing action) and reduce friction and wear. In general, NPs’ types, size, and
ability to fill surface asperities affect the lubrication performance of NPs where worsening
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actions may also occur due to 3rd body abrasive behaviour of NPs. However, the mechanisms
with which composite NPs provide superior tribological properties is yet unprecedented.
2.4.3. NPs in O/W emulsions
For proper lubrication by O/W emulsions, oil droplets should plate-out on the surface
and form the required tribological films in the inlet zone of contact pairs. This is influenced
by the deposition tendency of oil droplets on the surface which in turn is related to dispersion
stability of droplets, a measure of the balance between attractive and repulsive inter-droplet
forces. Two main functions of NPs in emulsions namely ‘anti-coalescence’ and ‘lubrication’
actions are identified in literature in which the latter has received much less consideration.
When O/W emulsions are solely stabilized with NPs (known as Pickering emulsions),
stability of droplets attributes to the formation of a steric layer of NPs on oil/water interface
of oil droplets that resists coalescence (Figure 2.7c) via mechanical entrapment of oil droplets
(coating) similar to the egg-shell structures (Dickinson 2010, Chevalier and Bolzinger 2013,
Ridel et al. 2016). Pre-eminent studies led by Binks (and few other authors) clearly show that
adsorption of NPs on the surface of oil droplets depends on shape, size, structure, and mass
fraction of NPs whereas dispersion stability of NP-coated droplets depends on the anchoring
strength of layers of NPs on the surface of oil droplets, as well as inter-NP interactions in the
continuous phase of emulsions (Tambe and Sharma 1993, Binks and Lumsdon 1999, Binks
and Lumsdon 2000a, Binks and Lumsdon 2000b, Binks and Lumsdon 2001, Binks 2002,
Aveyard et al. 2003, Simovic and Prestidge 2003a, Hunter et al. 2008).
Anchoring strength of NPs on the surface of oil droplets is quantified by measuring
the required energy to remove NPs from oil/water interface. The required removal energy is
calculated using free energy of adsorption ∆E (eq. 2.12) in terms of the interfacial tension of
NP-free oil droplet γ0, the total number of adsorbed NPs N, surface area of droplet A, and
detachment energy of a NP from the droplet Ed shown in Figure 2.11. Assuming small NPs
to neglect gravity, the required detachment energy of a spherical NP from the droplet is given
by eq. 2.13 where R is the radius of NP, γow is oil/water surface tension, and θ is the contact
angle of NPs on the surface of oil droplet measured through the aqueous phase (Figure 2.11).
In practice, NP/droplet contact angle is calculated by employing Young’s equation (eq. 2.14)
by measuring NPs/oil γpo, NPs/water γpw, and oil/water γow surface tensions (Binks 2002). As
an example, fumed silica NPs are strongly held on the toluene/water interface at θ = 90° with
2750kT detachment energy. However, highly hydrophobic NPs (i.e. θ > 160°) or hydrophilic
NPs (i.e. θ < 20°) have small removal energy (less than 10kT), hence easily get removed into
oil or water phases respectively and fail to make stable emulsions (Aveyard et al. 2003). On
the other hand partially hydrophilic NPs (i.e. θ < 90°) are capable to stabilise O/W emulsions
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and partially hydrophobic NPs (i.e. θ > 90°) promote the formation of water-in-oil emulsions.
Therefore it is suggested that preferential wetting of NPs by continuous water phase favours
O/W emulsions’ formation, related to the magnitude of steric barriers between NP-coated oil
droplets which is more effective when NPs are located on outer (convex) side of oil droplets,
shown in Figure 2.11 (Dickinson 2010). This indicates that the emulsion-stabilising actions
of NPs is primarily linked with their hydrophilic/hydrophobic behaviour in aqueous phase of
emulsions similar to the HLB (i.e. hydrophilic - lipophilic balance) behaviour of surfactants
in surfactant-stabilised emulsions.
𝛥𝐸 = 𝐴𝛾0 − 𝑁𝐸𝑑

eq. 2.12

𝐸𝑑 = 𝜋𝑅2 𝛾𝑂𝑊 (1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)2

eq. 2.13

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = (𝛾𝑃𝑂 − 𝛾𝑃𝑊 )⁄𝛾𝑂𝑊

eq. 2.14

Figure 2.11 Schematic presentation of a spherical NP at
oil/water interface indicating detachment energy Ed, radius of
nanoparticle R, and NP/oil contact angle measured through
the aqueous phase θ (reproduced from Hunter et al. (2008)
with permission from Advances in Colloid and Interface
Science journal). In this example, NP is resting on the convex
(outer) side of the oil droplet, hence promote the formation of
O/W emulsion.

In classic stabilisation theory, the dispersion stability of oil droplets is provided by full
coverage of droplets with monolayers of NPs which provide steric barriers between droplets.
To ensure indefinite stability, it is reasonably suggested that enough NPs should be available
in the aqueous phase to cover a large area of the surface of oil droplets (Simovic and Prestidge
2003a). Chevalier and Bolzinger (2013) show that the required mass fraction of NPs to make
stable O/W emulsions depends on the oil concentration, but usually is in range of 0.1 to 1 wt
%. Therefore three mass fraction regimes of NPs are defined as shown in Figure 2.12. In low
mass fractions of NPs (1st regime), partial coverage of oil droplets with NPs may result in
stability by forming bridging layers of NPs between droplets (Dickinson 2010, Ridel et al.
2016). By increasing the wt % of NPs, continuous accumulation of NPs on the surface of oil
droplets occurs (2nd regime) which reduces the average size and improves the stability of oil
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droplets up to a saturation mass fraction (the adsorption plateau) where NPs fully cover the
surface of oil droplets. In above the adsorption plateau (3rd regime), excess NPs do not adsorb
on the surface of oil droplets, but remain in the aqueous phase in form of free NPs with high
agglomeration tendency which size depends on dispersion stability of NPs (Frelichowska et
al. 2010, Chevalier and Bolzinger 2013).

Figure 2.12 Size distribution of oil droplets stabilised with varying mass fractions of silica NPs
(reproduced from Chevalier and Bolzinger (2013) with permission from Colloids and Surfaces A:
Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects journal). At low wt % of NPs oil droplets are partially
covered with NPs (1st regime). By increasing the wt % of NPs, continuous accumulation of NPs on
the surface of oil droplets occurs (2nd regime) until NPs fully cover the surface of oil droplets,
which then increases the formation of NP-agglomerates from excess NPs (3rd regime).

Structure of NPs also affects the stability of NP-coated oil droplets. For instance when
NPs with ionisable function groups (such as silica) are used to stabilise the emulsion, parts
of NPs that reside in water become ionised and negatively charged, asymmetrically charging
the NPs. This charge distribution creates a dipole on oil/water interface through the oil phase
shown in Figure 2.13. NPs then undergo charge neutralisation by attracting positive counterions from water which results in repulsive electrostatic double layer force between them. If
greater than attractive van der Waals forces between NPs, the net force through the aqueous
phase (known as DLVO force) works in the stabilisation favour and gives higher stability to
NPs at the oil/water interface. Both electrostatic double layer and van der Waals forces are
short range, hence increase drastically when NPs approach each other at oil/water interface.
Apart from the van der Waals forces, long range attractive capillary forces are also reported
between NPs through the aqueous phase (Hunter et al. 2008) which is enough to cause partial
aggregation and formation of flocs of NPs on the oil/water interface.
Increasing the repulsion between NPs at oil/water interface is a method to increase the
stability of NP-stabilised emulsions. This can be achieved with changing the hydrophobicity
and wettability of NPs by altering the continuous phase pH or addition of salts or multivalent
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ions (Tambe and Sharma 1993, Simovic and Prestidge 2003a). By increasing aqueous phase
pH, hydrophobic NPs are rendered more hydrophilic, therefore become water soluble and
flocculate weakly on the oil/water interface. This improves the stability of NPs on oil/water
interface until the point at which NPs become hydrophilic enough to highly flocculate and
position entirely in the aqueous phase. Hence, intermediate pH is suggested favourable for
making stable Pickering emulsions.

Figure 2.13 Net repulsion dipole-dipole and DLVO forces acting on NPs at oil/water
interface through oil and water phases respectively (reproduced from Hunter et al. (2008)
with permission from Advances in Colloid and Interface Science journal). NPs are resting
on the outer size of the oil droplets hence promote the formation of O/W emulsions.

On the other hand presence of ions changes the electrostatic ζ potential of the deposited
NPs on the surface of oil droplets, therefore influences the net force between NPs through
the aqueous phase. For instance, in heptane O/W emulsions stabilised with 2 wt % silica NPs,
while oil/water phase separation occurs without salt, addition of up to 10-5 M CaCl2 improves
stability by promoting weak flocculation of NPs on the oil/water interface. However, further
increasing the salt concentration to 10-2 M continuously increases the flocculation of NPs on
oil/water interface which results in coalescence of NP-coated oil droplets due to increased
attractive van der Waals forces between NPs at oil/water interface (Binks and Whitby 2005).
Horozov et al. (2003) also investigate the synergy action of 1M NaCl salt and ionisable
hydrophilic silica NPs (67% SiOH) in stabilising octane/water emulsions and suggested that
while SiOH groups of NPs create a small dipole on the NPs’ surface, they become dissociated
in water and leave SiO− ions on the surface of NPs which attract Na+ ions from the aqueous
phase to form SiO−Na+ on the surface of NPs. This creates an electrostatic double layer with
strong dipole on NPs which gives them a superior stability shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 Stabilising action of SiOH
dipole and SiO−Na+ double layer dipole on
the oil/water interface (reproduced from
Horozov et al. (2003) with permission from
Langmuir journal). Particle is resting on the
inner side of oil droplets, hence promote the
formation of W/O emulsions.
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Oil phase polarity is another important contributing factor in determining the extent of
adsorption of NPs on the surface of oil droplets where polar oils attract NPs more than nonpolar oils (Binks and Whitby 2005). Polarity of NPs also affects their behaviour in aqueous
environment. For instance, Yan et al. (2014) show that with DBOP, ODOC, and DOB NPs,
while highly polar and ionic ODOC NPs remain stable at oil/water interface of polar rapeseed
oil droplets, DBOP and DOB NPs remain closer to the core of the oil droplets.

2.5. Research direction and hypotheses
Oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions are common MWFs where the lubrication mechanism
primarily depends on the plate out of oil droplets on the surface, providing the required wet
minimum quantity lubrication (wet MQL) to reduce friction and wear. In applications where
toxicity and environmental impacts are considered, conventional emulsions made of mineral
oils or fully formulated commercial lubricants are not suitable due to presence of hazardous
substances. To overcome this challenge, two methods including re-design of the equipment
to eliminate the lubrication waste or development of an environmentally friendly MWF are
suggested. Following the latter approach, rolling O/W emulsions made of vegetable oils and
fully formulated MWFs comprising NPs in base oils, e.g. oils with over-based Ca sulfonate,
have been used in industrial cold rolling tribology for decades. However, as large amount of
waste MWFs end up in environment after use, vegetable oil-in-water (VO/W) emulsions are
more favourable compared to neat and formulated rolling oils or mineral oil/petroleum based
O/W emulsions in large-scale applications, owing to higher eco-conservative behaviour and
easier disposal. This shift to green tribology has been observed in industrial rolling of plain
carbon steel over years, but it is yet to be investigated in industrial cold rolling of aluminium
alloys and stainless steel alloys where mineral oils are currently used and eliminating them
is the ultimate aim.
However, VO/W emulsions show two drawbacks due to their high polarity, including
their low dispersion stability which leads to oil/water phase separation over time, as well as
their tendency to leave thick films on the surface which reduces the downstream processing
capability of the rolled products. Besides, rolling lubrication with neat oils / emulsions results
in adhesion, lowering the surface quality of the product work-pieces. This is particularly an
issue in cold rolling of ‘sticky’ metals such as light aluminium alloys, stainless steel alloys,
Ti alloys, and Zr alloys.
To maintain the required dispersion stability for VO/W emulsions used for lubrication
purposes, composite NPs with the capability of providing synergic coalescence stability and
lubrication actions seem attractive additives. However, the mechanism with which composite
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NPs provide synergic dispersion stability for polar vegetable oil droplets of VO/W emulsion,
control the plate out tendency of oil droplets, and reduce friction and wear during the rolling
contacts is yet unprecedented, therefore is a valid area of investigation.
Besides, several studies report the abrasive behaviour of solid NPs in lubrication with
increased friction and wear (Allsopp et al. 1998, Trezona et al. 1999). However in industrial
cold rolling context, although ‘abrasivity’ reduces tool life, it is not necessarily a drawback
as it helps to clean up the rolls’ and plates’ surface from adhesive material transfer. This is
an advantage, in particular in rolling of ‘sticky’ aluminium and stainless steel alloys which
are commonly rolled in industrial applications. Therefore, hard and abrasive NPs with higher
melting point are speculated more likely to improve cold rolling productivity as they do not
‘stick’ to the surface as a result of chemical reactions and tribo-sintering of NPs in the contact
area which can degrade the downstream processing behaviour of rolled products. However,
limited knowledge in regards with the lubrication properties of environmentally benign NPstabilised VO/W emulsions in cold rolling lubrication exist in literature, identified in Figure
2.15.

Figure 2.15 Identifying the potential research gap in contribution of solid nanoparticles in tribological
properties of environmentally benign vegetable oil-in-water emulsions in cold rolling applications.

As an example of tribological properties of NP-containing VO/W emulsions, Yan et
al. (2014) used a sliding-only nano-tribometer and investigated the lubrication capability of
2 wt % either DBOP, ODOC, and DOB NPs in 6 wt % rapeseed VO/W emulsions stabilised
using 6 wt % polysorbate 80 surfactant. Their study shows that while initial friction-reducing
property is dominated by water, after the break-down of oil droplets and oil pool formation
on the surface upstream of the contact area, NPs deposit on the surface and undergo chemical
degradation reactions during contact to form stable boundary films to the reduce friction and
wear, related to chemical properties of NPs. Sharma et al. also show the positive lubrication
actions of Al2O3, Al-MoS2, and TiO2 NPs in 5 vol % VO/W emulsions in pin-on-disc test
machine (Al2O3 and Al-MoS2) and turning machining (TiO2) of AISI 304 and 1040 steel
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where NPs are found effective in reducing the friction and wear in pin-on-disc configuration
(more with Al-MoS2) and cutting force and tool wear compared to dry and conventional mist
machining (Sharma et al. 2016, Sharma et al. 2017). However all above-mentioned studies
lack comprehensive investigation of the worn area morphology to identify the wear reducing
and/or surface damaging actions of entrapped NPs in the contact area of sliding-only, and/or
sliding-rolling contacts.
In sliding-only contact area and by formation of plate out oil layer between the sliding
pin/ball - disc pairs, literature suggest that small NPs approach the contact area and provide
three-body lubrication. However by increasing the mass fraction of NPs to above an optimum
amount, the excess NPs form large agglomerates that cannot move towards the contact zone
due to their large size, but instead, distribute around the entry and sides of the contact zone,
rub against each other, and result in higher friction and wear. However, contact conditions
in laboratory tribo-tests are different from industrial scale cold rolling processes (Louaisil et
al. 2009). One of key differences is both rolling and sliding contacts in plate rolling (Shirizly
and Lenard 2000, Deltombe et al. 2003) which do not occur in sliding-only ball/pin -on-disc
and four-ball contacts. Moreover, surface roughness plays a major role in plate-rolling elastoplasto hydrodynamic lubrication due to the effect of entrapped lubricant within surface pits,
absent in ball/pin -on-disc and/or four-ball set-ups (Lugt et al. 1993, Gonçalves et al. 2019).
Surface topography of the rolls also changes over time due to fatigue wear and material pickup and transfer between rolls and plates which are not present in laboratory scale tribo-tests
(Hartfield-Wunsch et al. 2011).

2.6. Research aims
To understand these actions altogether, this thesis studies the development of VO/W
emulsions for cold metal processing lubrication, more specifically for cold rolling of stainless
steel and aluminium plates using refined soybean oil from Masterolfoods, Australia, with C18
average fatty acid chain length for formation of an optimum tribofilm on the surface. Novel
multi-functional TiO2-SiO2 composite NPs from Sigma Aldrich, Australia, hypothesised to
comprise chemical and physical properties of precursor TiO2 and SiO2 NPs is also used to
control the degree of instability and plate out of oil droplets, as well as to provide lubrication
support, forming Pickering TiO2-SiO2 NP-stabilised soybean VO/W emulsions. Lubrication
properties of emulsions are investigated in details in sliding-only and sliding-rolling contacts
to evaluate cold rolling performance of NP-stabilised emulsions in the context of emulsions’
stability / lubrication support / surface cleanliness - oil residue removal design triangle, all
parameters of great importance in industrial cold rolling lubrication.
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SiO2 NPs are semiconductor nano-material with low toxicity and high thermal stability
(Rosales and Esquivel 2020). Two major properties of SiO2 NPs are their ionisation in water
which leads to their stabilising action in emulsions (see section 2.4.3 for more detail), as well
as their ability to unite with other NPs to create nano-composite (Dai et al. 2016), in accord
with the objectives of this study. TiO2 NPs are other commonly used nano-material with high
chemical stability and great availability with diverse applications in tribology, environmental
remediation (i.e. removal of pollution or contaminants from environment), and bio-medical
applications (Arumugam and Sriram 2013, Abdulsada et al. 2018). However TiO2 NPs may
pose potential hazardous effects on environment. One effective way to ensure the safety of
TiO2 NPs is by encapsulation of such NPs within chains of SiO2 NPs, in form of composite
TiO2-SiO2 NPs (Bengalli et al. 2019). Different types of TiO2-SiO2 nano-composites with
various configurations of TiO2 and SiO2 compounds are identified in the literature including
core-shell, raspberry, nanoparticles (NPs), and layer-by-layer structures shown in Figure 2.16
(Rosales and Esquivel 2020).

Figure 2.16 Different morphologies of TiO2-SiO2 nano-composites including (a) core-shell, (b) raspberry, (c)
nanoparticles (NPs), and (d) layer-by-layer structures (reproduced from Rosales and Esquivel (2020) with
permission from Catalysts journal). TiO2-SiO2 composites NPs similar to Figure c are used in this study. More
details about the subject NPs can be found in section 4.3.1.

TiO2-SiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) similar to the schematic of Figure 2.16c are used in this
study where TiO2 NPs are embedded into SiO2 matrices to form composite NPs, with chainlike SiO2 NPs acting as carriers for TiO2 NPs (Wei et al. 2002, Riazian et al. 2011, Nilchi et
al. 2011, Zhang et al. 2018). TiO2-SiO2 NPs are hypothesised able to provide the required
dispersion stability for polar soybean oil droplets by forming chains of SiO2 NPs around the
droplets which can provide enough coating effects. However, presence of ‘embedded’ TiO2
NPs changes physical/chemical stability of TiO2-SiO2 NPs on the oil/water interface of polar
oil droplets. Therefore the interactions between TiO2-SiO2 composite NPs and soybean oil
droplets should be subject to various experiments to explore the potential stabilising effects
of NPs over time at various mass fractions. Besides when NPs get dragged into the contact
area of sliding/rolling contacts, both SiO2 and embedded TiO2 compounds are hypothesised
able to provide the necessary lubricity support between the contact pairs. However chemical
and/or more preferably physical mechanisms with which NPs may provide lubricity actions
should be subjected to rigorous tests and study before the subject Pickering emulsions can
be used in industrial-scale sliding/rolling applications at optimum conditions.
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2.7. Industrial trial
As previously discussed, contact conditions in laboratory scale tribo-testers, even state
of the art reciprocating rolling modulus, cannot simulate real contact conditions in industrial
rolling applications. Therefore to investigate the cold rolling lubrication capacity of subject
TiO2-SiO2 NP-stabilised soybean VO/W emulsions and in addition to ball-on-disc tribo-tests,
a 2-high Hille 100 rolling mill (with rolls of 225mm diameter and 254mm length, maximum
rolling speed of 0.8m/s, load capacity of 15MN, and torque capacity of 13kN-m) is used in
this study to obtain more insight into contact phenomena during rolling. Two commonly cold
rolled metals namely hydrophilic aluminium A5005 and hydrophobic stainless steel SS316
with different surface features are used as subject workpieces. More details about the rolling
experiments will be provided in chapter seven.

2.8. Research scopes and knowledge contributions
SiO2 and TiO2 NPs are well-known nano-powders that can provide distinct dispersionstability and lubrication properties in different contact conditions. However, composite TiO2SiO2 NPs in form of TiO2 NPs embedded into SiO2 chains are recently developed and their
tribological / stabilising effects especially when added to polar soybean VO/W emulsions are
yet unprecedented. By considering the influential parameters in boundary regime lubrication,
various experiments are designed and this study is sequentially carried out to address the
following fundamental research topics regarding the contribution of TiO2-SiO2 NP-stabilised
Pickering soybean VO/W emulsions in rolling tribology, more specifically in cold rolling
lubrication of metal plates:
 In the preliminary study, effect of film polarity on lubrication effectiveness and thereafter
film residue removal from the surfaces is analysed by comparing NP-free soybean VO/W
emulsions with the benchmark oil-free Pluronics© L64 and 17R4 solutions with superior
surface clean-ability (Taheri et al. 2016). The effect of oil concentration and droplet sizes
corresponding to input preparation energy on film formation (i.e. oil plate-out on surface),
friction, wear, and oil residue left on worn surface are then determined and the adoption
of soybean VO/W emulsions over copolymer solutions in cold rolling lubrication albeit
with higher oil residue left on the surface is explained.
 Anti-coalescence stability of NP-stabilised and NP-free emulsions with varying wt % of
TiO2-SiO2 NPs prepared using two common emulsification techniques namely high speed
shear (HSS) or pulsed ultrasonication (PU) is then investigated over 28 days by means of
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varying analytical techniques with aim to elucidate the dispersion properties of soybean
oil droplets in presence of NPs in terms of NPs/oil droplets configuration, required wt %
of NPs and stability mechanisms. A model to describe the interactions between NPs and
oil droplets and formation of NP-agglomerates is also introduced and effect of preparation
method on coalescence stability of emulsions is highlighted.
 Near-surface behaviour and plate-out characteristics of NP-coated oil droplets on metal
surfaces are then investigated and effect of surface hydrophobic / hydrophilic behaviour
and wt % of NPs on oil droplets’ plate-out and NPs depletion on the surface and thereafter
film formation with/without NPs are explored. Effect of NPs on oil residue removal from
the surfaces is also visualised and discussed to highlight the effect of NPs on the plated
out oil film strength and its’ clean-ability potential.
 Tribological properties of NP-stabilised emulsions with varying mass fraction of NPs are
then determined in several specifically designed sliding-only experiments in ball-on-disc
configuration by using perfectly smooth discs and balls (Ra 10nm) to closely investigate
the abrasive properties of NPs in the contact area and to explore the variation in the
surface roughness parameters with addition and increasing the amount of NPs. Various
analysis techniques are also adopted to explore the physical/chemical effects of NPs in
lubrication effectiveness of emulsions and a model of lubrication with plate-out NPcontaining films is discussed.
 Sequential sliding-rolling experiments are also performed on an experimental rolling mill
using both hydrophilic and hydrophobic metal plates with various surface conditions and
rolling parameters to correlate the lubrication mechanism and different actions of NPs in
the two different contact conditions (i.e. sliding-only and sliding-rolling contacts) in metal
processing applications.
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Chapter three

Effect of film polarity on lubrication and thereafter film-residue
removal from worn surfaces: preliminary comparison between
NP-free soybean VO/W emulsions and benchmark oil-free
copolymer Pluronics© L64 and 17R4 solutions
* Parts of this chapter are presented in 6th World Tribology Congress (WTC2017, Beijing,
China). Some content are also published in Lubricants journal available at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/lubricants5010001

3.1. Introduction
Polar vegetable oils with superior plate out tendency on metal surfaces compared to
mineral oils are potential lubricants in cold rolling lubrication. When used in emulsions, the
good heat convection property of the aqueous phase complements the lubricity action of the
plated out vegetable oil droplets (Cambiella et al. 2006). This makes VO/W emulsions cost
effective environmentally friendly lubricants with low oil consumption (~1 vol %) in accord
with wet - MQL strategy. However, VO/W emulsions may leave oil residue on worn surfaces
due to oil degradation in the contact area which weakens the thereafter coating and painting
capacity of the rolled products.
As a substantially clean oil-free alternative, tri-block Pluronic© copolymer solutions
comprising hydrophobic polypropylene oxide PPO and hydrophilic polyethylene oxide PEO
blocks with superior surface clean-ability (Kosasih et al. 2014, Kosasih et al. 2016, Taheri et
al. 2016) are adopted as cleanliness benchmark in this chapter to highlight the strength of the
varnish-like oil residue layers on the surface. Tri-block copolymers are in two distinct groups
namely normal PEOmPPOnPEOm with two PEO end blocks and one PPO middle block and
reverse PPOnPEOmPPOn with two PPO end blocks and one PEO middle block. Tri-block
copolymers are interfacially active in aqueous phase and adsorb on metal surface via physical
anchorage of PPO blocks on the surface leaving PEO blocks extended in the aqueous phase
in form of a steric ‘brush-like’ layer (Alexandridis 1997, Kiss et al. 2004, Taheri et al. 2016).
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Previously the author investigated the boundary film formation, friction reducing, and
anti-wear properties of 4, 8, 15, and 18 vol % normal Pluronic© L64 and reverse Pluronic©
17R4 copolymer solutions and it was found that increasing copolymers’ vol % increases film
formation and reduces friction and wear without any residue left on the surfaces after rinsing
(Taheri 2015, Taheri et al. 2016).
In this chapter, effect of film polarity on lubrication effectiveness and thereafter film
residue removal from surfaces is studied by comparing emulsifier-free soybean oil emulsions
with the benchmark oil-free 18 vol % Pluronics© L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions with
superior surface clean-ability (Taheri et al. 2016). Effects of oil concentration and droplets
sizes corresponding to input preparation energy on the plate-out oil mass, adsorption strength
and lubrication properties of the plate-out oil ﬁlm, and oil residue left on worn surfaces are
determined and adoption of soybean oil emulsions over copolymer solutions in cold rolling
lubrication albeit with higher residue left on the surface is explained. Emulsions are prepared
using pulsed ultrasonic (PU) emulsification method with varying input energy corresponding
to emulsification duration, and lubrication capacity is investigated by measuring the amount
of oil plate-out, friction, and wear in ball-on-disc set-ups at 60 ± 1 °C to mimic cold rolling
temperature and to increase the polymerisation tendency of oxidised soybean oil components
on the surface for the formation of varnish-like oil residue after the test.

3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. Pulsed ultrasonic (PU) emulsification
As discussed earlier, early works led by Fogler (Li and Fogler 1978, Reddy and Fogler
1980) and Abe (Kamogawa et al. 1998, Kamogawa et al. 1999, Kamogawa et al. 2001,
Kamogawa et al. 2004, Sakai et al. 2001, Sakai et al. 2002a, Sakai et al. 2002b, Sakai et al.
2003a, Sakai et al. 2003b) indicate that ultrasonic emulsification is a method to prepare stable
emulsions in absence of emulsifiers. Ultrasonic emulsification initiates with the application
of high power acoustic waves to the system of immiscible liquids and is explained using two
hypotheses namely interfacial instability and acoustic cavitation. In the first stage, large oil
droplets (~80µm) with high polydispersity are produced by interfacial waves and then are
broken into smaller droplets (~200nm) with narrow polydispersity during acoustic cavitation
(Abismail et al. 1999, Canselier et al. 2002). Acoustic waves generate physical and chemical
reactions that produce air bubbles in water. During ultrasonic liquid blast air bubbles generate
and collapse continuously and result in acoustic cavitation which is the essential driving force
for the breakdown of oil droplets (Lin and Chen 2006).
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During ultrasonic preparation of O/W emulsions, continuous association/dissociation
and thermal decomposition of water molecules also result in formation of hydroxyl OH− ions
within the emulsions (Reddy and Fogler 1980, Geissler et al. 2001). OH− ions preferentially
adsorb on oil droplets’ surface and make them negatively charged (Reddy and Fogler 1980,
Marinova et al. 1996), which further contributes to overall stability of droplets by providing
electrostatic repulsion between them (Marinova et al. 1996, Pashley 2003) similar to that of
Figure 2.7b.
3.2.2. Materials and preparation method
Unmodified soybean oil from Cargill (Australia) comprising saturated palmitic acid
(C16:0) and stearic acid (C18:0), mono-unsaturated oleic acid (C18:1), and poly-unsaturated
linoleic acid (C18:2) and linolenic acid (C18:3) was used in this chapter. 150ml of 1 and 2
vol % soybean VO/W emulsions were prepared by pulsed ultrasonication (PU) method using
Bandelin Sonopuls HD3200 instrument. Emulsions were prepared at constant 80% amplitude
and 20kHz frequency (i.e. constant dissipated power), one second on/off pulsations, 1, 5, 10
and 50 kJ energies and varying controlled ultrasonication time until designated energy input
level was reached. The benchmark 18 vol % copolymer solutions were prepared using watersoluble Pluronic© L64 (PEO13-PPO30-PEO13) and Pluronic© 17R4 (PPO14-PEO24-PPO14)
copolymers from Sigma Aldrich and BASF (Australia) respectively by 1000rpm mechanical
stirring for 10 minutes using a magnetic mixer. Samples were prepared in 500ml beakers and
at room temperature (20-22°C) using distilled water as the aqueous phase. Figure 3.1a shows
physical appearance of 5 and 10 kJ emulsions with 1 and 2 vol % oil content and 18 vol %
L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions, indicating that while copolymer solutions are in below
their cloud point and appear transparent, emulsions reflect light due to multiple scattering
(Gupta et al. 2016). Structure of copolymers and fatty acids in soybean oil are also shown in
Figure 3.1b indicating different structure of the two samples.

Figure 3.1a Physical appearance of some soybean (SB) VO/W emulsions and tri-block copolymer
solutions immediately after preparation.
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Figure 3.1b Schematic presentations of tri-block copolymers and fatty acid molecules.

3.2.3. Mass deposition measurement on sample surface
Fomration of tribological films from emulsions on surface is a function of cumulative
deposition and spreading of oil dropelts on the surface until full monolayer coverage of the
surface is achieved within seconds after the deposition (Fujita and Kimura 2012). Therefore
although emulsions are usually sprayed on the surface of work-pieces upstream of the roll
bite zone (i.e. prior to rolling), plate-out of oil droplets on the surface can be investigated by
using static rather than dynamic tests by immersing substrates into emulsions. This is because
of polarity of soybean oil droplets of VO/W emulsions which results in significantly higher
effect of oil plate out on film formation compared to the effect of initial velocity of droplets.
This is also reported by Fujita and Kimura (2012) in cold rolling lubrication by emulsions
indicating irrespective rolling load by varying spray velocity (flowing quantity), considering
that enough oil initially plates out on the surface.
Deposition of oil mass from emulsions on surfaces correspounding to oil plate-out was
measured by quartz crystal micrpbalance (QCM) on Stanford Research System QCM200
instrument with 5MHz Cr/Au quartz crystals as a surface model. QCM technique is an ultra
sensitive electro acoustic method that measures the amount of mass deposition on the quartz
crystals’ surface by instantanious measurement of frequency shift of AT-cut crystal resonator
and piezoelectric resistance shift of the sample fluids. In the gas envirnment and for a thin,
rigid, and uniform deposited layer on the surface, Sauerbrey equation (eq. 3.1) can predict
the deposited mass per unit area Δm on the surface where Δfm is frequency shift, f0 is initial
frequency, ρq is density (2.648g.cm-3), and μq is shear modulus (2.947x1011g.cm-1.s-2) of the
quartz crystal (Sauerbrey 1959, Ingole 2013).
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∆𝑓𝑚 =
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√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

. Δ𝑚

eq. 3.1

In emulsions/solutions and apart from mass deposition on quartz crystals, a decrease
in the overall frequency (Δfl) dependant on viscosity (ηl) and density (ρl) of the aqueous phase
is also observed denoted in eq. 3.2 (Kanazawa and Gordon 1985a). Combined with frequency
decrease from mass deposition on the surface (Δfm), the total shift in the frequency ΔfT of the
quartz crystal when subject to emulsions/solutions can be obtained using eq. 3.3. Moreover,
the viscous load on the crystals not only reduces the series resonant frequency Δfm, but also
damps the resonant oscillation, manifested in increased resonance resistance ΔR of the QCM
resonator. Using Butterworth-Van Dyke circuit model for piezoelectric resistance shift, the
resonance resistance shift is related to the properties of the quartz crystals and aqueous phase
as shown in eq. 3.4 where ωs=2πf is the angular frequency at series resonance and L=30mH
is unperturbed resonator inductance (Kanazawa and Gordon 1985b, Martin et al. 1991, SRS
2011). Considering eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 in liquid environment and for a thin, rigid, and uniform
deposited layer, the overall frequency shift ΔfT is then related to the deposited mass Δm and
the resistance shift ΔR as shown in eq. 3.5.
Δ𝑓𝑙 = −𝑓0
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eq. 3.2

Mass deposition tests were conducted in three consecuative stages. Initially, frequency
and resistance shifts were measured in air for five minutes to acquire stable initial setpoints
(stage I). Crystals were then immersed in samples at 60°C (i.e. lubricity test temperature) to
measure the mass deposition from oil dropelts or copolymers and effects of sample viscosiy
on the effective load on the quartz crystals surfaces until adsorption equilibrium was reached
(typically in 15 minutes) denoted as immersion stage (stage II). This was followed by a 15
minutes immersion of crystals in water to see the effect of sudden reduction in oil/copolymer
concentration to 0 vol % on plated out oil film and copolymer layers formed on the surface
in stage II, denoted as rinsing stage (stage III). Measurements were repreated three times and
average values are reported. Moreover, Cr/Au quartz crystals with ~ 50Å surface roughness
are used to eliminate the effect of liquid trapping within pores on the crystals’ surface on the
mass deposition measurement.
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3.2.4. Rheological measurements
In low-speed boundary regime lubrication, the effect of oil plate-out on lubrication is
substantially higher than that of the effect of the viscosity of the lubricant. However, viscosity
is an essential parameter in lubrication prespective even for emulsions. To investigate the
rheology of the sample MWFs, Anton Paar Physica MCR301 rheometer was used to measure
the dynamic viscosity and shear stress of samples (1 vol % emulsion and 18 vol % Pluronics©
L64 and 17R4 coplymers) in shear rate range of 0.01 to 1000 s-1 (i.e. the rate at which layers
of fluid slide against each other). A PP25/E/Ti flat plate with 25mm diameter and 25µm trim
length at a shear gap of 1mm was used as the counterface. Each measurement was repeated
three times at 60 ± 2 °C to investigate the effect of viscosity on lubrication properties. Water
was used to keep the rheometer at proper temperature range.
3.2.5. Steady-state friction analysis
To investigate the lubricity and formation of dynamic oil layers during sliding, friction
tests were conducted using ball-on-disc set-ups on CETR UMT2 tribometer. SS316 balls with
4mm diameter and discs (surface roughness Ra 10nm) were immersed in emulsions/solutions
for five minutes prior to tests and maintained immersed throughout the experiments to create
a fully submerged condition for formation of static layers on the surface. Lubrication regimes
were confirmed by Stribeck curve analysis of both MWFs in range of 20 to 300 rpm rotational
speed and at 20mm rotation radius (i.e. corresponding to a linear velocity of 0.04 to 0.6 m/s)
and under 6N load, previously conducted by the author where boundary regime lubrication
with either sample was established with rotational velocities in below 120rpm (Taheri 2015).
Therefore to maintain boundary regime lubrication, the tests were run at 80rpm, 20mm radius
and 6N normal load. Sliding coefficients of friction (COFs) were obtained by simultaneous
measurement of normal and tangential loads over 300m sliding distance. Tests were repeated
three times at the set temperature of 60°C to mimic oil plate-out / copolymer deposition and
residue formation on surfaces at elevated temperatures caused by cold rolling heat generation
and average sliding-friction COF values are reported.
3.2.6. Wear analysis
Worn area morphology on balls and discs were characterised using Jeol JSM6000 and
Jeol JSM6490 scanning electron microscopes. The discs and balls were cleaned prior to SEM
observations, first in ultrasonic bath using 30 vol % ethanol solution for 10 minutes, followed
by 45 minutes cleaning in Evactron 25 plasma de-contaminator bath to remove oil/copolymer
residue from the worn discs and balls with care to keep the wear debris physically untouched.
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3.3. Results and discussions
3.3.1. Plate out mass deposition measurement
As a mass deposition measurment example, Figure 3.2 shows frequency and resistance
shifts and calculated mass deposition when the crystal is immersed in 1 vol % 10kJ emulsion
in stage II and then in water in stage III where spikes represent the phase change as the crystal
is transferred between the media. When the crystal is in air, no mass is recorded in stage I.
When the crystal is immersed in the 1 vol % 10kJ emulsion in stage II, oscillation frequency
reduces by 390Hz and resistance increases by 225Ω, indicating around 3.51µg/cm2 oil mass
deposition (oil plate out) on the surface. Similarly, immersion of crystals into water in stage
III results in higher shift in frequency and resistance, by ~ 1035Hz and 490Ω respectively
which indicates a load equivalent to ~ 4.7µg/cm2 mass on surface. This indicates the addition
of viscous load from water to the deposited oil mass of stage II in stage III postulating strong
polar interaction between the triglycerides and the surface preventing the oil film to desorb
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Figure 3.2 QCM frequency and resistance shifts, and deposited
mass trace on the surface at 60°C when Cr/Au crystals are in (I)
air, (II) 1 vol % 10kJ emulsion, and (III) water. The test is
repeated three times and a sample trace is presented.

Figure 3.3 shows the deposited oil mass on the surface from neat oil and 1, 5, 10, and
50 kJ emulsions during three stages. Deposition of vegetable oil molecules on metal surfaces
depends on factors such as polarity of the head groups of triglyceride molecules, chain length,
fatty acid composition and temperature (Kenbeck and Bunemann 2009). As a primary reason,
polarity of the triglyceride molecules results in plate out of soybean oil molecules on surface
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(Jahanmir and Beltzer 1986, Beltzer and jahanmir 1988, Adhvaryu and Erhan 2002, Kenbeck
and Bunemann 2009). With neat soybean oil, a rapid increase in deposited mass to 94 μg/cm2
is observed in Figure 3.3a owing to high viscosity and attraction of polar triglyceride
molecules to the surface (Adhvaryu et al. 2004, Fox and Stachowiak 2007). This is followed
by gradual spreading of the oil film on the surface which increases the surface occupation
until an equilibrium state is reached (Stalgren et al. 2001). This suggests that neat soybean
oil tends to form dense oil films on the surface therefore is expected to possess good lubricity
owing to high viscosity and oil plate out on the surface. Figure 3.3a also shows slightly higher
deposited mass in stage III (~ 96μg/cm2) compared to stage II indicating that by reducing the
oil concentration to near 0 vol % in stage III, the intact oil layer on the surface does not get
sucked up into the bulk phase, indicating the strong attraction of polar oil components to the
surface preventing the layer to desorb easily which may lead to formation of oil residue on
the surface.
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Figure 3.3 QCM deposited mass traces on quartz crystals
surfaces from neat soybean oil and 1 vol % soybean oil
emulsions prepared with 1, 5, 10, and 50 kJ PU input energies
when crystals are in (I) air, (II) oil/emulsions, and (III) water
(tests are repeated three times at 60°C and a sample trace is
presented. The average results of three measurements are
shown in Figure 3.5).
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From Figure 3.3, 2.4µg/cm2 oil mass deposits on the surface with 1kJ emulsion which
increases to ~ 3.72µg/cm2 by increasing the preparation energy to 5kJ and then decreases to
~ 3.51 and 1.25 µg/cm2 when the input energy increases to 10 and 50 kJ respectively. This
observation parallels with the well-known ‘starvation effect’ brought by emulsions, giving a
capacity for the lubricant film thickness control by varying input prepration parameters. For
a proper evaluation, the average size of oil droplets in 1, 5, 10 and 50 kJ emulsions are also
obtained by using Malvern zetasizer nano S instrument and results are shown in Figure 3.4
where average size of oil droplets reduces from 1321 to 786, 222, and 133 nm by increasing
the preparation energy from 1 to 5, 10, and 50 kJ respectively. Considering Figures 3.4 and
3.5 (summary of immersion and rinsing stages of three measurements similar to Figure 3.3),
higher deposited oil mass from 5kJ emulsion compared to 10 and 50 kJ emulsions suggests
greater absorbance of larger oil droplets on the surface. Based on mass/area ratio analysis, it
can be shown that for same coverage area, larger oil droplets deposit more mass compared
to smaller droplets (Taheri et al. 2017). According to Langmuir adsorption model, ﬁnite
number of independent adsorption sites exist on the surface (Atkins and Paula 2006). Hence
the total mass of deposited droplets on surface is related to the size of oil droplets resting on
the surface. As oil droplets are larger in 5kJ emulsion compared to 10 and 50 kJ emulsions,
and assuming that the contact angle of nano-sized oil droplets on the surface is independent
of the droplets’ size (Connell et al. 2002), it can be concluded that plated out oil mass on the
surface is higher in 5kJ emulsion compared to 10 or 50 kJ emulsions. However, 1kJ emulsion
with extremely larger droplets does not follow similar behaviour and shows poor adsorption
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Figure 3.4 Oil droplets size distributions in 1 vol % 1, 5, 10, and 50 kJ emulsions. (d.nm indicates oil droplet diameter in
nm, tests are repeated three times and a sample trace is presented).
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Figure 3.5 Comparison between deposited mass from 1, 5, 10, and 50 kJ emulsions and 18 vol % L64 and 17R4
copolymer solutions in stage II (immersion) and stage III (rinsing) (uncertainty bars represent standard deviation of
average of three different measurements).

Moreover, when the crystal that was innitially immersed in 1kJ emulsion is immersed
in water in stage III (dashed arrow in Figure 3.5), the deposited mass on the surface becomes
lower compared to stage II which indicates the detachment of oil droplets from the surface.
This is because the effect of oil plate-out on the equivalent load on the surface is greater than
that of the viscous load of the detached oil droplets from the surface. However by using other
emulsions the rinsing stage corresponds to higher equivalent load on the surface as the plated
out oil film remains intact on the crystals’ surface. Besides water uptake into the superficial
oil layer on crystals’ surface may occur which increases the effective load on surface. This
indicates that with 1kJ emulsion deposited droplets are not strongly held on the surface and
can get partially replaced by water whereas with higher input energy and smaller oil droplets’
sizes, water rinsing is not capable of removing the deposited oil mass from the surface.
Figure 3.5 also compares the mass deposition results from neat oil and emulsions to
that of 18 vol % L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions at similar test conditions. With 18 vol %
L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions, lower equivalent deposited mass in rinsing stage (stage
III) compared to immersion stage (stage II) is observed which indicates great clean-ability of
the copolymer solutions similar to that reported by Brandani and Stroeve (2003) compared
to soybean oil emulsions. This is because soybean oil triglycerides and free fatty acids attract
to metal surface through polar bondings whereas copolymers adsorb on metals physically via
hydrophobic interactions between the PPO blocks and the metal surface which can be readily
rinsed due to non-polar behaviour (Rossrucker and Fessenbecker 2009). Moreover, detached
copolymer ﬁlms from the surface have lower tendency to readsorb during the dynamic ﬁlm
regeneration signified by lower equivalent mass on the surface in stage III. This is similar to
that reported by Phillips (2009) indicating weak ﬁlm formation strenght of PPO/PEO blocks.
This behaviour postulates a lower lubricity of copolymer solutions compared to soybean oil
emulsions albeit with comparable deposited mass on the surface.
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3.3.2. Steady-state friction analysis
Lubricity performance of neat oil and emulsions is assessed by measuring friction in
ball-on-disc set-ups and results are shown in Figure 3.6. With neat oil (Figure 3.6a), friction
coefficient of 0.116 is obtained throughout the experiment. With emulsions, the least friction
is obtained with 10kJ preparation energy with COF of 0.107 indicating that 1 vol % soybean
oil emulsion can outperform neat vegetable oils in reducing friction similar to that reported
in literature (Fox et al. 2004, Joseph et al. 2007, Mannekote and Kailas 2009).
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Figure 3.6 Sliding COFs during lubrication of SS316 pairs with neat soybean oil and soybean oil
emulsions (vol %) in ball-on-disc set-ups (the tests are repeated three times at 60°C and a sample trace is
presented). The average results of three measurements are shown in Figure 3.7.
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With oil-in-water emulsions as lubricant, a local phase inversion within the contact
zone occurs in which emulsions locally convert to water-in-oil emulsions, providing enough
concentration of oil droplets to deposit and form an oil pool on the surface whereas water
dissipates heat and carries debris away from the contact area. Considering the amount of the
deposited oil mass with increasing the preparation energy shown in Figure 3.5 it is concluded
that physical pre-deposition of oil droplets on the surface is not consonant with the ability of
the oil layer to reduce friction where the 5kJ emulsion with 786nm average droplets size and
highest deposited oil mass on the surface results in higher friction compared to 10kJ emulsion
with 222nm average droplets size and higher polydispersity.
The films formed from emulsions on surface consist of both saturated and unsaturated
fatty acids. Saturated fatty acids align in straight chain to form a closely-packed protective
layer on the surface (Siniawski et al. 2007). In boundary lubrication and during the ‘sliding’
contact, bond cleavage between CH2 segments of fatty acids occurs due to high shear forces
(Adhvaryu and Erhan 2002, Fox and Stachowiak 2003). Therefore, the deposited film on the
surface should continuously repair itself between the cycles. Slower re-deposition and less
entrainment of larger droplets on surface and within the contact area results in insignificant
film formation and higher friction with 1 and 5 kJ emulsions compared to the 10kJ emulsion.
Meanwhile with 50kJ emulsion, as fine monodispersed droplets have low tendency to deposit
on the surface (Stokes 2014) higher friction is obtained as expected, shown in Figures 3.6b
and 3.7.
Lubricity test with 2 vol % oil is also performed and results are shown in Figures 3.6c
and 3.7, postulating that increasing oil concentration from 1 to 2 vol % has a slight adverse
influence on friction-reducing property. It is known that due to presence of finite adsorption
sites on the surface, a critical surface adsorption concentration exists beyond which excess
oil is unable to populate the surface due to the saturation of all adsorption sites. Above this
critical vol %, excess oil increases the intermolecular attraction forces between the deposited
and free oil droplets and results in weaker plate out films on the surface with 2 vol % emulsion
which fail to preserve the surface similar to that found by Biresaw et al. (2003) and Adhvaryu
et al. (2004). This indicates that an optimum oil vol %, as well as an optimum soybean oil
droplets size corresponding to input PU energy exists for best lubrication support.
Figure 3.7 summarises steady-state friction experiment results where COFs obtained
with 18 vol % copolymer solutions are higher compared to emulsions despite of the greater
adsorbed mass of copolymers on the surface (see Figure 3.5). This shows weaker boundary
ﬁlms from copolymers compared to soybean oil droplets on the surface because of the effect
of the polarity of the components (Taheri 2015).
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Figure 3.7 Summary of sliding COF traces of Figure 3.6 in lubrication of SS316 pairs with soybean oil
emulsions and L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions at 60°C (vol %, COFs obtained by using water and
neat soybean oil are shown by dashed lines as reference, and uncertainty bars represent standard
deviation of average of three measurements).

3.3.3. Wear analysis
In metal forming, asperity contact results in wear and abrasion where severity depends
on the strength of the adsorbed boundary films between opposite surfaces. In order to identify
the surface morphology of worn surfaces, SEM images from worn area on the balls and discs
lubricated with neat oil, 1 vol % emulsions and copolymer solutions are obtained and shown
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 and summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Wear statistics in lubrication of SS316 pairs with neat soybean oil, different emulsions, and L64 and
17R4 copolymer solutions (vol %).
Lubricant

Disc wear track width (mm)

Ball wear area (mm2)

COF

Oil only

0.481

0.651

0.116

1

1% 1kJ

0.456

0.208

0.136

2

1% 5kJ

0.388

0.074

0.126

3

1% 10kJ

0.416

0.070

0.107

4

1% 50kJ

0.431

0.218

0.129

6

18% L64

1.23

1.69

0.342

7

18% 17R4

1.15

1.21

0.156

#

Figure 3.8a shows SEM images from the discs and balls lubricated with neat soybean
oil indicating presence of oil residue patches as well as wear particles’ presence on the worn
surfaces. With emulsions, two types of wear scars are observed on the worn balls as shown
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in Figure 3.8 ‘b’ to ‘e’ (left). From the Figures, while elliptic wear scars are observed on the
surface of the balls lubricated with the coarse or small oil droplets of 1 and 50 kJ emulsions
(Figures 3.8b and 3.8e left respectively), balls lubricated with 5 and 10 kJ emulsions (Figures
3.8c and 3.8d left respectively) show smaller wear area albeit wear tracks are still notiﬁable
on the respective discs (see Figures 3.8c and 3.8d right). Moreover evidence of slender wear
particles is observed in the SEM images of the discs lubricated with neat oil and emulsions
(Figures 3.8 a-e right), less with the 10kJ emulsion with optimum film forming capability.
worn balls

worn discs

Wear

(b) 1% 1kJ emulsion

(a) neat oil

particles

Oil residue

Oil residue

patches

patches

Wear
particles

Figure 3.8 a, b SEM images from (left) wear scar on balls, and (right) wear tracks on discs lubricated with (a)
neat soybean oil and, (b) 1 vol % 1kJ soybean oil emulsion at 60°C. Oil residue patches on the worn surfaces
lubricated with neat oil and wear particles on worn disc surfaces are apparent from the images.

Moreover from Table 3.1 and by increasing the input PU energy, wear track width first
decreases from 456µm with 1kJ emulsion to 388µm with 5kJ emulsion and then increases to
416 and 431 µm with 10 and 50 kJ emulsions respectively. However, Figure 3.8c shows that
albeit with lower wear track width, lubrication with the 5kJ emulsion results in cracks, plastic
deformation, and large grooves on the surface compared to 10kJ emulsion shown in Figure
3.8d. Moreover, albeit small monodispersed oil droplets of 50kJ emulsion with lower mass
deposition on the surface compared to 1kJ emulsion (see Figure 3.5) correspond to a slightly
better friction-reducing property (see Figure 3.7), they cannot withstand high shear and are
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not able to reduce wear as much as 1kJ emulsion (see Figures 3.8b and 3.8e respectively).
Therefore, while COFs follows 10kJ < 5kJ < 50kJ < 1kJ, wear area follows 10kJ < 5kJ < 1kJ
< 50kJ and the deposited mass follows 50kJ < 1kJ < 10kJ < 5kJ orders and it can be stated
that 10kJ emulsion performs better in reducing friction and wear, owing to smaller size and
larger polydispersity of the oil droplets in 10kJ emulsion compared to other emulsions which
results in better film formation and increased molecular separation between the surfaces.
worn discs

Wear
particles

(e) 1% 50kJ emulsion

(d) 1% 10kJ emulsion

(c) 1% 5kJ emulsion

worn balls

Wear
particles

Wear
particles

Figure 3.8 c, d, e SEM images from (left) wear scar on balls, and (right) wear tracks on discs lubricated with 1
vol % (c) 5kJ, (d) 10kJ, and (e) 50kJ emulsions at 60°C. Less trace of wear particles compared to 1 and 5 kJ
emulsions (Figures 8b and 8c) are noted by using 10 and 50 kJ emulsions (Figures 8d and 8e).
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Moreover Figure 3.9 shows the wear scars on the balls and the wear tracks on the discs
lubricated with 18 vol % L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions at same test conditions and the
results are summarised in Table 3.1. Both copolymer solutions appear to have less anti-wear
capability compared to the emulsions where ploughing wear, prows, and surface defect zones
are noted on the worn surfaces, less with L64 copolymer solution albeit presenting higher
friction and wear area (see Figure 3.7 and Table 3.1). This is thought owing to more effective
surface accumulation by the middle PPO blocks of L64 droplets compared to the end PPO
blocks of 17R4 droplets, which nevertheless, is significantly less than that of polar vegetable
oil droplets.
worn discs

18% 17R4 solution

18% L64 solution

worn balls

Figure 3.9 SEM images from (left) wear scar on balls, and (right) wear tracks on discs lubricated with 18
vol % L64 and 17R4 solutions at 60°C. Ploughing wear, prows, and surface defect zones are noted on the
worn surfaces, less with L64 copolymer solution albeit presenting higher friction and wear area.

3.3.4. Flow behaviour of emulsions
To correlate the rheology of sample MWFs with their lubrication behaviour, viscosity
vs shear rate of 10kJ emulsion (the emulsion with best lubrication support) and L64 and 17R4
copolymer solutions at 60 ± 2 °C are obtained and shown in Figure 3.10. Both water and neat
oil sample show evidence of Newtonian behaviour where the dynamic viscosity remains at
around 0.47 and 20.3 mPa.s respectively regardless of the shear rate. Constact viscosity also
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indicates linear shear stress / shear rate relationship for soybean vegetable oils similar to that
reported by Yalcin et al. (2012).
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Figure 3.10 Flow curve (dynamic viscosity vs shear rate trace) of neat soybean oil, water, 10kJ emulsion and
L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions at 60 ± 2 °C and at two different scales. Average viscosity of samples in
range of 100 to 1000 1/s (2nd Newtonian region) are also shown (uncertainty bars represent standard deviation
of average of three different measurements and a sample trace is presented).
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On the other hand pseudoplastic behavior (shear thinning by increasing shear rate) is
clear with both MWFs where viscosity reduces from the 1st (low shear) Newtonian region by
increasing the shear rate and platues at high shear rates in the 2nd Newtonian region following
a classic shear thinning behaviour. This is due to formation of weak droplet network structure
in emulsions during thinning region and can be described by Carreau-Yasuda equation (eq.
3.6) in terms of dynamic viscosity η, shear rate 𝛾̇ , 1st and 2nd Newtonian region viscosities (η0
and η∞), and constant values A, n, and a (Nigel Marx et al. 2018).
𝜂 = 𝜂∞ + (𝜂0 − 𝜂∞ )(1 + (𝐴𝛾̇ )𝑎 )(

𝑛−1
)
𝑎

eq. 3.6

Moreover viscosity of the 10kJ emulsion is found lower than Pluronic© L64 and 17R4
copolymer solutions owing to lower additive concentration in 1 vol % emulsion compared to
18 vol % copolymer solutions. This is also evident with thinning rates of MWFs during power
law shear thinning (Figure 3.10), higher with 18 vol % copolymer solutions compared to the
1 vol % emulsion. It is also noted that niether MWFs are viscous enough to put the system
into a different lubrication regime (mixed or hydrodynamic) under such test conditions.
3.3.5. Surface oil/copolymer residue removal
Figure 3.11 shows digital photographs of the discs after ball-on-disc experiments. The
discs were further cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone for 20 minutes and then rinsed
with distilled water prior to photography. The apparent oil mass residue on the worn surfaces
lubricated with emulsions (Figure 3.11a) indicates poor clean-ability of the intact oily films
and high tendency of vegetable oils to leave varnish-like residue on the surface (Boyde 2002,
Pantoja et al. 2013).
(a) VO/W emulsions

(b) copolymer solutions

Figure 3.11 Digital photographs of the lubricated discs
with (a) soybean oil emulsions, and (b) copolymer
solutions after a further 20-minutes cleaning with acetone
in an ultrasonic bath.
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On the other hand, the deposited copolymer layer can be removed from the surface by
simple surface cleaning as shown in Figure 3.11b and similar to that reported in literature (Li
et al. 2012, Kosasih et al. 2016). This observation, together with the QCM ﬁlm removal
results of Figure 3.5 demonstrate the superior surface clean-ability of the copolymer films
compared to the plated out soybean oil droplets albeit with significantly higher friction and
wear. This however raises cleanliness issue in the downstream processing of material when
emulsions are used as lubricants.
However, long-range hydrophobic attraction between dispersed vegetable oil droplets
causes the droplets to coalesce leading to oil/water phase separation over time which reduces
over-time stability and degrades the lubrication performance of emulsions once coalescence
occurs (Israelachvili and Pashley 1985, Kamogawa et al. 2001, Pashley 2003). For example,
Figure 3.12 shows a digital photograph from three 10kJ emulsions prepared in sequence with
7 days intervals immediately after preparation of the 3rd emulsion - denoted by (I) in Figure
3.12 indicating poor over-time stability of emulsions. Hence considering the design triangle
criteria discussed in Figure 1.2, the aim of this study is to increase the dispersion stability as
well as surface clean-ability of soybean VO/W emulsions while improving lubricity capacity
using novel multi-functional TiO2-SiO2 NPs.

(I)

(II)

(III)

Figure 3.12 Digital photographs of 10kJ emulsion (I) immediately
after preparation, (II) 7 days after preparation, and (III) 14 days
after preparation. Image is taken under day light indicating
creaming degradation of additive-free emulsions over time.

3.4. Conclusions
NP-free 1 and 2 vol % soybean oil emulsions are prepared using pulsed ultrasonic (PU)
emulsification with 1, 5, 10, and 50 kJ input energies. The effect of input PU energy and oil
concentration which directly affect the oil plate out and lubrication capability of emulsions
in boundary regime lubrication is investigated and the results are compared to 18 vol % L64
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and 17R4 copolymer solutions, prospective ‘clean’ lubricants used as cleanliness benchmark
in this chapter. From the experimental results, following conclusions regarding lubrication
mechanisms of VO/W emulsions including the effect of oil concentration and droplet size on
oil droplets’ plate-out, lubrication, and oil residue left on the surface are made:
First it was noted that increasing the PU preparation energy reduces the average size
of droplets continuously where a tri-modal distribution of oil droplets is obtained at low PU
energy inputs (1 and 5 kJ) whereas increasing the PU energy then results in continuous breakup/coalescence of the oil droplets until a wide and then a narrow unimodal distribution of oil
droplets is achieved with 10 and 50 kJ emulsions respectively. Reduction in the average oil
droplets sizes by increasing preparation energy first increases the amount of oil deposition
on the surface up until optimum PU energy (5kJ) corresponding to optimum oil droplet sizes,
and then decreases the oil mass deposition on the surface because of lower mass of smaller
plated out oil droplets which then lowers the boundary film thickness on the surface. Besides
immersing emulsion-contaminated surfaces in water washes the deposited oil layer on the
surface only in case of coarse oil droplets of 1kJ emulsion, but fails to clean up the deposited
oil droplets when emulsions are prepared with 5, 10, or 50 kJ energies. This is attributed to
the higher anchorage strength of the plate-out films from smaller oil droplets on the surface
albeit with lower deposited oil mass. However increasing the oil concentration from 1 to 2
vol % increases the interactions between plated out film and the bulk emulsion, hence reduces
the film deposition strength and deteriorates lubricity with higher friction and wear.
Overall it is noted that among test subjects, sliding friction coefficients with emulsions
is in range of 0.1 and 0.13 and is function of the preparation energy, which directly affect the
oil droplets sizes within the emulsions (i.e. higher energy producing lower oil droplet sizes).
This affects the formation of boundary films (i.e. oil plate out) with friction following 10kJ
< 5kJ and 50kJ < 1kJ order, wear following 10kJ < 5kJ and 1kJ < 50kJ order, and plate-out
mass following 10kJ < 5kJ and 50kJ < 1kJ order. This indicates that among 5 and 10 kJ
emulsions, the latter results in lowest friction and wear attributed to higher surface affinity
of more poly-dispersed droplets of 10kJ emulsion albeit with lower oil plate out mass. Fine
monodispersed droplets of 50kJ emulsion also correspond to a better friction-reducing
property compared to course droplets of 1kJ emulsion, but cannot withstand shear and hence
are not able to reduce wear as much as 1kJ emulsion. Compared to L64 and 17R4 copolymer
solutions, it is apparent that emulsions give significantly lower friction and wear but albeit
that, significant oil residue is noticed on worn surfaces lubricated with emulsions. Moreover
neither MWFs are found viscous enough to shift the boundary regime lubrication towards
mixed or hydrodynamic regimes, hence formation of boundary films on surface is thought
prominent in determining the extent of lubricity.
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However, albeit good friction-reducing and anti-wear properties, vegetable oil droplets
coalesce over time and show low creaming stability because of hydrophobic attraction forces
in between oil droplets, leading to oil/water phase separation over time which reduces the
lubrication performance of emulsions once coalescence/creaming occurs.
To control the dispersion stability of emulsions, as well as amount and strength of oil
plate out on the surface which then govern the lubrication effectiveness, TiO2-SiO2 NPs are
hypothesised to provide enough shielding (coating) for the oil droplets. NPs are then thought
to get dragged into the contact area and competitively deposit on the surface within the plated
out oil film, therefore alter the surface phenomena during contact. To explore this hypothesis,
anti-coalescence stability of TiO2-SiO2 NP-stabilised emulsions with varying mass fraction
of NPs and their lubrication capability in various specifically designed test procedures are
investigated in detail by means of variety of analytical techniques in the following chapters.
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Chapter four

Dispersion stability of NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets of
soybean VO/W emulsions
* Parts of this chapter are presented in 6th World Tribology Congress (WTC2017, Beijing,
China) and in 6th Asia International Conference on Tribology (AsiaTrib2018, Kuching,
Malaysia). Some contents are also published in Lubricants journal available at:
https://doi.org/10.3390/lubricants6020055

4.1. Introduction
Friction-reducing and anti-wear properties of soybean VO/W emulsions is governed
by plate out of polar oil droplets on the surface which results in formation of boundary films
in the contact area to protect the surface against direct contacts (Adhvaryu et al. 2004, Doll
and Sharma 2011). However, long-range hydrophobic attraction between dispersed soybean
oil droplets causes droplets to coalesce, leading to oil/water phase separation over time which
reduces over-time stability and degrades the lubrication by emulsion once coalescence occurs
(Israelachvili and Pashley 1985, Kamogawa et al. 2001, Pashley 2003). Therefore providing
proper dispersion stability for oil droplets is of great importance when designing an industrial
lubricant.
As discussed in chapter two, one way to improve the dispersion stability of emulsions
is by coating the surface of oil droplets with NPs (known as Pickering emulsions), to create
steric barriers and prevent droplets from coalescing (Aveyard et al. 2003, Dickinson 2010,
Chevalier and Bolzinger 2013). Formation of dense and closely packed layers of NPs on the
surface of droplets is preferred for better dispersion characteristics which depends on shape,
size, and mass fraction of NPs, as well as inter-NPs interactions and adsorption characteristic
of NPs on the surface of droplets (Dickinson 2010, Chevalier and Bolzinger 2013, Aveyard
et al. 2003, Binks and Lumsdon 2000a, Simovic and Prestidge 2003a, Binks and Lumsdon
2001, Binks and Lumsdon 1999). The required quantity (wt %) of NPs to form the required
stabilising layers on the surface of oil droplets mainly depends on NPs/oil mass ratio. Low
quantity of NPs results in partial coverage of oil droplets with NPs. By increasing the mass
fraction of NPs, they tend to accumulate on the surface of oil droplets and increase dispersion
stability. However there is a saturation mass fraction beyond which NPs coverage plateaus
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and excess NPs remain in aqueous phase of emulsions and form agglomerate (Frelichowska
et al. 2010, Chevalier and Bolzinger 2013) because of strong attractive van der Waals forces
between freely dispersed NPs (Kong et al. 2017).
Amorphous NPs with non-uniform geometry are not able to form close-packed layers
on the surface of oil droplets because of structural inconsistencies. In such cases, partial
coverage of droplets with NPs occurs which can provide anti-coalescence stability in aqueous
phase if NPs are ionisable enough. This is because when ionisable NPs such as silica are on
the surface of oil droplets, parts of NPs that reside in water become ionised by attracting OH−
ions from water to form SiOH, therefore improve the coalescence stability of oil droplets via
electrostatic repulsions (Hunter et al. 2008). This behaviour makes the ionisable NPs good
dispersing additives (Binks and Lumsdon 2000a, Anoop et al. 2014, Gulzar et al. 2017), with
combinative lubrication actions (Dai et al. 2016, Gulzar et al. 2017).
Metal oxide NPs such as CuO (Thottackkad et al. 2012, Trajano et al. 2014, ZarehDesari and Davoodi 2016), ZnO (Gara and Zou 2012, Alves et al. 2013, Trajano et al. 2014,
Ran et al. 2017), TiO2 (Gao et al. 2002, Wu and Kao 2011, Arumugam and Sriram 2013, Zhu
et al. 2015, Ali et al. 2016) and SiO2 (Peng et al. 2009, Zareh-Desari and Davoodi 2016) are
good friction-reducing, anti-wear, and extreme pressure additives. As discussed mechanisms
with which NPs may provide boundary lubrication include rolling, mending, polishing, film
forming, and 3rd body actions, which highly depend on the chemical properties of the base
environment. For instance, ZnO and CuO NPs can enhance anti-wear and extreme pressure
properties of mineral and synthetic oils respectively but show adverse effect when used in
vegetable oils due to 3rd body abrasive action of NPs in the contact area (Alves et al. 2013).
However, when used in emulsions and combined with stabilising properties of NPs, overall
effect of NPs is expected to be different from that when NPs are used in neat oils or water.
Nano-composites comprising different types of NPs can simultaneously benefit from
friction-reducing, anti-wear and stabilising properties of the constituent NPs. As previously
discussed, SiO2 NPs have low toxicity and high thermal stability (Rosales and Esquivel 2020)
in accord with objectives of this study. Two major properties of SiO2 NPs are their ionisation
in water which leads to their stabilising effect in emulsions and their ability to unite with
other NPs to create composite nano-material (Dai et al. 2016). TiO2 NPs are other commonly
used nano-material with low toxicity and high chemical stability with promising lubrication
properties (Arumugam and Sriram 2013). In order to benefit from the synergy of lubricity of
TiO2 NPs and dispersant and lubrication actions of SiO2 NPs, composite TiO2-SiO2 NPs are
thoroughly investigated in this study.
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In this chapter, anti-coalescence stability of NP-stabilised and NP-free emulsions with
varying mass fraction of TiO2-SiO2 NPs prepared using 2 common emulsification techniques
namely pulsed ultrasonication (PU) and high speed shear (HSS) is investigated over 28 days,
by means of varying analytical techniques with the aim to elucidate the dispersion properties
of NP-coated soybean oil droplets in terms of NPs/oil droplets configurations, required mass
fraction of NPs and stability mechanisms. A model to describe the interactions between NPs
and oil droplets and formation of NP-agglomerates is also introduced and the influence of
preparation method on coalescence stability of emulsions is highlighted.

4.2. Methodology
4.2.1. Characterisation of soybean oil sample and NPs
Composite TiO2-SiO2 NPs and refined soybean oil were supplied from Sigma Aldrich
and Masterolfoods (Australia) respectively. Fresh batch of soybean oil is used for the rest of
this study to ensure repeatability of measurements. Chemical bondings in NPs and oil sample
were identified by FTIR spectroscopy over the wavelength range of 600 to 4000 cm-1 using
Shimadzu IRAffinity instrument. Structure, phase, and size of TiO2-SiO2 NPs were obtained
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique by using GBC MMA instrument with Cu Kα radiation
at 20kV over 2θ range of 10° to 100°. Crystalline size of NPs was calculated from main XRD
diffraction peak angle using Scherrer concept (equation 4.1) where D is the size of NPs, k is
shape factor (0.9), θ is diffraction angle, λ is X-ray wavelength (1.5418Å), and β is the main
peak’s width at half maximum intensity after subtracting instrumental line broadening (Alves
et al. 2013). TEM images of NPs were also obtained using Jeol JEM2011 instrument where
small amount of NPs were dispersed in ethanol and placed on a TEM holder for observation.
𝐷=

𝑘𝜆
𝛽𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑇

eq. 4.1

4.2.2. PU preparation of emulsions with/without NPs
Sonopuls HD3200 PU emulsifier with 80% amplitude and 20kHz frequency was used.
NP-stabilised emulsions were prepared with 1 vol % soybean oil and 0 to 1 wt % TiO2-SiO2
NPs by combined PU and mechanical stirring. Initially, 150ml of NP-free emulsions were
prepared similar to chapter three with 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 30, 50, and 100 kJ energies corresponding
to constant power and varying PU durations where the energy dissipated to the media during
emulsification was read from the display field and emulsifying continued until the designated
energy was reached. This was meant to determine an optimum energy input to produce monodispersed oil droplets with 80% PU amplitude and 1 second on/off pulsations. Emulsifying
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temperature was recorded using a thermometer and kept below 50°C to prevent significant
temperature changes and water evaporation during preparation by allowing rest times during
preparation whenever necessary (only required in case of 50 and 100 kJ emulsions).
The second set of emulsions comprising 0.5 wt % NPs was also prepared with different
PU dissipated energies to find the effect of preparation energy on average size of oil droplets
in presence of NPs. 0.5 wt % NPs were first dispersed in water by mechanical stirring for 10
minutes at 1000rpm followed by 30 minutes PU in 3 × 10-minutes stages and 5-minutes rest
times in between, equivalent to 125kJ PU energy input. After the dispersion of NPs 1 vol %
oil was added and emulsions were prepared with 6, 9, 12, 25, and 36 kJ input energies similar
to that explained above. The third set of emulsions with 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 wt % of
NPs were then prepared with an optimum PU energy (i.e. 25kJ, see section 4.3.2 for details)
with similar method described above. Preparation parameters of all samples are summarised
in Table 4.1 and emulsions comprising 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 wt % NPs and prepared
with 25kJ PU energy to disperse the oil phase are hereafter called NP-free, 0.1NPs, 0.25NPs,
0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions respectively.
Table 4.1 Mass fraction (wt %) of TiO2-SiO2 NPs, energy input, and preparation duration in PU emulsification
of 1 vol % NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions.
#

NPs’ mass fraction
(wt %)

PU time to disperse NPs
(energy)

PU energy to disperse 1 vol %
soybean oil

1

0

N/A

0.5, 1, 5, 10, 30, 50, 100 kJ

2

0.5

30 minutes (~125 kJ)

6, 9, 12, 25, 36 kJ

3

0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1

30 minutes (~125 kJ)

25 kJ *

* optimum preparation point

4.2.3. High speed shear (HSS) emulsification of emulsions with/without NPs
In practice, liquid-liquid emulsification and dispersion of nano-powders in base liquid
are commonly performed using high speed shear (HSS) instead of PU emulsification owing
to lower energy consumption and easier control over emulsification/dispersion parameters in
HSS compared to PU method (Pacek et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2012b) depicted in Table 4.2.
Depending on the dispersion requirement, two types of in-line and/or batch HSS are used to
emulsify non-miscible liquids or disperse nano-powders (Zhang et al. 2012b). Dispersing
process in batch HSS is schematically shown in Figure 4.1 for Silverson L5M HSS mixer
used in this study (Silverson 2019). Initially the non-miscible mixture is drawn into the centre
of the workhead from the mixing chamber owing to high speed rotation of rotor blades which
exerts a powerful suction. Centrifugal force caused by rotary blades then drives the material
towards the periphery of the workhead, through a precision-machined clearance between the
rotary blades and the inner wall of the stator (emulsifier screen, shown with arrow in Figure
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4.1). Material then gets sheared by intense hydraulic force as passes through the perforations
in the emulsifier screen at high velocity, and circulates back into the main chamber from the
sides of mixing vessel. Fresh material simultaneously gets drawn into the mixer workhead,
so that the homogeneous mixing pattern is maintained.
Table 4.2 Energy dissipation rate and size range of dispersed droplets obtained with different mixing methods
(results of Atiemo‐Obeng and Calabrese (2003) published by Zhang et al. (2012b), reproduced with permission
from Chemical Engineering and Processing journal). As anticipated increasing the dissipation energy reduces
the average size of oil droplets up to a limiting point.
Mixing method

Energy dissipation rate per
unit mass of liquid (m2/s3)

Droplet/particle size range
(µm)

Static mixers

10 - 103

50 - 1000

Agitated vessels

0.1 - 102

20 - 50

High shear mixer

103 - 105

0.5 - 100
8

Valve homogenisers

in order of 10

Powered ultrasonication

in order of 109

0.5 - 1
0.2 - 0.5

Figure 4.1 schematic batch HSS process from left to right (red arrow indicates the emulsifier screen i.e. stator).
Images are from Silverson L5M HSS used in this study, reproduced from compony website, Silverson (2019). See
the text for more detail.

In this study, both rotational speed (corresponding to dissipated power) and shearing
duration were varied to modify the amount of input energy to the system. Emulsions were
prepared using 2000, 5000 and 8000 rpm nominal rotational speeds. HSS energy dissipation
rates were calculated by using equation 4.2 by dimensionless analysis where ε is the energy
dissipation rate (J/s, kg.m2/s3), Po is power number, N is rotor speed (hertz, s-1), D is rotor
diameter (0.031m), and ρ is the liquid density (~1000kg/m3) (Pacek et al. 2007, Zhang et al.
2012b, Cooke et al. 2012, Tamminen and Koiranen 2015, Hakansson 2018). Under turbulent
conditions (Reynolds number greater than 103), Po is constant with respect to the rotor speed
and rotor diameter, and for Silverson L series with square rotor blades and emulsor screen
workhead used in this study is around 2.3 (Bates et al. 1963, Padron 2001). The dissipated
energy E (J, kg.m2/s2) is then calculated by multiplying energy dissipation rate (i.e. 0.0024,
0.0381, and 0.1561 kJ/s for 2000, 5000, and 8000 rpm rotational velocities respectively) and
process duration using equation 4.3. The HSS preparation parameters of all samples are also
summarised in Table 4.3.
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ε = Po. N3 . D5 . ρ

eq. 4.2

E=ε∗t

eq. 4.3

0.25NPs emulsions were also prepared with both HSS and PU emulsification methods
and with similar preparation energy (~ 140-150 kJ for 150ml emulsion). In HSS mixing, NPs
were first dispersed in distilled water by 30 minutes emulsification at 5000rpm corresponding
to 68.6kJ energy. 1 vol % soybean oil was then added and emulsion was produced at optimum
preparation point, i.e. a continuous 30 minutes HSS emulsification at 5000rpm, see section
4.3.8 for details. Emulsions were first prepared by using PU and then were compared with
HSS method in section 4.3.8.
Table 4.3 Mass fraction (wt %) of TiO2-SiO2 NPs, energy input and preparation duration in HSS emulsification
of 1 vol % NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions.
#

NPs
wt %

energy dissipation rate
to disperse NPs (rpm)

energy dissipation rate to disperse
1 vol % soybean oil (rpm)

HSS energy (time)

1

0

N/A

0.0024 kJ/s (2000)

~ 4.3 (30 mins)

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

N/A

0.1561 kJ/s (8000)

~ 281 (30 mins)

6

0.25

0.0381 kJ/s (5000) *

0.0381 kJ/s (5000) *

~ 68.6 (30 mins) each process

~ 22.8 (10 mins)
N/A

0.0381 kJ/s (5000) *

~ 45.7 (20 mins)
~ 68.6 (30 mins)

* optimum preparation point

4.2.4. Dispersion stability analysis
Over-time dispersion of NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets with varying mass fraction
of TiO2-SiO2 NPs was assessed by measuring the average size of oil droplets and aggregates
of NPs with Malvern Zetasizer Nano S instrument at different times after preparation namely
immediately (day #0), 14 days (day #14), and 28 days (day #28) after the preparation. FTIR
spectroscopy was also used to obtain a chemical fingerprint of NP-free and NP-stabilised
emulsions and to investigate the chemical interactions between NPs and oil droplets in the
wavelength range of 600 to 4000 cm-1 using Shimadzu IRAffinity instrument.
Stability of emulsions with varying mass fractions of NPs was also assessed by using
ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy on Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer. UV-vis
spectroscopy technique measures the attenuations in the light beam intensity before and after
it passes through a sample. If the intensity of the light before passing through an emulsion is
I0 and the intensity of the light after passing through the emulsion is I, the transmittance and
absorbance of emulsion are defined as in eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
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𝑇 (𝑖𝑛 %) =

𝐼
𝐼0

𝐴 (𝑖𝑛 %) = −𝑙𝑜𝑔(

eq. 4.4
𝑇
)
100

eq. 4.5

For UV-vis spectroscopy measurements emulsions were diluted in distilled water at 1
vol % concentration and UV-vis spectrums were obtained in wavelength range of 200 to 600
nm immediately after preparation to identify the peak wavelengths which could indicate the
relative size (intensity) of aggregates of NPs in bulk emulsion and on the oil/water interface.
Stability of NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions within 96 hours after preparation was then
measured at the peak wavelengths obtained immediately after preparation in terms of relative
concentration (RC) of emulsions over time i.e. the ratio of absorbance intensity at different
times to corresponding initial value obtained immediately after preparation of each emulsion.
Using the relative concentration (RC) concept, one can predict the over-time coalescence of
NP-free or NP-coated droplets and/or formation of NP-agglomerates in bulk emulsion which
both increase the light absorbance by the degraded emulsions i.e. decreasing the absorbance
intensity, hence lower RC over time.
4.2.5. Rheological measurements
Similar to chapter three, Anton Paar Physica MCR301 rheometer was used to measure
the dynamic viscosity and shear stress of NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets with varying
mass fraction of TiO2-SiO2 NPs in shear rates range of 0.01 to 1000 s-1 to identify the possible
influence of NPs on viscosity of emulsions. PP25/E/Ti plate with 25mm diameter and 25µm
trim length was used at a 1mm shear gap as the counterface. Each measurement was repeated
three times at 30 ± 1 °C (i.e. lubricity test temperature) and average values are reported.
4.2.6. Visualisation of emulsions
To understand NPs/oil and NPs/NPs interactions, 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions were
visualised by using Leica TCS SP8 fluorescence laser scanning microscope. In fluorescence
microscopy, a laser beam is directed to the fluorescent sample and gets excited at a specific
wavenumber for visualisation (Prasad et al. 2007). Both TiO2-SiO2 NPs and soybean oil are
inherently non-fluorescent. Hence, to identify the arrangement of NPs on oil/water interface
of oil droplets, Rhodamine B fluorescence dye (purity > 95%) from Sigma Aldrich (Australia)
was used at small mass fraction. The dye was dissolved in water using high speed stirrer at
1000rpm for 10 minutes and the dye suspension was used as the aqueous base to prepare the
emulsions with similar process explained in section 4.2.2. Rhodamine B dye fully dissolves
in water, but do not interact with soybean oil droplets. Therefore it can be used to locate the
dispersed oil droplets in NP-free emulsions. Besides, chains of SiO2 NPs attract Rhodamine
B in aqueous environment due to electrostatic interactions (Vashisth et al. 2010). Therefore,
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the relative position of the stabilising layers of NPs around the oil droplets can be visualised
by fluorescence microscopy via tracing Rhodamine B dye attached to TiO2-SiO2 NPs at the
excitation wavelength range of 510-530 nm.
To obtain fluorescence microscopy images, drops of NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs
emulsions were placed on typical microscope slides and then covered with glasscovers with
care to leave no air bubbles in between the slide and the cover. The cover was then fixed on
the surface with transparent nail polish and placed on microscope stage. Field of view is first
determined by optical microscopy using 63x and/or 100x Leica objectives and fluorescence
images were obtained by employing a mercury lamp. Digital focusing and noise cancelation
was also employed to obtain high quality fluorescence images at certain confocal plains.
Formation of NP-agglomerates in aqueous phase of emulsions was also observed with
scanning electron microscopy using Jeol JSM6490 SEM/EDS. To obtain SEM/EDS images
of NP-agglomerates, a very small drop of emulsions was placed on an adhesive double-sided
carbon tape and then evaporated, and SEM/EDS was used to locate NP-agglomerates.

4.3. Results and discussions
4.3.1. Structure of soybean oil and NPs
Soybean oil droplets comprise triglyceride molecules, with glycerol molecule attached
to three fatty acid chains with ester linkages having various functional groups (Adhvaryu et
al. 2006). Aliphatic carbon chains of fatty acids are organic hydrocarbon compounds and are
composed of hydrogen and carbon elements, with possible carbon-carbon double bonds. To
investigate the structure of soybean oil, FTIR transmittance spectrum of soybean oil sample
in wavelength range of 600 to 4000 cm-1 was obtained and is shown in Table 4.4 and Figure
4.2. FTIR spectrum of soybean oil shows distinct bands associated to vibration of function
groups of oil including two bands at 728 and 916 cm-1 to out-of-plane bending of CH=CH
(cis), a band at 962cm-1 to out-of-plane bending of CH=CH (trans), three bands at 1096,
1161, and 1243 cm-1 to stretching of C-O, two bands at 1380 and 1456 cm-1 to symmetric
and asymmetric bending of C-H (in CH3), a band at 1651cm-1 to stretching of C=C (cis), a
band at 1743cm-1 to stretching of C=O, two bands at 2853 and 2921 cm-1 to symmetric and
asymmetric stretching of C-H (in CH2), and a band at 3011cm-1 to stretching of =C-H (cis)
groups respectively similar to that reported in literature (Guillen and Cabo 1998, LermaGarcía et al. 2010, Liang et al. 2013).
Figure 4.3 shows FTIR spectrum of TiO2-SiO2 NPs, indicating two bands at 652 and
1097 cm-1 associated to stretching of Ti-O-Ti and Si-O-Si bonds respectively. Another band
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at 952cm-1 is also obtained, associated to stretching of Si-O-Ti bonds or presence of Si-O
defect sites, formed by inclusion of Ti4+ into SiO4-4. Moreover, no bands associated to water
O-H bonds (1650 or 3350 cm-1) are detected in NPs, postulating that no moisture is present
within the TiO2-SiO2 sample.
Table 4.4 FTIR peaks and respective function groups of neat soybean oil sample.
Band wavenumbers
(cm-1)

Functional group

Band wavenumbers
(cm-1)

Functional group

728, 916

CH=CH (cis)

1651

C=C (cis)

962

CH=CH (trans)

1743

C=O

1096, 1161, 1243

C-O

2853

C-H (CH2 symmetric)

1380

C-H (CH3 symmetric)

2921

C-H (CH2 asymmetric)

1456

C-H (CH3 asymmetric)

3011

=C-H (cis)

100

Transmittance (%)

95
90
=C-H

85
80
C-H

75
70

C=C

CH=CH
C=O

C-O

65

C-H

60
600

900

1200

1500

1800

2100 2400 2700
Wavenumber (cm-1)
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3300

3600

3900

Transmittance (%)

Figure 4.2 FTIR transmittence spectrum of neat soybean oil indicating distinct bands associated to vibration of
function groups of the oil sample. Data are summarised in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.3 FTIR transmittence spectrum of TiO2-SiO2 NPs. Three distinct bands associated to Ti-O-Ti, Si-O-Si,
and Si-O-Ti bonds are identified in FTIR measurement of NPs.
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X-ray diffraction pattern of TiO2-SiO2 NPs is also obtained and shown in Figure 4.4,
indicating sharp XRD peaks and small crystalline size of NPs. From XRD spectrum, 2θ peaks
of 25.3° (101), 37.75° (004), 47.95° (200), 53.95° (105), 55.03° (211), and 62.75° (204) are
obtained where parenthesis indicate the crystal planes in form of Miller indices. All peaks of
TiO2-SiO2 NPs are in accord with JCPDS card 21-1272 and represent anatase TiO2 domains
(Machida et al. 1999). After subtracting the instrumental line broadening, crystalline size of
NPs is also calculated from the main XRD diffraction peak angle at 25.3° (101 plane) using
Scherrer equation (eq. 4.1) yielding average size of around 30nm for NPs.
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Figure 4.4 XRD pattern of TiO2-SiO2 NPs (peaks are denoted by arrows and numbers represent crystal planes in
form of Miller indices).

With no SiO2 diffraction peaks in XRD trace of Figure 4.4, SiO2 matrices are thought
to be amorphous. Therefore the 30nm XRD size is attributed to crystalline size of TiO2 NPs
(i.e. the only crystalline part in TiO2-SiO2 structure), doped into SiO2 amorphous chains. This
indicates that TiO2 NPs are embedded into SiO2 matrices to form composite NPs with chainlike SiO2 NPs acting as carriers for TiO2 crystalline NPs similar to that reported in literature
(Wei et al. 2002, Riazian et al. 2011, Nilchi et al. 2011, Zhang et al. 2018) and schematically
shown in Figure 2.16c. Doping of TiO2 NPs in SiO2 chains also prevents the size growth and
phase shift of the TiO2 species during storage and use.
TEM images of NPs shown in Figure 4.5 also confirm the doping of TiO2 NPs into
chains of nearly-spherical SiO2 NPs (crystal planes of TiO2 NPs are shown in the inset images
of Figure 4.5). Presence of chains of SiO2 NPs is because TEM images of NPs are obtained
by dispersing small amount of NPs in ethanol by mechanical stirring which is not capable of
breaking-up large clusters of NPs. In order to see if the chain-like clusters of SiO2 NPs also
present in the aqueous phase, 0.25 wt % of NPs are dispersed in distilled water using optimum
PU and HSS preparation energies (see sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) and the average size of NPaggregates immediately after preparation are shown in Figure 4.6.
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Crystalline planes

Amorphous chains

Figure 4.5 TEM images of TiO2-SiO2 NPs (crystal planes of TiO2 and amorphous shape of SiO2 domains are indicated).

From Figure 4.6, monodispersed aggregates of NPs with average size of 150 and 610
nm are found by using PU and HSS respectively where both methods are found effective in
breaking up the primary clusters of NPs (later shown in SEM/EDS images of Figure 4.11)
into secondary aggregates of NPs in the size range of 60 to 1000 nm (named NP-flocs), with
smaller and narrower size distribution by using PU method. However neither methods were
able to produce stable distributions over time because of large van der Waals attraction forces
between NP-flocs which results in re-formation of NP-clusters when NPs are solely present.
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Figure 4.6 NP-flocs size distribution in 0.25 wt %
aqueous dispersions of NPs immediately after
preparation with 30 minutes PU (energy 125kJ),
and 30 minutes 5000rpm HSS (energy 68.6kJ).
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4.3.2. Oil droplets size distribution
Figure 4.7 and Table 4.5 show the oil droplets size distributions in NP-free emulsions
after PU preparation with 0.5 to 100 kJ energies. By increasing the input energy, average size
of oil droplets immediately after preparation decreases from 5711nm in 0.5kJ emulsion to
100.4nm in 100kJ emulsion following an asymptotical decreasing trend with minor effect of
preparation energy on the average size of oil droplets when input energy greater than 10kJ is
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Figure 4.7 Unimodal, bi-modal, tri-modal, and continuous oil droplets size distributions and average size of droplets in
NP-free emulsions prepared with 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 30, 50, and 100 kJ PU energy (150ml emulsion size, tests are repeated three
times to ensure repeatability and a sample trace is presented).
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In 0.5kJ emulsion, bi-modal distribution of oil droplets with discrete size peaks at 299
and 5560 nm is found. By increasing the input energy to 1kJ, the 3rd size peak appears and a
tri-modal distribution with size peaks at 203, 763, and 4764 nm is noted. Similarly, distinct
size peaks at 156, 832.4, and 5020 nm are found in 5kJ emulsion, indicating discrete droplet
sizes with small and large size peaks when low ultrasonication energy is applied similar to
that reported by Kamogawa et al. (2001). By increasing the input PU energy to 10 and 30 kJ,
the tri-modal size distribution converges into continuous size distributions which apparently
represent overlap of several size peaks in range of 20 to 6000 nm, with average droplet size
of 222.2nm for 10kJ and 276.9nm for 30kJ emulsions. This indicates the continuous breakup / coalescence of oil droplets during the transition from multi-modal size distribution into
unimodal size distribution which occurs at 50 and 100 kJ preparation energy with oil droplets
of 132 and 100 nm sizes respectively.
Table 4.5 Size distribution of soybean oil droplets within 150ml emulsions prepared with PU energies in range
of 0.5 to 100 kJ immediately after preparation (the tests are repeated three times to ensure repeatability and a
sample result corresponding to Figure 4.7 traces is presented).
Peak 01
Energy
(kJ)

Size
(d.nm)

0.5

Peak 02

Intensity
(%)
N/A

Peak 03
Average
(d.nm)

Size
(d.nm)

Intensity
(%)

Size
(d.nm)

Intensity
(%)

299.8

57.4

5560

42.6

5711

1

203

11.8

763.5

39.8

4764

48.4

1321

5

156.1

18.9

832.4

56.2

5020

24.9

786.6

10

Continuous size distribution

222.2

30

Continuous size distribution

276.9

50

N/A

N/A

144.1

100

132.9

100

N/A

N/A

112.8

100

100.4

In follow up preparations, effects of PU input energy on average size of NP-coated oil
droplets is investigated by preparing 0.5NPs emulsions by using 6, 9, 12, 25, and 36 kJ input
energies to disperse the oil phase. Average size of oil droplets is then measured over 28 days
and results are shown in Figure 4.8 where it appears that regardless of energy input (assuming
that enough energy is provided), the average size of droplets remains between 187 to 287 nm
throughout the tests. This indicates that with NPs, ultrasonic input energy has smaller effect
on the size of oil droplets owing to preferable deposition of NPs on the surface of oil droplets
which results in steric stabilisation of broken droplets even when lower energy in applied to
the system. Therefore, it is decided to maintain 0.16kJ/ml input energy (i.e. 25kJ energy per
150ml emulsion) in PU preparation of emulsions for the rest of this study.
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Figure 4.8 Average size of oil droplets in 150ml of 0.5NPs emulsions prepared by using 6, 9, 12, 25, and
36 kJ PU energy (to disperse the oil droplets) over 28 days (tests are repeated three times and average
values are reported).

Required mass fraction of NPs to make stable emulsions depends on oil concentration.
To determine the minimum required quantity of NPs, average size of oil droplets in NP-free,
0.1NPs, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions are obtained immediately after PU
preparation and results are shown in Figure 4.9. Without NPs, two distinct size peaks at 170
and 550 nm are found indicating poly-dispersed NP-free oil droplets in absence of NPs. In
0.1NPs emulsion, monodispersed droplets with average size of 600nm are obtained because
of higher affinity of larger droplets to absorb NPs, which reduces to 220nm by increasing the
mass fraction of NPs in 0.25NPs emulsion. This suggests that 0.1 wt % NPs is not enough to
stabilise the droplets, noted by large reduction in average size of oil droplets by increasing
the wt % of NPs. Because of amorphous shape and low wt % of NPs in 0.1NPs emulsion, it
is hypothesised that oil droplets get partially covered with the available NPs, then undergo
limited coalescence to form larger droplets and reduce the total oil droplets / water interfacial
area until an equilibrium is reached where the total oil droplets / water interfacial area can be
stabilised with available NPs.
800
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Figure 4.9 Average size of oil droplets in NP-free, 0.1NPs, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions
immediately after PU preparation (tests are repeated three times and average values are reported).
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With 0.1 wt % NPs, not enough NPs are present to disrupt the initial coalescence of
oil droplets whereas with 0.25 wt % NPs, enough number of NPs attract to droplets’ surface
to provide required coating effect to terminate the droplets’ coalescence. Average size of oil
droplets then increases slightly to 261nm in 0.5NPs emulsion whereas further increasing the
mass fraction of NPs does not influence the average size of oil droplets. Increasing the mass
fraction of NPs initially increases the surface coverage of droplets with shielding layers of
NPs owing to cumulative adsorption of NPs on the surface of oil droplets. This improves the
stability of droplets up to a critical mass fraction of NPs at which the surface of droplets gets
fully covered with NPs i.e. at around 0.5 wt %.
Effect of varying mass fraction of NPs on dispersion stability is then investigated over
28 days in presence of enough NPs (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 wt %) and the average results are
shown in Figure 4.10. From Figure 4.10a, NP-free droplets in size range from 50 to 2000 nm
and apparent size peaks at 170 and 550 nm are observed immediately after preparation. After
14 days, the two size distributions diverge and form more defined peaks at 200 and 2790 nm,
with further coalescence of droplets after 28 days as inferred by formation of larger droplets
with a peak at 2500nm. The increase in average size of NP-free droplets is driven by strong
attraction between the polar vegetable oil droplets which postulates an insufficient repulsion
between NP-free oil droplets and thereafter oil/water phase separation over time.
In 0.25NPs emulsion (Figure 4.10b), a stable size distribution with a peak at 220nm is
achieved immediately after preparation and remained stable for up to 28 days. Considering
the average size of NP-free oil droplets (170 and 550 nm), break-down of larger droplets and
formation of 220nm droplets in presence of NPs are thought attributed to the built-up of a
NP-layer on the surface of oil droplets as polar oils have high tendency to attract NPs (Binks
and Whitby 2005). This peak might also represent free flocs of NPs in the aqueous phase of
emulsion formed by intensive PU energy input which can break-up the initial aggregates of
NPs (NP-clusters) into smaller ‘free’ or ‘droplet stabilising’ flocs of NPs which the former
tends to aggregate and form agglomerates of NPs, shown with the 2nd size distribution in the
range of 5000 to 6000 nm throughout the experiments even at low mass fractions of NPs.
Presence of NP-flocs and NP-agglomerates is explained noting that SiO2 NPs adsorb
on the surface of oil droplets in equilibrium with freely dispersed NPs (Ridel et al. 2016),
where free NPs have high tendency to associate and form NP- flocs and agglomerates even
when small mass of NPs is available (Simovic and Prestidge 2003b, Simovic and Prestidge
2003a, Frelichowska et al. 2010, Chevalier and Bolzinger 2013). This is attributed to high
specific surface area and surface energy of NPs which make them apt to agglomeration and
partial sedimentation over time. Similar behaviour is observed for TiO2-SiO2 NPs throughout
the tests with the second size distribution. This is supported by SEM/EDS mapping of these
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agglomerates which indicates the presence of Ti and Si elements from NPs in agglomerates
found in the aqueous phase shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10 Size distribution of oil droplets in NP-free,
0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions at
different times after PU preparation: immediately (day 0),
after 14 days, and after 28 days. For 1NPs emulsion, high
polydispersity limited the size measurements after 7 days.

Similarly, 0.5NPs and 0.75NPs emulsions remain stable for up to 28 days, shown in
Figures 4.10c and 4.10d respectively. However in above the saturation mass fraction of NPs,
excess NPs merely result in formation of agglomerates of NPs in the bulk emulsions due to
strong attractive van der Waals forces between freely dispersed NPs. Therefore as shown in
Figure 4.10e, 1NPs emulsion is stable for a limited time only where high dispersity index at
around 0.89 is obtained after 7 days (i.e. experimental artefact). Combined with the gradual
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sedimentation of NP-agglomerates several hours after the preparation, this indicates that with
high amount of NPs, large number of agglomerates form from the excess NPs, disrupting the
size measurements. On the other hand, monodispersed oil droplets in 0.25NPs emulsion are
noted (Figure 4.10b), in below the saturation mass fraction of NPs (i.e. ~ 0.5 wt %) previously
found in Figure 4.9. This indicates that even partial coverage of droplets with enough number
of TiO2-SiO2 NPs is sufficient to protect the NP-coated droplets against coalescence. Hence,
regardless of the mass fraction of NPs it is suggested that NPs tend to simultaneously form
(1) stabilising layers on the surface of oil droplets (in form of coating NP-flocs), and (2) large
agglomerates of NPs in the aqueous phase.
electron image

Ti element mapping

Si element mapping

Figure 4.11 SEM image and EDS mapping of Ti and Si elements from TiO2-SiO2 NP-agglomerates in the
bulk emulsions.

4.3.3. FTIR spectroscopy of emulsions
To investigate the formation of SiO2 chains on oil droplets’ surface and in the aqueous
phase of emulsions, FTIR spectra of NP-free and 0.5NPs emulsions are obtained and results
are shown in Figure 4.12. Due to high fraction of water (≈ 99 vol %), transmittance IR bands
associated to triglyceride molecules are suppressed and relatively difficult to observe. From
Figure 4.12a, two bands at 1641 and 3337 cm-1 associated to H-O-H scissoring bending and
O-H stretching of water molecules are found respectively (Mojet et al. 2010, Bergonzi et al.
2014). A band at 638cm-1 is also found, attributed to frustrated rotation of H-O-H molecules
known as libration vibration (Bergonzi et al. 2014). Another band at 1080cm-1 associated to
stretching of C-O, several bands between 1400 to 1600 cm-1 associated to bending of C-H, a
band at 1751cm-1 associated to stretching of C=O, and two bands at 2858 and 2914 cm-1
associated to stretching of C-H are also obtained. These bands were also noted in IR spectra
of other NP-free emulsions and the neat oil (Figure 4.2) and represent the functional groups
of soybean oil triglycerides.
Figure 4.12b then shows the FTIR spectrum of 0.5NPs emulsion indicating similarities
to Figure 4.12a with addition of a small peak at 1160cm-1 associated to Si-O-Si bonds of SiO2
NPs postulating the existence of NP-flocs on oil droplets surface or free NP-agglomerates in
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aqueous phase. Besides no other IR peaks are detected, indicating non-chemical interaction
between NPs and oil droplets within the bulk emulsions even by using high PU energy.
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Figure 4.12 FTIR spectrum of (a) NP-free, and (b) 0.5NPs emulsions. Similar spectrum to ‘a’ or ‘b’ are
obtained for other emulsions prepared with different PU energy or mass fractions of NPs respectively.

4.3.4. UV-vis spectrophotometry of emulsions
Dispersion stability of NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets is inferred by using UV-vis
spectrophotometry immediately, and within 96 hours after the preparation. Figure 4.13 shows
the absorbance UV traces from emulsions with different mass fractions of NPs immediately
after the preparation. Measurement wavelengths (peaks) are found where Δadsorption/Δwavelength
is zero (denoted by dashed lines and arrows in Figure 4.13), where wide peaks indicate the
multidisperse behaviour of droplets and NPs in the emulsions (Sharma et al. 2011). Without
NPs, a peak at 200nm is obtained, linked to NP-free droplets. In 0.25NPs emulsion, greater
peak wavelength compared to NP-free emulsion is observed at 243nm. This shift attributes
to an increase in the local density (Lacava et al. 2014) in 0.25NPs emulsion compared to NPfree emulsion owing to presence of associated NPs by the virtue of adsorption of NP-flocs
on the surface of oil droplets.
Further increasing the mass fraction of NPs increases the adsorption of NP-flocs on
the surface of oil droplets in 0.5NPs emulsion which increases the absorbance intensity while
peak wavelength only increases slightly to 251nm. Adsorption of NPs on oil droplets’ surface
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reaches a maximum plateau in 0.5NPs emulsion whereas further increasing the mass fraction
of NPs solely results in formation of NP-agglomerates in the bulk emulsion. This is inferred
by a jump in the absorbance peak wavelength to 306nm with 1NPs emulsion, similar to that
reported in literature for silver NPs in the base liquids (Sharma et al. 2011, Lee et al. 2002).
Moreover, the absorbance trace in 1NPs emulsion shows flattening in below 306nm which
is due to full light adsorption in range of 200 to 306 nm by large number of NP-agglomerates.
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Figure 4.13 UV-vis absorbance spectra of NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, and 1NPs emulsions in
range of 200 to 600 nm (peak wavelengths are indicated by dashed lines and arrows).

Relative concentration (RC) is also used to assess the over-time dispersion stability of
oil droplets. RC is defined as the ratio of absorbance intensity to corresponding initial value
obtained immediately after preparation (Zareh-Desari and Davoodi 2016). For instance, RC
of 100% immediately after preparation indicates stable initial dispersions. Figure 4.14 shows
relatively high stability (RC > 95%) of 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions for up to 96 hours
after preparation, indicating the formation of stable oil droplets in presence of small amount
of NPs. On the other hand, NP-free emulsion shows 10% reduction in RC within 48 hours
after preparation indicating that NP-free emulsion cannot preserve its stability and undergoes
continuous coalescence. Interestingly in presence of excess NPs within 1NPs emulsion, RC
remains at above 95% for 48 hours, but suddenly decreases to 87% and 84% after 72 and 96
hours respectively. This indicates the degradation of emulsion after 72 hours which is related
to the propensity of excess NP-flocs to form sedimenting agglomerates which consequently
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lower the dispersion stability of oil droplets due to large attraction forces between NPs on oil
droplets’ surface and sedimenting NP-agglomerates, confirming the previous hypothesis.
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Figure 4.14 Relative concentration (RC) of NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, and 1NPs emulsions within
96 hours after preparation (the tests are repeated three times and average values are reported).

4.3.5. Flow behaviour of emulsions
NPs can affect the rheological behaviour of emulsions therefore put the system into a
different lubrication regime. To assess the rheology properties of NP-free and NP-stabilised
emulsions, dynamic viscosity vs shear rate traces of NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions
at 30°C as well as that of neat oil and water are found and shown in Figure 4.15a. Similar to
chapter three, water and neat oil show evidence of Newtonian behaviour whereas emulsions
show shear thinning pseudoplastic behaviour with two Newtonian regions. This is related to
the weak flocculation (weak associative inter-droplets interactions) between the oil droplets
in oil droplets’ structuring network similar to that reported in literature (Tzoumaki et al. 2011,
Binks et al. 2005, Song et al. 2015). Moreover when flocs of NPs absorb onto the oil/water
interface they continuously increase the dynamic viscosity of the samples as shown in Figure
4.15a. Figure 4.15b also shows shear stress vs shear rate of neat oil, water, NP-free, 0.25NPs
and 0.5NPs emulsions where shear stress remains relatively constant in below 10s-1 followed
by steady increase thereafter similar to that found in literature (Binks et al. 2005, Sharma et
al. 2014). Altogether the results also suggest that the viscosity of the samples is low enough
to keep the system in boundary regime lubrication under the test conditions of chapters six
and seven.
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Figure 4.15a Flow curve (dynamic viscosity vs shear rate trace) of neat soybean oil, water, and NP-free,
0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions at 30 ± 1 °C and at two different scales. Average dynamic viscosity of
samples in range of 200 to 1000 1/s are also shown (uncertainty bars represent standard deviation of
average of three different measurements and a sample trace is presented).
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Figure 4.15b Shear stress vs shear rate of neat soybean oil, water, and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs
emulsions at 30 ± 1 °C. (the tests are repeated three times and a sample trace is presented).

4.3.6. Florescence microscopy of emulsions
To understand the dispersion stabilizing mechanism, it is hypothesized that TiO2-SiO2
NPs form anti-coalescing shell-like NP-layers on the surface of oil droplets. To examine this
florescence microscopy is used. As previously mentioned, both soybean oil and TiO2-SiO2
NPs are inherently non-fluorescent. Therefore Rhodamine B fluorescence dye which attaches
to SiO2 NPs is used to identify the positioning of oil droplets in NP-free emulsions and the
relative position of NPs in NP-stabilised emulsions (Vashisth et al. 2010). Figure 4.16 shows
bright-field and fluorescence images of NP-free emulsion immediately after preparation and
then after 7 days. Immediately after the preparation, varying sizes of NP-free oil droplets are
found in the dye solution as shown in Figure 4.16a whereas larger oil droplets appear 7 days
after preparation shown in Figure 4.16b indicating the coalescence of fine oil droplets due to
strong attraction forces between hydrophobic oil droplets. This agrees with previous results
indicating that average size of NP-free droplets increases over time in absence of external
coalescence barriers.
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Figure 4.17 shows fluorescence microscopy images of 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions
immediately after preparation. In presence of NPs, formation of anti-coalescing stabilising
layers of NPs on oil droplets’ surface is expected. This is confirmed by tracing Rhodamine
B dye attached to NPs to oil/water interface of oil droplets. However, these stabilising layers
appear different in 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions. When the surface of droplets is saturated
with NPs in 0.5NPs emulsion (Figure 4.17b), NP-coated droplets are dispersed uniformly
within the emulsion. On the contrary, NP-coated droplets in 0.25NPs emulsion (Figure 4.17a)
appear to tend to attract other oil droplets but still retain their stability during the test period
in form of local ‘patch-like’ domains of NP-coated oil droplets. This is related to the intensity
of stabilising layers of NPs on the surface of oil droplets (Katepalli and Bose 2014) which

(b) 7 days after preparation

(a) immidiately after preparation

determines the extent of stability.

Figure 4.16 Bright-field and fluorescence microscopy images of NP-free oil droplets in Rhodamine B solution
immediately after preparation, and after 7 days (both scale bars represent 5µm but are different in scale). The
bright spots on BF images are thought represent the oil droplets of proximate confocal planes.
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Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show detailed bright-field and florescence microscopy images
of 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions immediately after preparation. In 0.25NPs emulsion, since
the mass fraction of NPs is below the required mass for full coverage of all oil droplets with
NPs, the surface of some droplets remains partially covered with NPs due to shortage in NPs
supply (Figures 4.18a and 4.19a). Hence it is it is suggested that bridging layers of NPs exist
between two individual oil droplets which can provide stability when small amount of NPs

(b) 0.5NPs emulsion

(a) 0.25NPs emulsion

is available in the emulsion (Dickinson 2010).

Figure 4.17 Fluorescence microscopy images from 0.25NPs and
0.5NPs emulsions immediately after preparation (both scale bars
represent 10µm but are different in scale).
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Figure 4.18 Bright-field and fluorescence microscopy images of NP-coated oil droplets in (a) 0.25NPs, and (b)
0.5NPs emulsions immediately after preparation (both scale bars represent 5µm but are different in scale).
(a) 0.25NPs emulsion

(b) 0.5NPs emulsion

Figure 4.19 Fluorescence microscopy images of individual oil droplets within (a) 0.25NPs emulsion, and (b)
0.5NPs emulsion immediately after preparation (background noise is reduced, both scale bars represent 3µm but
are different in scale).
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On the other hand Figures 4.18b and 4.19b show uniform coverage of oil droplets with
NPs in 0.5NPs emulsion. Hence, two size-dependent pathways for stabilisation of droplets
with NPs are proposed. With fully covered oil droplets, coverage of droplets with NPs results
in good dispersion stability owing to effectiveness of stabilising layers of NPs on the surface
of droplets. On the contrary, partially covered droplets are hypothesised to undergo limited
coalescence to form larger droplets hence reduce the total droplets/water interfacial area until
an equilibrium state is reached where the total droplets/water surface area can be stabilised
with available NPs. At this state, as partially covered oil droplets with NPs approach other
partially covered droplets, short-range repulsion increases and improves the stability at close
proximity. This is due to the strong and irreversible adsorption of NPs on the surface of oil
droplets especially on larger droplets (Simovic and Prestidge 2003a, Chevalier and Bolzinger
2013). Hence, mechanism by which the stability of droplets is provided by NPs is related to
the total droplet/water interfacial area which depends on the oil droplet sizes and preparation
energy, as well as availability of adequate wt % of NPs in the aqueous phase.
4.3.7. Digital photographs of emulsions
Figure 4.20 shows digital photographs from NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs within 14
days after preparation. As shown in the Figures, both creaming stability of NP-free emulsion
and sedimentation stability of 0.5NPs emulsion are less than 0.25NPs emulsion, supporting
the previous hypothesis regarding the presence of a saturation mass fraction of NPs for better
dispersion characteristics.

immediately after preparation

NP-free emulsion

0.25NPs emulsion

0.5NPs emulsion

Figure 4.20a A sample digital photograph of NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions immediately
after preparation.
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7 days after preparation

NP-free emulsion

14 days after preparation

NP-free emulsion

0.25NPs emulsion

creaming instability of
NP-free oil droplets *

0.25NPs emulsion

0.5NPs emulsion

sedimentation instability of
NPs-agglomerates *

0.5NPs emulsion

Figure 4.20b Sample digital photographs of NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions at different times
after preparation namely after 7 days and after 14 days indicating low creaming stability of oil droplets
in NP-free emulsion and low sedimentation stability of NP-agglomerates in 0.5NPs emulsion (* based
on qualitative visual comparison between the intensity of the colour of emulsions at different heights
from the bottom to the top of the containers).

4.3.8.

HSS vs PU emulsification of emulsions
The application of HSS and PU emulsification techniques to prepare NP-free and NP-

stabilised emulsion is studied in this section by employing HSS method with nominal rotary
speeds of 2000, 5000, and 8000 rpm and 10, 20, and 30 minutes process durations similar to
that explained in section 4.2.3.
As shown in Figure 4.21, 2000rpm HSS speed is not sufficient to produce nano-sized
oil droplets after 30 minutes mixing, signified by two distinct size peaks at 220nm (intensity
3%) and 5560nm (intensity 31.2%) postulating the formation of bi-modal discrete droplets
with low HSS input energy at 4.3kJ. Further increasing HSS speed to 5000rpm with 68.6kJ
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input energy is found to further break the oil droplets into a tri-modal distribution with three
peaks at 142 (intensity 5.7%), 1280 (intensity 7.9%), and 5560 (intensity 23%) nm. However,
while increasing the HSS speed to 8000rpm with 281kJ energy appears to further break some
oil droplets into smaller droplets with 68nm size peak, but also increases the intensity of the
larger size peak. Therefore it is decided to maintain 5000rpm rotation speed for preparation
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Figure 4.21 Oil droplets size distributions in NP-free
emulsions immediately after 30 minutes HSS
emulsification with 2000, 5000, and 8000 rpm nominal
rotary speeds (tests are repeated three times and a
sample trace is presented).

Figure 4.22 shows the average droplets’ sizes with 10, 20, and 30 minutes HSS mixing
at 5000rpm. From Figure 4.22 it appears that 10 minutes HSS (22.8kJ input energy) results
in formation of two distinct size peaks at 190 and 5560 nm whereas further increasing mixing
duration to 20 and 30 minutes (i.e. 45.7 and 68.6 kJ input energies respectively) reduces the
average size of oil droplets by continuous break-up of the larger droplets where average size
peaks of 164, 712, and 5560 nm are obtained by 20 minutes HSS and average size peaks of
142, 1280, and 5560 nm are found by 30 minutes HSS.
Compared to PU preparation of NP-free emulsions shown in Figure 4.7, it appears that
both methods are capable to initially produce small (~ 200nm) and large (~ 5µm) droplets.
A 3rd size peaks then appear when input energy is further increased in both methods. At this
stage different observations are made where intensive energy dissipation by PU can broaden
the peaks into a single continuous peak towards a unimodal distribution by increasing the PU
energy (or mixing duration) whereas HSS is not capable to follow the final stage due to lower
energy input intensity.
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emulsions immediately after HSS preparation with
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minutes emulsification (tests are repeated three times
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For comparison, 0.25NPs emulsions are prepared by PU and HSS methods at ~ similar
preparation energy outlined in Table 4.6. Over-time digital photographs, size distribution of
droplets/agglomerates immediately after preparation and then after 14 days, and fluorescence
microscopy images of emulsions are shown in Figure 4.23 indicating good anti-coalescence
stability of NP-coated droplets by using both methods.
Table 4.6 Energy input and preparation parameters in PU and HSS emulsification of 0.25NPs emulsions.
PU
#

NPs mass fraction
(wt %)

Emulsification time to disperse
NPs (energy)

PU energy to disperse 1 vol %
soybean oil

1

0.25

30 minutes (~120 kJ)

25 kJ

total preparation duration:
~ 36 minutes

total preparation energy:

overall energy dissipation rate:

~ 4 kJ/minutes

~ 145 kJ

HSS

2

80

NPs mass fraction
(wt %)

Energy dissipation rate to disperse
oil droplets and/or NPs (speed)

HSS energy to disperse oil
droplets and/or NPs (time)

0.25

0.0381 kJ/s (5000rpm)

~ 68.6 (30 mins)

total preparation duration:
~ 60 minutes

total preparation energy:

overall energy dissipation rate:

~ 2.3 kJ/minutes

~ 137 kJ
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Figure 4.23 Digital photographs, average size of oil droplets, NP-flocs, and/or NP-agglomerates immediately after
preparation and after 14 days, and fluorescence microscopy images from 0.25NPs emulsions prepared with (left)
HSS, and (right) PU emulsification methods immediately after preparation.
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However, NP-agglomerates are observed to be stable with PU whereas they sediment
over time by using HSS method which then may interfere with the stability of NP-coated oil
droplets. Better dispersion stability by using PU is thought owing to the utilisation of strong
shockwaves during PU preparation which exerts high break-up energy as well as continuous
association/dissociation and thermal decomposition of water molecules during PU which
results in formation of hydroxyl OH− ions in emulsions (Reddy and Fogler 1980, Geissler et
al. 2001) contributing to electrostatic repulsion between NP-agglomerates. Therefore, noting
better dispersion property by using PU emulsification method it is decided to maintain PU to
prepare the emulsions for lubricity studies in the rest of this work.
4.3.9. Proposed dispersion stabilising model
In this chapter, TiO2-SiO2 composite NPs were used to improve the dispersion stability
of soybean VO/W emulsions. From the experimental results, the mechanisms with which the
dispersion stability of soybean oil droplets are provided have been elucidated and a model is
illustrated in Figure 4.24 to explain the physical interactions between NPs and oil droplets in
the bulk emulsion over time.
Overall, any amount of NPs between 0.25 (i.e. the required mass fraction of NPs at
which NPs partially cover the surface of oil droplets partially) and 0.5 (i.e. the plateau mass
fraction of NPs at which the surface of oil droplets saturates with NPs) provides long-term
dispersion stability for oil droplets. On the other hand, mass fractions lower than 0.25 wt %
of NPs result in partial aggregation of oil droplets (which reduce the total surface area of oil
droplets) initially until the point where available NPs are enough to stabilise the present oil
droplets. Higher wt % of NPs on the other hand increases the formation of NP-agglomerates
at higher rates which then deteriorates the overall stability of NP-coated droplets. From the
experimental results, the overall conclusions of section 4.4 are also noted.
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Figure 4.24 A model of interactions between NPs and oil droplets in bulk emulsions over time in NP-free,
0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions. Any wt % of NPs between 0.25 (i.e. required wt % of
NPs) and 0.5 (i.e. plateau wt % of NPs) can provide long-term dispersion stability for oil droplets whereas
higher wt % of NPs results in formation of NP-agglomerates at higher rates which deteriorates the overall
stability. See section 4.3 for more details.
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4.4. Conclusions
Dispersion stability of NP-free and/or NP-coated droplets as well as free NP-flocs and
NP-agglomerates prepared with PU or HSS emulsification methods was investigated in this
chapter. From experimental results, mechanisms with which dispersion stability of droplets
is provided have been elucidated and following conclusions are made in regards with PU and
HSS preparation of emulsions, stabilising effect of NPs, and the oil droplets/NPs interactions
in bulk emulsions:
In below 10kJ PU input energy, discrete size distributions of oil droplets with distinct
peaks are obtained indicating bi/tri- modal size distributions. Continuous size distribution of
oil droplets is then noted by increasing the break-up energy to 10 and 30 kJ whereas further
increasing the PU energy results in formation of monodispersed oil droplets with a unimodal
distribution. However dispersion stability of soybean oil droplets is low in absence of NPs
due to strong inter-droplet hydrophobic attraction within the bulk emulsions which results in
oil/water phase separation over time. This can be terminated by addition of small amount of
TiO2-SiO2 NPs, achieved by predominant adsorption of NPs on the surface of oil droplets
which provides steric barriers to reduce the coalescence tendency.
In 1 vol % NP-stabilised emulsions, while 0.1 wt % of NPs is not enough for indefinite
stability, 0.25 wt % NPs can successfully stabilise the emulsions by partially covering the oil
droplets’ surface. Oil droplets’ surface gets fully covered at 0.5 wt % NPs (adsorption plateau
of NPs) whereas further increasing the wt % of NPs has negligible effect on oil droplets sizes,
but increases the presence of free flocs/agglomerates of NPs in the bulk emulsions. Presence
of excess NPs may reduce the dispersion stability of NP-coated oil droplets as well because
of strong interaction between NP-agglomerates and stabilising layers of NPs on the surface
of oil droplets.
Moreover it is noted that both ‘30-minute continuous HSS with 5000rpm rotary speed’
and ‘25kJ PU with 80% amplitude and 1 second pulsations’ are sufficient to produce 0.25NPs
emulsions with lower energy consumption by using HSS compared to PU which reduces the
production cost in large scale productions. In terms of emulsions stability, both PU and HSS
emulsification methods result in formation of stabilising layers of NPs on the surface of oil
droplets to increase coalescence stability. However higher sedimentation stability is observed
for NP-agglomerates by using PU method thought related to strong break-up shockwaves in
PU whereas in HSS aggregates of NPs form and sediment after few days due to insufficient
repulsion.
Bulk properties of NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions was thoroughly investigated
in this chapter. In following chapters, first plate out oil film formation from NP-free and/or
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NP-stabilised emulsions on hydrophobic and/or hydrophilic surfaces are studied. Lubrication
correlation performance of deposited plate out oil layers from emulsions is then investigated
in sliding-only (ball-on-disc configurations) and sliding-rolling contacts (cold rolling trials)
to highlight the effect of NPs on plate out oil film strength and lubricity capacity in various
contact conditions.
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Chapter five

Wetting propensity of NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets from
soybean VO/W emulsions on metal surfaces
* Parts of this chapter are presented in 6th World Tribology Congress (WTC2017, Beijing,
China) and in 6th Asia International Conference on Tribology (AsiaTrib2018, Kuching,
Malaysia). Some content are also published in Lubrication Science journal available at:
https://doi.org/10.1002/ls.1443

5.1. Introduction
Effective boundary-regime lubrication of plate-roll contact area with O/W emulsions
is influenced by plate-out of oil droplets and formation of oily films on the surface upstream
of the roll-bite zone. This is initiated by entrainment of oil droplets into the plate-roll contact
area followed by deposition of the oil components on the surface (Jahanmir 1985, Chen et
al. 2002, Hsu and Gates 2005, Louaisil et al. 2009, Stokes 2014). Plate-out propensity of oil
droplets on surfaces depends on chemical properties of the oil phase and additives present in
the emulsion (Chen et al. 2002, Kimura and Okada 1989, Cambiella et al. 2006). For instance
vegetable oil droplets have high tendency to plate out on metal surfaces compared to mineral
oil droplets, owing to polarity of the triglyceride molecules which occurs via anchorage of
carboxyl -COOH groups of triglycerides on the surface (Biresaw et al. 2003, Adhvaryu et al.
2004, Adhvaryu et al. 2006, Fox and Stachowiak 2007, Quinchia et al. 2014).
Lubricants are often sprayed on the plate and rolls surfaces upstream of the roll bite
zone. Hence studying wetting and spreading behaviour of lubricants is important in industrial
rolling lubrication. This can be done by measuring the contact angle that a drop of lubricants
make on the surface (see Figure 5.1), a measure of cohesive interactions e.g. van der Waals
forces within the drop, and adhesive interactions between the drop and the surface. In general,
low contact angle (θ << 90°) corresponds to well wetting and spreading of the drop on surface
(Kim et al. 2006, Sefiane et al. 2008, Radiom et al. 2009), schematically shown in Figure 5.1
left. This equilibrium contact angle is defined by the Young’s equation (eq. 5.1) where θ is
the apparent contact angle of the liquid drop on the surface and γla, γsa, and γsl are liquid-air,
solid-air, and solid-liquid surface tensions (γsa - γsl and γla are also known as adhesion tension
and surface tension respectively (Kim et al. 2006, Sefiane et al. 2008)).
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The contact angle of homogenous lubricants depends on the movements of three-phase
contact line of the drop on the surface and is governed by the physical properties of the solid
surface such as homogeneity, surface roughness, and surface energy, as well as the lubricants
characteristics such as surface tension, polarity, and viscosity (Chaudhuri and Paria 2014).
However the contact angle of drops of NP-stabilised emulsions on the surface is a complex
phenomenon and apart from the on-surface interaction between the solid surface and the plate
out oil droplets, depends on factors such as oil-NPs, surface-NPs, and near-surface inter-NPs
interactions.
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

𝛾𝑠𝑎 − 𝛾𝑠𝑙
𝛾𝑙𝑎

eq. 5.1

poor
wetting

good
wetting

Figure 5.1 Schematic presentation of a sessile drop of a liquid on the surface exposed to air (θ is the contact
angle of the drop and γla, γsa, and γsl are liquid-air, solid-air, and solid-liquid surface tensions respectively). Good
wetting corresponds to low contact angle of the drop on the surface which promotes oil plate-out on the surface.

Contact angle of additive-free emulsions is function of the plate out of oil droplets on
the surface which alters the solid-liquid surface tension. However experimental studies on
wetting capacity of NP-containing emulsions are very limited. It is hypothesised that when
NP-containing emulsions are in contact with metal surface, NPs tend to deposit on the surface
because of van der Waals interactions between NPs and the surface as well as gravity which
change oil-solid interactions and solid-liquid surface tension, manifested in adhesion tension
of emulsion and ‘disjoining pressure’ caused by depletion of NPs on the surface. Disjoining
pressure can be defined as the difference between external pressure acting on a plated-out oil
droplet on the surface from the liquid drop and the pressure within the volume of the drop
itself, described by eq. 5.2 in terms of electrical (e), molecular (m), and structural (s) forces.
Πℎ = Π𝑒 + Π𝑚 + Π 𝑠

eq. 5.2

In presence of NPs, the role of structural interactions in disjoining is dominant owing
to depletion of NPs and formation of a solid-like structure on the surface (Wasan et al. 2011,
Chaudhuri and Paria 2014). This changes the contact line motion at three-phase contact zone
of deposited oil droplets on the surface (i.e. the bulk drop, the deposited oil droplet, and solid
substrate) by enforcing a positive or negative pressure gradient at the wedge film of the oil
droplets on the surface schematically shown in Figure 5.2. This affects the contact angle of
the deposited oil droplets on the surface, therefore changes the spreading of the drops of bulk
emulsions on the surface.
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As mentioned, there are very limited literature on surface wettability of NP-stabilised
emulsions which can potentially define the lubrication capability of such lubricants. However
contact angle studies of the base liquid (water or oil) in presence of NPs show the dependency
of the contact angle on the size, shape, type, and mass fraction of NPs (Radiom et al. 2009).
For instance, Bao et al. (2017b) show that addition and increasing the mass fraction of SiO2
NPs in water reduces the contact angle of the water-drop on the surface showing an increased
spreading propensity with SiO2 NPs. This is related to the high surface energy of NPs which
decreases the surface tension of water hence the contact angle of the nanofluid on the surface.
Besides, hydroxyl groups of SiO2 NPs easily adsorb on metal surfaces hence increase wetting
ability with lower contact angles. Sefiane and Bennacer (2009) and Radiom et al. (2009) also
show an increase in the contact angle of dispersion of TiO2 NPs in water on hydrophilic glass
and borosilicate glass surfaces respectively by increasing the mass fraction of NPs, explained
by considering the depletion of NPs near the three phase contact line of the drop on surface
which pins the contact line and changes the solid-liquid interfacial tension hence the contact
angle, similar to that explained for polymer in water solutions (Liu et al. 2018).

Figure 5.2 Schematic presentation of structuring of NPs at the wedge film of oil droplets on the surface
creating structural disjoining pressure gradient at the wedge vertex at the three phase contact zone of oil
droplets on the surface (reproduced from Wasan et al. (2011) with permission from Current Opinion in
Colloid & Interface Science journal). In this Figure, oil droplets were deposited on surface and NP-dispersion
in water was used to clean up oil droplets from the surface (i.e. oil recovery).

Changes in the contact angle also depend on the type of solid substrate as well as mass
fraction of NPs in the base liquid. For example increasing the wt % of Bi2Te3 NPs in water
first increases the contact angle on hydrophilic glass and silicon wafer substrates until critical
mass fraction of NPs whereas further increasing the wt % of NPs reduces the contact angle
on the surface (Vafaei et al. 2006, Vafaei et al. 2011). Similarly, Chaudhuri and Paria (2014)
show that increasing the wt % of hydrophobic sulphur NPs in water first increases (decreases)
the contact angle of nanofluid on hydrophilic glass (hydrophobic PTFE) surface whereas by
further increasing the wt % of NPs, contact angle on glass (PTFE) surface slightly decreases
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(increases). However, increasing the wt % of hydrophilic TiO2 NPs gradually decreases the
contact angle on hydrophobic PTFE, whereas contact angle on hydrophilic glass surface first
increases and then slightly varies when the wt % of TiO2 NPs is increased.
As previously mentioned boundary lubrication associates with plate-out of oil droplets
on the surface upstream of the roll-bite zone. In presence of NPs several factor such as surface
tension, adhesion tension, surface roughness, and disjoining pressure influence oil plate-out,
wetting, and hence lubrication properties. However no pre-dominant parameter is identified
in literature and no direct assessment of effect of NPs on surface affinity of polar vegetable
oil droplets of VO/W emulsions is reported. To investigate the effect of wt % of TiO2-SiO2
NPs on plate out of oil droplets and surface wettability of emulsions, apparent contact angles
of, and mass deposition from NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions on surfaces are measured.
The results are characterised in terms of adhesion of oil droplets and deposition of NPs on
hydrophilic A5005 and hydrophobic SS316 surfaces (i.e. typically cold rolled metal plates)
and a model to describe the behaviour of plate-out oil droplets in presence or absence of NPs
is explained. The results are further expanded to identify the influence of NPs in oil residue
removal (oil recovery) from the sample surfaces.

5.2. Methodology
5.2.1. Contact angle measurements
Hydrophilic aluminium A5005 and hydrophobic stainless steel SS316 are two types
of commonly rolled metal workpieces. To understand the effect of NPs’ deposition on plate
out of oil droplets and surface wettability, apparent contact angles of NP-free, 0.25NPs, and
0.5NPs emulsions as well as that of neat oil and water was measured on two sample surfaces
with average surface roughness Ra of ~ 20nm and 100nm respectively. A digital goniometer
was used to measure the contact angles using sessile drop configuration for five times and
average values are reported. To measure the contact angles, 5±1 µL volumes of samples were
placed on the surfaces and an optical microscope was used to take images from the deposited
drops within three minutes after the deposition until a pseudo steady-state contact angle with
a negligible spreading rate, i.e. rate of contact angle changes dθ/dt, was reached.
Moreover presence of hydrocarbon based residue on the surface increases the contact
angle of a water drop on the surface because of higher hydrophobic behaviour of the substrate
(Forrest et al. 2015, BTG 2017). To find the effect of NPs in improving surface clean-ability
of emulsions, a simple experiment was designed where polished A5005 and SS316 surfaces
were first immersed in NP-free or 0.5NPs emulsions so that static oil films plate out on the
surface. Sample surfaces were then rinsed with water at constant 15 ml/s flow rate and dried
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using a blow dryer to ensure the removal of non-plated-out components. Water contact angles
(WCAs) on surfaces were then measured to study the effect of NPs on remaining films from
NP-free or 0.5NPs emulsions on the surface. Each measurement was repeated five times and
average values are reported.
5.2.2. Oil mass deposition from emulsions on the surface
The deposition of NP-free and NP-coated droplets on surface was measured using SRS
QCM200 and 5MHz Cr/Au quartz crystals, explained in detail in section 3.2.3. To calculate
the oil mass deposition, modified Sauerbrey equation (eq. 5.3) was used and mass deposition
measurements were conducted in four consecutive stages. Initial set points were obtained in
air for 10 minutes in stage I. Crystals were then immersed in water for 15 minutes to measure
the viscous load from aqueous medium on the surface in stage II. This was followed by oil
mass deposition measurements in stage III (immersion stage) by immersing Cr/Au crystals
in emulsions until steady-state mass depositions were obtained. Crystals were then immersed
in water for 15 minutes in stage IV (rinsing stage) to determine if the deposited oil mass from
emulsions can be flushed from the surface by water rinsing. This gives an indication into the
adsorbed surface films’ strength and film residue removal capability. Moreover to eliminate
the effect of depletion of NPs on oil mass deposition measurements, tests were performed by
vertical placement of the crystals into emulsions to minimise the effect of deposition of NPs
on the surface. Each test was repeated three times and average values are reported.
∆𝑓𝑇 = (−

2𝑓0 2
√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

. Δ𝑚) + (−

Δ𝑅 𝑓0 3⁄2
.( ) )
4𝜋𝐿 𝑓

eq. 5.3

5.3. Results and discussions
5.3.1. Contact angle of emulsions
The contact angle of a lubricant on the surface indicates the affinity of the lubricant to
maintain contact and spread on the surface (Sefiane et al. 2008, Bonn et al. 2009, Wasan et
al. 2011). To correlate the spreading of emulsions with presence of NPs, optical images and
contact angle of 5µl drops of water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions on A5005
and SS316 surfaces during three minutes after deposition are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4
respectively.
From Figure 5.4, an initial decrease in contact angle of water and emulsions on both
surfaces is observed. This is explained by considering hydrogen interactions between watercontaining drops and oxide layer which results in initial enhancement of the drop on surface,
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i.e. partial spreading, until pseudo steady-state condition with minimum free surface energy,
stable contact angle, and a balance between the internal and external forces at the three-phase
contact zone of the drop on the surface is obtained.
t=0

t = 60 s

t = 120 s

t = 180 s

water

A5005

NP-free
emulsion

0.25NPs
emulsion

0.5NPs
emulsion

water

SS316

NP-free
emulsion

0.25NPs
emulsion

0.5NPs
emulsion
Figure 5.3 Digital photographs of 5µl drops of water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions on
A5005 and SS316 surfaces (each measurement was repeated five times and a sample set of images for
each sample is presented).

Average steady-state contact angle of water and emulsions on both surfaces is obtained
from five measurements and results are shown in Figure 5.5. Average contact angle of 5µl
drops of neat soybean oil is also shown in Figure 5.5 as a reference. From Figure 5.5a, steadystate contact angle of water on hydrophilic A5005 is obtained at ~ 46°, similar to that reported
in literature (Horsthemke 1985). Soybean oil droplets comprise both triglyceride molecules
and free fatty acids with high affinity to deposit on metal surfaces. In NP-free emulsion,
components of soybean oil droplets plate out on the surface simultaneously from deposited
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drop and spread to create an oil-rich layer on the surface (Fujita and Kimura 2012). This
makes A5005 substrate behave less hydrophilic and increases solid-liquid (solid-emulsion)
surface tension, indicated with higher contact angle compared to water at ~ 54°. Besides,
Mandal et al. (2010) show that emulsion-air surface tension decreases by increasing oil
concentration. Therefore it can be concluded that having lower oil vol % within the sessile
drop due to oil plate-out from the drop on the surface increases the emulsion-air surface
tension. Noting that the solid-air surface tension remains constant with a varying drop
properties, this can also explain an increase in contact angle due to reduced adhesion tension
(γsa - γsl) and increased surface tension (γla) at the three phase contact zone of the sessile drop
on the surface.
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Figure 5.4 Changes in contact angle of 5µl drops of water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions
on (a) A5005 and (b) SS316 surfaces within three minutes after deposition corresponding to data of Figure
5.3. Values are measured with ± 2° accuracy.
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From Figure 5.5a, the steady-state contact angle of 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions on
A5005 surface are 64° and 66° respectively which indicates that even small amount of NPs
can significantly change the wetting property of emulsions. The increased contact angle with
NPs is because of higher van der Waals attraction forces within the drop in presence of NPs
which reduces the adhesion tension of the drop on the surface. Moreover it is known that
depletion of free NPs on the surface occurs at higher rates at periphery of the deposited drop
on the surface in a ring-like fashion explained by coffee ring phenomenon which further pins
the three phase contact line of the drop of the liquid on the surface. Therefore by considering
the cumulative deposition of NPs on the surface by increasing the wt % of NPs, it is suggested
that NPs can reduce the surface wetting of oil droplets therefore contact angle of emulsions
on hydrophilic surfaces by depositing at the three phase contact zone of oil droplets, as well
as that of sessile drop, on the surface. This is schematically described in section 5.3.4 and in
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Figure 5.5 Steady-state contact angle of water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions on (a) A5005, and (b)
SS316 surfaces. Contact angle of a drop of neat soybean oil is also shown with dash lines as reference (~ 48° on
A5005 and ~ 68° on SS316). Average values of five measurements are shown in the Figure with ± 2° measurement
accuracy for each test.

Figure 5.5b shows the steady-state contact angle of water drop on hydrophobic SS316
surface at around 72°. When NP-free emulsions is adjacent to SS316 surface, hydrophobic
components of oil droplets are attracted to the surface which reduces surface tension, hence
reduces the contact angle to 66° schematically shown in Figure 6.9a. Contact angle further
reduces to 64° with 0.25NPs emulsion and then increases to 69° with higher amount of NPs
in 0.5NPs emulsion. On hydrophobic SS316 and in presence of NPs, the effect of structural
disjoining pressure dominates the wetting properties of the deposited drop on the surface.
When drop of 0.25NPs emulsion is placed on the surface, competitive plate-out of NP-coated
oil droplets and depletion of free NP-flocs occurs. Deposition of NPs on the surface from
0.25NPs emulsion reduces the effect of disjoining pressure on deposited oil droplets which
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favours wetting by increasing the spreading of the oil droplets on the surface, therefore the
emulsion, until full coverage of the surface with NP-containing plated out oil film comprising
a thin monolayer of NPs is reached. This hypothesis is schematically shown in Figure 5.9b
for 0.25NPs emulsion on SS316 surface.
Further increasing the mass fraction of NPs to 0.5 wt % increases the van der Waals
attraction forces within the deposited sessile drop on the surface and improves the dispersion
stability of NP-coated oil droplets. This decreases the deposition affinity of the oil droplets,
therefore spreading of the emulsion. Moreover, by deposition of multi-layers of NP-flocs on
the surface from a drop of 0.5NPs emulsion, the effect of disjoining pressure on spreading of
the oil droplets increases which results in oil droplets partially get recovered from the surface.
This is due to the induced pressure gradient acting on plated out oil droplets from deposited
NP-flocs which then increases the contact angle of the sessile drop on the surface similar to
that schematically shown in Figure 5.9c. Deposition of large number of NPs on the surface
and near the three-phase contact zone of the sessile drop (i.e. coffee ring effect) also creates
a solid-like structure which locally roughens the surface, pins the three-phase contact line,
and reduces the spreading of the sessile drop on the surface.
5.3.2. Water contact angle clean-ability measurements
Presence of unfavourable oil residue changes the free energy of the surface and can be
traced by measuring the water contact angle (WCA) on the surface. To observe the effect of
NPs in the plate-out oil film strength, following WCA measurements were designed. First,
WCAs were measured on fresh A5005 and SS316 plates. The plates were then contaminated
by immersion in NP-free or 0.5NPs emulsions for 2 minutes for the formation of static layers
on the surface. The surfaces were then rinsed with water at a constant flow rate of 15 ml/s
and dried using a blow dryer to ensure the removal of the non-plated-out components. WCAs
are measured again on cleaned surfaces for five times and average results are shown in Figure
5.6. From Figure 5.6 steady-state WCAs of 46° and 72° are found on clean A5005 and SS316
surfaces indicating partially hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces respectively.
On A5005 surface, WCA increases to ~ 62° after rinsing the surface immersed in the
NP-free emulsion, whereas WCA of 49° is found on the rinsed surface immersed in 0.5NPs
emulsion. This indicates more amount of hydrocarbon oil residue on the former signified by
higher WCA. Similarly, immersion of SS316 plate in NP-free emulsion and thereafter water
rinsing results in WCA of 53° whereas WCA of 65° is obtained when contaminated SS316
immersed in 0.5NPs emulsion is washed with water, with more similar behaviour to the fresh
surface indicating the ease of removal of the oil film from both surfaces when NPs are present
in the emulsion.
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Figure 5.6 WCA on fresh and contaminated-then-rinsed A5005 and SS316 surfaces after rinsing
with water at 15 ml/s flow rate. Error bars represent average of five measurements with ± 2°
measurement accuracy for each test. Effect of oil contamination on surfaces is noted by comparing
WCAs on cleaned surfaces immersed in NP-free or 0.5NPs emulsions with that of fresh surface. As
shown more similar behaviour to the fresh surface is observed with the latter, indicating the ease of
removal of the oil film when NPs are present in the emulsion.

5.3.3. Plate out mass deposition measurement
To determine the effect of shielding of oil droplets with NPs on oil droplets’ plate out
on the surface, mass deposition on Cr/Au crystals from NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs,
and 1NPs emulsions are measured and results are shown in Figure 5.7 where spikes represent
the phase changes as crystals are moved between the media. Initially, immersion of crystals
into water in stage II results in small increase in the equivalent load on the surface associated
with the viscous load of the aqueous medium.
Mass deposition measurement are repeated three times and average values are shown
in Figure 5.8. With NP-free emulsion, the deposited oil mass on the surface is ~ 3.5μg/cm2
during immersion stage, considerably lower than neat oil previously presented in Figure 3.3.
This postulates lower deposition of oil films (oil plate out) from emulsions compared to neat
oils, explained by starvation effect brought by emulsions. With 0.25NPs emulsion, deposited
oil mass on the surface is 3.2μg/cm2 during immersion stage, lower than NP-free emulsion.
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Besides, the deposited oil mass from 0.25NPs emulsion reduces by water rinsing in stage IV
compared to stage III indicating the ease of flushing the oily film from the surface. This is in
contrary to NP-free emulsion and implies a reduced attraction propensity between oily film
and the surface in presence of NPs.
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Figure 5.7 Oil mass deposition on Cr/Au crystals’
surface from NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and
1NPs emulsions during four consecutive stages (I. in air
→ II. in water → III. in emulsions → IV. in water).

Similar behaviour is observed with other mass fractions of NPs in emulsions showing
reduced interaction between NP-coated oil droplets and crystals’ surface in presence of NPs,
less when higher amount of NPs are present. With emulsions, it is though that as the wt % of
NPs increases, not only higher number of NPs make up the coating layer of NPs on droplets’
surface and reduce droplets-surface interactions, more agglomerates of NPs form in the bulk
emulsion which partially break the intact film and further weaken the film strength on the
surface. This makes the plate out oil film less tenacious which implies easier rinsing (wash)
of the surface, a potential good point in cleanliness perspective.
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Figure 5.8 Average mass deposition on Cr/Au crystals’ surface from neat soybean oil and NP-free, 0.25NPs,
0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions in stage III (immersion) and stage IV (rinsing). Error bars represent
standard deviation of three measurements. Neat soybean oil values are reproduced from Figure 3.3.

5.3.4. Correlation between contact angle and mass deposition
Chen et al. (2002) show that the driving force behind the plate out of oil droplets from
emulsions on the surface can be quantified by using spreading coefficient S (eq. 5.4) in terms
of emulsion-air, solid-air, and solid-emulsion surface tensions (γea, γsa, and γse respectively).
If spreading coefficient is zero, oil droplets spontaneously deposit on the surface and spread
until a monolayer oil film forms on the surface whereas oil droplets partially wet the surface
when spreading coefficient is negative (Chen et al. 2002, Wasan et al. 2011). By considering
Young’s equation (eq. 5.1) where the liquid phase is considered emulsion, eq. 5.5 is derived
from eq. 5.4 in terms of emulsion-air surface tension γea and emulsion-solid contact angle θ.
𝑆 = 𝛾𝑠𝑎 − (𝛾𝑠𝑒 − 𝛾𝑒𝑎 )

eq. 5.4

𝑆 = 𝛾𝑒𝑎 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 1)

eq. 5.5

With addition and increasing the mass fraction of NPs, contact angle on hydrophilic
A5005 surface increases continuously. Noting that presence of NPs only slightly changes the
emulsion-air surface tension (Sefiane et al. 2008, Radiom et al. 2009, Sefiane and Bennacer
2009), higher contact angle (between 0 and 90 °) with addition and then increasing the mass
fraction of NPs suggests lower spreading coefficient (more negative) with higher wt % NPs.
This postulates less tendency of NP-containing emulsions to spread on hydrophilic surfaces,
more with increasing the mass fraction of NPs.
On the other hand the contact angle of emulsions on hydrophobic SS316 surface first
reduces with 0.25NPs emulsion, and then increases with 0.5NPs emulsion. Considering small
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changes in emulsion-air surface tension with varying mass fractions of NPs, this indicates an
increased spreading with 0.25 wt % NPs compared to NP-free emulsion whereas excess NPs
reduces the spreading of emulsion on the surface with lower spreading coefficient (see model
of Figure 5.9). Besides, lower oil mass plate out from 0.25NPs emulsion on surface suggests
weakly anchored film with reduced attraction between vegetable oil triglycerides and surface
in presence of NPs. With these observations, it is hypothesized that physical deposition of
NPs on SS316 occurs which reduces oil plate out strength as well as on-surface hydrophobic
interactions.
Lower amount of the deposited oil mass on the surface from 0.5NPs emulsion suggests
even weaker interactions between oil droplets and the surface and reduced oil film strength
with 0.5 wt % NPs. At this mass fraction of NPs, pinning of the three-phase contact line of
oil droplets on the surface due to depletion of excess NPs on the surface occurs which limits
the spreading of oil droplets and increases the contact angle of the sessile drop on the surface.
This is owed to deposition of NPs in the vicinity of three-phase contact zone of oil droplets
on the surface which increases the effect of disjoining pressure on the deposited oil droplets,
increases the contact angle of emulsion on the surface, and suggests that NPs can potentially
be adopted to reduce the affinity of oil droplets to deposit and spread on the surface, hence
help to clean up (partially recover) oil droplets from the surface.
5.3.5. Proposed surface wetting model
In previous sections and to analyse the effect of NPs on surface wetting phenomena,
wetting of A5005 and SS316 plates by NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions was investigated
and the effects of wt % of NPs on oil droplets plate out was explored. From the experimental
results, the models of Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are hypothesised able to describe the simultaneous
plate out of oil droplets and depletion of NPs on sample hydrophilic A5005 and hydrophobic
SS316 surfaces.
Overall, spreading of plated out oil droplets on the surface depends on the hydrophobic
behaviour of the substrate and is governed by the forces present at the three phase contact
zone of the oil droplets on the surface. It is found that small amount of NPs increase the
spreading of oil droplets on SS316 surface, by providing a negative pressure gradient at the
three zone contact angle of the deposited droplets, similar to that schematically shown in
Figure 5.9b compared to that for NP-free emulsions shown in Figure 5.9a.
However high deposition of NPs on surface reduces oil droplets’ spreading with partial
oil recovery from the surface which increases the bulk drop’s contact angle. This is due to
the positive pressure gradient at the three phase contact zone of oil droplets on the surface
which acts as roll up force similar to that explained by ‘disjoining pressure’ concept in oil
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recovery (red arrows show the NP-induced pressure gradient at the three phase contact zone
of oil droplets). However for hydrophilic A5005 surface, similar behaviour to Figure 5.9c is
expected (i.e. higher oil recovery in presence of NPs) regardless of the mass fraction of NPs.
From the experiments, the progressive surface wetting model is also described in Figure 5.10

(b) 0.25NPs emulsion

(a) NP-free emulsion

and conclusions of section 5.4 are noted.

Figure 5.9 a, b A model to describe the initial deposition of NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets on hydrophobic surface
from (a) NP-free, and (b) 0.25NPs emulsions. Small amount of NPs increase the oil droplets’ spreading with lower
contact angle (θ) of the drop on surface (red arrows show the NP-induced pressure gradient at the three phase contact
zone of the oil droplets). To give a perspective of the different phases in the system and based on calculations of chapters
4, 5, and 6, the diameter of the 5µl deposited sessile drop on the surface is around 2.5 mm, the diameter of the deposited
NP-free and NP-coated oil droplets are around 1.2599 × 170 = 215 nm and 1.2599 × 220 = 277 nm in Figure a and b
respectively (based on oil droplets’ sizes measured in chapter four), and the size of NP-flocs is around 28-31 and 55-83
nm in Figure b (based on calculations of chapter six). Images not to scale.
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Figure 5.9 c A model describing the initial deposition of NP-coated oil droplets on hydrophobic SS316 surface from
0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions. High deposition of NPs reduces oil droplets’ spreading with partial oil recovery
from the surface which increases the bulk drop’s contact angle (red arrows show the NP-induced pressure gradient at the
three phase contact zone of oil droplets). For hydrophilic A5005 surface, similar behaviour to Figure 5.9c is expected
regardless of the mass fraction of NPs. To give a perspective of the different phases in the system and based on
calculations of chapters 4, 5, and 6, the diameter of the 5µl deposited sessile drop on the surface is around 2.5 mm, the
diameter of the deposited NP-coated oil droplets is around 1.2599 × 260 = 328 nm (based on oil droplets’ sizes measured
in chapter four), and the size of NP-flocs is around 55 - 100 nm in 0.5NPs emulsion (based on calculations of chapter
six). Images not to scale.

Figure 5.10 A model to describe the progressive wetting of surfaces by NP-stabilised emulsions in presence of high and
low mass fraction of NPs (images not to scale).
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5.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, contact angle of, and oil mass deposition from water and emulsions on
A5005 and SS316 surfaces are measured. From experimental results, near-surface behaviour
and plate out characteristics of NP-coated oil droplets on metal surfaces are illustrated and
effect of surface hydrophobic/hydrophilic behaviour and wt % of NPs on oil droplets’ plateout and NPs depletion on the surface and thereafter oil film formation with/without NPs are
explored.
From the experimental results, it is found that oil plate out from NP-free emulsion on
A5005 surface increases the hydrophobicity of partially hydrophilic substrate signified by a
higher contact angle. On the contrary, plate out of oil droplets from NP-free emulsion on
hydrophobic SS316 surface reduces the hydrophobic behaviour of the substrate with a lower
contact angle. With NPs, different behaviour in regards with surface hydrophobic behaviour
is noted. On hydrophilic A5005 surface, addition of NPs first increases the contact angle of
emulsion on the surface significantly which indicates a reduction in spreading of oil droplets
therefore the emulsion compared to that of NP-free emulsion. This is because of high van
der Waals attraction forces within the deposited drop in presence of NPs which reduces the
adhesion tension of the drop on the surface, as well as depletion of NPs on the surface which
pins the contact line motion with higher contact angles. However further increasing the mass
fraction of NPs has less effect on the contact angle on hydrophilic surface where the contact
angle increases only slightly.
On the other hand, 0.25 wt % NPs in 0.25NPs emulsions reduces the contact angle of
emulsion on hydrophobic SS316 surface compared to that of NP-free emulsion while further
increasing the mass fraction of NPs increases the contact angle with a turning point between
0.25 and 0.5 wt % NPs. This is explained by the effect of negative pressure gradient on the
wedge film of the plated out oil droplets in presence of small amount of NPs which facilitates
oil spreading whereas depletion of large amount of NPs on the surface from 0.5NPs emulsion
pins the contact line motion of oil droplets, partially recovers oil droplets from the surface,
and increases the contact angle with less spreading capability.
In terms of the deposition strength of the plated-out oil mass on the surface, it is found
that neat soybean oil has high affinity to absorb on sample crystal surface because of polarity
of triglyceride molecules. With emulsions, significantly less oil mass deposition compared
to the neat oil is found. NPs further reduce the oil mass deposition on the surface, indicating
weaker anchorage of triglycerides on the surface in presence of NPs. This is thought related
to near surface behaviour of NPs which interferes with film formation from the oil droplets.
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In this chapter, the plate out film formation from NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions
were studied in detail and competitive oil droplets plate out and NPs’ depletion on surfaces
was identified. From the experimental results, it is hypothesised that presence of NPs may
reduce the lubrication capability of emulsions because of lower oil plate out strength albeit
providing substantially better surface clean-ability. On contrary, small wt % of NPs appears
to improve the lubrication of SS316 substrates by inducing the oil plate out phenomenon,
simultaneously providing better clean-ability action. To confirm this hypothesis, lubrication
correlation performance of NP-free and NP-containing plate out oily films from NP-free and
NP-stabilised emulsions in sliding-only (i.e. ball-on-disc setups) and sliding-rolling contacts
(i.e. rolling trials) are studied in the following chapters to highlight the friction-reducing,
anti-wear, and load-carrying properties of NPs in various contact conditions.
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Chapter six

Lubrication performance of NP-free and NP-stabilised soybean
oil droplets in sliding-only contacts (ball-on-disc configuration)
* Some parts of this chapter are presented in 6th Asia International Conference on Tribology
(AsiaTrib2018, Kuching, Malaysia). Some contents of this chapter are also published in
Lubrication Science journal available at:
https://doi.org/10.1002/ls.1443

6.1. Introduction
As discussed in section 2.4, various NPs such as Al2O3, CuO, SiO2 and TiO2 possess
good lubrication enhancing property in neat oils and/or water based lubricants. NPs are also
thermodynamically stable and chemically non-reacting with metallic surfaces unless under
high pressure and temperatures. Lubrication mechanism by NPs depends on the shape, size,
structure, and the number of NPs within the opposite surfaces’ contact area. When added to
base oil and upon entering the contact zone of boundary and/or hydrodynamic lubrication
regimes, spherical NPs roll between the contact pairs as rigid 3rd bodies to ease the relative
motion between the two surfaces, augmented by film forming, mending and polishing actions
of NPs to improve the surface protection against direct contacts (Liu et al. 2004, Peng et al.
2009, Jiao et al. 2011, Arumugam and Sriram 2013).
The chemical properties of the base dispersing phase also affect the lubricity action of
the dispersed NPs. For instance, ZnO and CuO NPs improve lubrication in neat mineral and
synthetic oils respectively, but worsen the lubrication support in neat soybean and sunflower
oils (Alves et al. 2013, Trajano et al. 2014). However, although plate out of oils and thereafter
NPs’ entrainment into the contact area were not detailed in their studies, from the conclusions
of previous chapter it can be hypothesised that similar to TiO2-SiO2 NP-stabilised soybean
emulsions, the increased friction by using NP-containing vegetable oils could be explained
by the competitive plate out of polar vegetable oil components and depletion of NPs on the
surface which deteriorates the plate out film strength.
Besides, composite NPs benefit from the synergy of different properties of constituent
NPs (Jiao et al. 2011, Song et al. 2012). For example, wear improving property of Al2O3 NPs
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and dispersion enhancing action of SiO2 NPs can be stacked in Al2O3-SiO2 composite NPs
(Jiao et al. 2011). Al2O3-TiO2 and ZnO-Al2O3 NPs also show better lubrication compared to
Al2O3, TiO2, and/or ZnO NPs (Luo et al. 2014, Song et al. 2012, Chen et al. 2012). Hu et al.
(2011) also shows better lubrication with paraffin oil comprising composite MoS2-TiO2 NPs
compared to that with naon-MoS2 and nano-TiO2 particles. However, as the performance of
NPs depends on base environment they are dispersed in, composite NPs may show inferior
behaviour or develop promising synergy actions compared to their constituent NPs. Hence
each nano-composite must be subjected to rigorous tests and study before use in different
contact conditions.
Moreover many studies suggest the abrasive actions of NPs in the contact area which
change the two-body wear mechanism into three-body abrasive mode (Trezona et al. 1999,
Allsopp et al. 1998). However in industrial rolling context, abrasivity is not necessarily a
drawback as it helps to clean up the roll’s surface from adhesive material transfer. This is an
advantage, in particular in rolling of more sticky metals such as light alloys, stainless steel,
Ti and Zr alloys, commonly rolled in industrial application. Therefore, hard and abrasive
NPs are hypothesised more likely to improve cold rolling productivity as they do not stick to
the surface which may cause issues in the downstream processing of the rolled products.
In chapter four, dispersion stability of NP-stabilised soybean oil droplets was studied
where small mass fraction of TiO2-SiO2 NPs improved the over-time dispersion stability of
soybean oil droplets for up to 28 days by formation of stabilising layers of NPs and NP-flocs
on the surface of oil droplets. However, increasing dispersion stability contradicts with the
ability to improve lubricity, indicating the presence of an optimal positioning in the design
triangle developed in chapter two. To identify this effect and in chapter five, the competitive
plate out of oil droplets and deposition of NPs from NP-stabilised emulsions on surface were
studied by means of contact angle and oil mass deposition measurements on two typically
rolled metal surfaces namely hydrophobic stainless steel SS316 and hydrophilic aluminium
A5005 plates, and it was found that while NPs reduce the surface wetting of A5005 substrate
by emulsions, small amount of NPs (0.25 wt %) first improve the wetting of SS316 substrate
by emulsions but then reduce surface wetting at higher wt % indicating the ability of NPs to
reduce oil plate out via providing ‘roll-up’ function.
In this chapter, tribological properties of NP-free and/or NP-containing plated out oily
films from NP-free and/or NP-stabilised emulsions with varying mass fractions of NPs are
determined in several specifically designed sliding-only experiments in ball-on-disc sliding
configurations to investigate the effect of NPs in reducing the sliding-friction and wear albeit
they are found to reduce oil plate out tendency, the primary mechanism of providing lubricity
actions. Various analysis techniques are also adopted to explore (more preferably) physical
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and/or chemical effect of NPs in lubrication effectiveness of emulsions. A conceptual model
is also introduced to explain the competitive lubrication mechanism by plated-out oil droplets
and depleted NPs in sliding contacts. This is thought owing to the hypothesized repulsion of
large flocs and agglomerates of NPs from the contact area and entrainment of small NP-flocs
into the contact zone. Entrapped NP-flocs are then thought to provide three-body lubrication
mechanism where the size of abrasive NP-flocs would be calculated.

6.2. Methodology
6.2.1. Dynamic friction analysis
Dynamic friction tests were performed using CETR UMT2 tribometer. Stainless steel
SS316 smooth discs and balls (4mm diameter) with initial mirror finish surface (roughness
Ra 10nm) were used. This is noting that although the significantly low surface roughness of
the pair is not typical and results in abrasive behaviour of NPs in the contact area with higher
friction and wear, it can elucidate the nano-abrasion properties of NPs.
In order to study the dynamic friction two separate experiments were designed. In first
experiment, effect of mass fraction of NPs on friction and wear is investigated by adopting
the following steps: First, discs were fully immersed in water for 15 minutes and COF traces
were recorded. The test was then stopped and water was completely replaced with emulsions
of different mass fractions of NPs and COFs were obtained for another 30 minutes. Second
experiment aimed to explore if the plated out soybean oil layers are resilient enough, so they
can provide lubrication even under starved condition. This however may lead to high residue
left on the surface which is detrimental to downstream processing of the work pieces. Second
experiment followed experiment one with an additional step: Water was initially used as the
lubricant and COFs were obtained for 10 minutes. Water was then replaced with emulsions
and COFs were found for 25 minutes. Emulsions were again replaced with water completely
and COFs were obtained for 10 minutes to find friction-reducing action of plate out oil films
when bulk concentration of lubrication additives (i.e. oil and NPs) is decreased to near zero.
The tests were run at 60rpm, 20mm radius, and under 6N load to ensure the boundary regime
lubrication in a fully submerged condition. Lubrication regime was confirmed by Stribeck
curve analysis of NP-free emulsion under 6N load, in the range of 20 to 300 rpm rotary speed,
and at 20mm rotation radius (corresponding to linear velocity of 0.04 to 0.6 m/s) previously
conducted by the author where boundary lubrication was established with velocities in below
120rpm (Taheri 2015). Five different lubricants namely NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs,
and 1NPs emulsions are tested, prepared by similar preparation method to section 4.2.2 (PU
emulsification technique). Each test is repeated three times and average values are reported.
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6.2.2. Wear analysis
Wear scars on balls and worn tracks on discs from the 1st set of friction measurements
were studied by Jeol JSM6490 SEM/EDS. Prior to SEM/EDS analysis, worn discs and balls
were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using 30 vol % ethanol solution for 10 minutes, followed
by 45 minutes cleaning in an Evactron 25 plasma de-contaminator bath to ensure the removal
of oil residue from surfaces with care to keep the worn area physically untouched. SEM study
is complimented by 3D surface topography analysis of the worn area on the discs and balls
using Bruker contour elite 3D microscope. Surface roughness Ra of the discs and balls was
measured in width directions by stylus analysis using Vision64© software in accord with ISO
4288 (1996) standard. Wear profile on the surface of the balls are then described in the space
domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm to correlate ‘the size of the entrapped
NP-flocs within the surface asperities (corresponding to mass fractions of NPs)’ with ‘wear
scar topography on the balls’ surface’ so that the size of abrasive NP-flocs can be estimated.

6.3. Results and discussions
6.3.1. Dynamic friction analysis
The results of the first lubricity experiment are shown in Figure 6.1. Steady-state COF
of water is ~ 0.48. When water is replaced by NP-free emulsion, COF drastically decreases
to 0.11. This is attributed to plate out of an oil-rich film on the surface and friction-reducing
mechanism of this closely packed layer similar to that described by Adhvaryu et al. (2004).
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Figure 6.1 COF traces during lubrication of SS316 pairs with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs,
0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions, and (inset) average COFs during lubrication with emulsions (uncertainty
bars represent average of three measurement and a sample trace is presented for each sample).
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The immediate drop in COF indicates instantaneous trapping of the oil droplets and
plate out of oil film on the surface following the model shown in Figure 2.6. With 0.25NPs,
0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions, steady-state COFs also drop to 0.13, 0.15, 0.16, and
0.2. The increased friction by using NP-containing emulsions compared to NP-free emulsion
can be explained by noting low initial surface roughness as well as competitive plate out of
oil droplets and NPs depletion on the surface. With 0.25NPs emulsion, few NPs populate the
plate-out film on the surface and entrain into the contact area. However based on COF results,
entrainment of NPs undermines lubricity by increasing solid-solid contact. This is due to the
transformation of two-body metal-metal contact into three-body mode because of 3rd body
abrasive actions of NPs between perfectly smooth pair. Besides, based on findings of chapter
five the plate out film in present of NPs has less tendency to remain intact on the surface and
provide the necessary tribofilms during cyclic contacts. Further increasing the mass fraction
of NPs increases the size of flocs of NPs, as well as the formation rate of NP-agglomerates
in bulk emulsions. Large NP-flocs and NP-agglomerates are thought not to enter the contact
area due to their greater size than the combined surface roughness, but instead flow and
vibrate around the sides of the contact zone and rub against each other similar to that shown
in the model of Figure 6.10. This results in inhomogeneous lubrication with increased friction
more as higher amount of NPs is added. This is reflected in steady-state friction coefficients
as well, increasing continuously from 0.11 by NP-free emulsion to 0.2 with 1NPs emulsion.
In the second experiment, the effect of NPs on film-forming and friction-reducing of
the intact film after removing bulk emulsions is studied by dynamic friction tests and results
are shown in Figure 6.2. Lubricants A, B and C are NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions
respectively whereas lubricant D is aqueous dispersion of 0.5 wt % NPs.
As reference, water is initially used as the lubricant with COF of ~ 0.48. Water is then
completely replaced with lubricants A, B, C, or D in stage II and replaced again with water
in stage III and COFs are obtained. During stage II, average COFs of 0.11, 0.13, and 0.15
are obtained for emulsions A, B, and C, following findings of Figure 6.1. Aqueous dispersion
of 0.5 wt % NPs (lubricant D) also yields an average COF of 0.62, higher than water only.
This indicates the detrimental effect of NPs on friction-reducing when added to water due to
formation of larger NP- flocs and agglomerates compared to surface roughness (Ra 10 nm)
and their 3rd body actions on smooth surfaces. Interestingly in absence of bulk lubricants in
stage III, large difference in friction coefficients are obtained with COFs of 0.13 for lubricant
A, around 0.42 for lubricants B and C, and 0.54 for lubricant D. The slight increase in COF
by using NP-free emulsion from stage II to stage III indicates that the film initially formed
on the surface in stage II remains intact on the surface during cyclic contacts even after the
bulk emulsion is replaced with water. On the contrary, the jump in COFs of 0.25NPs and
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0.5NPs emulsions to around 0.42 indicates the lack of effective regeneration of plate out oil
tribofilms on the surface in stage III and in presence of NPs. This behaviour is interpreted as
lower adsorption strength and easy removal or wash off of the plate out oil droplets from the
surface in presence of NPs.
(A) no NPs (emulsion)

(B) 0.25% NPs (in emulsion)

(C) 0.5% NPs (in emulsion)

(D) 0.5% NPs (in water)
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Figure 6.2 COF traces during lubrication of SS316 pairs with water and emulsions/dispersion of NPs: (a) NP-free,
(b) 0.25NPs, (c) 0.5NPs emulsions, and (d) 0.5 wt % dispersion of NPs in water, during three stages (I. in water →
II. in lubricants → III. in water). The tests are repeated three times and a sample trace is presented.

6.3.2. Worn surface analysis
Lubrication mechanism with different emulsions is further studied by morphological
and SEM/EDS element analysis of wear surfaces from the 1st set of experiments and results
are shown in Figures 6.3 to 6.7. Wear mass loss from the discs corresponding to the missing
volume below the neutral plane is also calculated from the 3D topographies of the wear tracks
on the discs over 100µm length using Vision64© software and results are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Average surface roughness, removed material, and wear track width on discs lubricated with NP-free,
0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions over 100µm wear length.
sample

wear area Ra (µm)

removed material (µm3)

wear track width (mm)

NP-free emulsion

0.447

15500 ± 500

0.538

0.25NPs emulsion

0.444

17800 ± 500

0.699

0.5NPs emulsion

0.593

37700 ± 500

0.826

0.75NPs emulsion

0.825

64000 ± 500

1.147

1NPs emulsion

0.731

37200 ± 500

0.726

Figure 6.3 shows SEM images and EDS spectrum from wear track on disc lubricated
with NP-free emulsion. In spite of having the lowest COF, SEM images show wide furrows,
cracks, delamination, and signs of plastic deformation which indicate 2-body abrasion with
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grooving asperity contacts. Adhesion wear patches are also found by using NP-free emulsion
shown in Figure 6.3. EDS spectrum from the worn area also shows trace of Fe, Si, S, Ni, Cr,
and Mn elements from the steel substrate as well as high amount of C and O elements from
the components of the plate out oil layer on the worn surface. This indicates the formation of
an oil-rich film from NP-free oil droplets on the surface which albeit with reduced friction
does not protect the surface against wear and severe surface damage.
Figure 6.4 shows lower surface damage when 0.25NPs emulsion is used. Presence of
NPs within the deposited film promotes three-body abrasive wear with lower rate compared
to the latter (Peng et al. 2009, Trezona et al. 1999, Kovaříková et al. 2009, Allsopp et al.
1998). During the sliding contacts and in presence of small amount of NPs, few NPs within
the film entrap between the surface asperities (Godet 1984). The entrapped NPs then work
as rigid 3rd bodies to distribute the contact pressure and bridge asperities to reduce wear via
ploughing actions. The EDS spectrum from the worn surface also shows evidence of Si and
Ti elements within the worn surface grooves, indicating film forming and mending actions
of NPs on the surface and between the contact pair to reduce two-body contacts and adhesive
wear. Figure 6.5 shows SEM images from the worn discs lubricated with 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs,
and 1NPs emulsions. From Figure 6.5a, ploughed grooves and higher defect area are evident
with 0.5NPs emulsion compared to the latter. This is related to presence of NP-agglomerates
as well as larger NP-flocs around and within the contact area, inducing the abrasive wear on
the surface. This is evidenced by tracing Si and Ti elements to the grooves where increasing
the NPs’ mass fraction from 0.25 to 0.5 wt % increases the amount of NPs on the worn area
noticed by increased Si and Ti elements from 1 and 0.6 % to 5.5 and 6.9 % respectively,
shown in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.2.
By further increasing the mass fraction of NPs (Figures 6.5 b and c), larger and deeper
grooves along the sliding direction are noted. In above the saturation mass fraction of NPs
(0.5 wt %), higher number of NP-agglomerates are formed which interact with the deposited
oil layer near the contact area. Moreover, while large NP-flocs within the plate out tribofilm
get repelled from the contact area, high number of small NP-flocs in the plate out film get
entrapped between the surface asperities due to small amorphous shapes and aggravate the
contact severity with ploughing and higher surface damage and removed material. Therefore,
it is suggested that while small amount of NPs changes the dominant two-body abrasive wear
to mild three-body abrasive mechanism similar to that noted by Trezona et al. (1999), further
increasing the mass fraction of NPs progressively increases the abrasive 3rd body contacts
with higher friction and wear loss. This behaviour however is a direct function of the surface
roughness of the contact pairs.
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Figure 6.3 SEM images and EDS point analysis spectrum from the worn area on the disc lubricated with NP-free
emulsion (dashed arrow shows the EDS data acquisition point and weight % values are normalised).
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Figure 6.4 SEM images and EDS point analysis spectrum from the worn area on the disc lubricated with 0.25NPs
emulsion (dashed arrow shows the EDS data acquisition point and weight % values are normalised).
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micro ploughing

(c) 1NPs emulsion

micro ploughing

Figure 6.5 SEM images from the worn area on the disc lubricated with 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions.
Table 6.2 Normalised EDS elemental weight of Fe, C, O, Si, and Ti elements from the worn area on the discs
lubricated with 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions.
wt %

0.25NPs emulsion

0.5NPs emulsion

Fe

56.8

40.6

C

10.9

12.3

O

6.8

17.8

Si

1

5.5

Ti

0.6

6.8

element
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Figure 6.6 SEM images and EDS mapping of Fe, C, O, Si, and Ti elements from the worn area on the discs
lubricated with (a) 0.25NPs, and (b) 0.5NPs emulsions.

Figure 6.7 shows the 3D surface topography (100µm wear length) and the average 2D
profiles of wear tracks on the discs lubricated with NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs, 0.75NPs, and
1NPs emulsions summarised in Table 6.1 indicating that the average roughness of the wear
area on the disc decreases slightly from 0.447µm with NP-free emulsion to 0.444µm by using
0.25NPs emulsion. The approximate amount of removed material from surface also increases
only slightly, from ~ 15500µm3 by using NP-free emulsion to ~ 17800µm3 with 0.25NPs
emulsion. This shows small induced abrasive role of NPs by providing 3rd body actions on
the surface. Further increasing the mass fraction of NPs to 0.5 wt % has apparent negative
effect on surface damage, increasing Ra to 0.593µm and removed material to ~ 37700µm3,
thought related to presence of larger NP-flocs within the deposited film with 0.5 wt % NPs.
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A second jump in Ra and removed material occurs when 0.75 wt % NPs are present,
increasing Ra to 0.825µm and the removed material to ~ 64000µm3. This is related to excess
NP-flocs in the contact area as well as NP-agglomerates around the contact area when mass
fraction of NPs is above the saturation mass fraction of oil droplets which increases the nearsurface vibrations and deteriorates the surface quality by implying a non-uniform lubrication.
Furthermore with 1NPs emulsion, Ra and the removed material decrease to 0.731µm and ~
37200µm3 respectively, possibly due to excess aggregation of NP-flocs into agglomerates at
1 wt % which reduce the number of NPs in the contact area with less abrasion. Wear track
width also follows similar behaviour, increasing by addition of NPs with a peak of 1.147mm
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Figure 6.7a Sample 3D surface topographies (100µm wear length) and average 2D profiles of wear tracks on
the discs lubricated with (a) NP-free, (b) 0.25NPs, and (c) 0.5NPs emulsions.
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Figure 6.7b Sample 3D surface topography (100µm wear length) and average 2D profile of wear track on the
disc lubricated with (d) 0.75NPs, and (e) 1NPs emulsions.

The results are further expanded to calculate the number of NPs forming NP-flocs in
the contact area at different mass fractions of NPs. To correlate the size of flocs of NPs with
wear surface topography, cross section profiles of wear scars on balls are obtained over full
scar width and the 2D wear profiles are characterised in terms of dominant wavelengths (1/λ)
in the space domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and results are shown in
Table 6.3. For this analysis, NP-flocs are assumed rigid spherical bodies entrapped within
surface asperities and their size is estimated as half of dominant wavelengths (Godet 1984).
As an example, Figure 6.8 illustrates a surface profile (a). Using FFT algorithm, constitutive
sinusoidal waves of profile (a) are calculated (b and c), indicating the dominant wavelengths
of 1/5µm and 1/20µm (d) and estimated sizes of 100nm (e) and 25nm (f) respectively for the
abrasive particles.
Figure 6.9 shows SEM images, full width surface profiles, and associated FFT traces
of the wear scars on the balls. By using NP-free emulsion (Figure 6.9a), shallow grooves and
signs of pitting and adhesion are found on the surface. The FFT trace shows a peak near zero,
indicating a dominant two-body grooving wear. On the contrary, Figure 6.9b shows smoother
surface when 0.25NPs emulsion is used. The FFT trace also shows three dominant frequency
peaks near zero, ~ 7 - 8, and ~ 17 (1/λ). The near-zero FFT peak is attributed to two-body
abrasive grooving, the peaks at ~ 7 - 8 correspond to wavelengths of 110 - 165 nm (calculated
with ±1 unit FFT accuracy i.e. at peaks 6 and 9 1/λ) indicating the presence of 3rd bodies with
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average size of 55 - 83 nm and the peak at ~ 17 corresponds to wavelength of 56 - 62 nm and
NP-flocs sizes of 28 - 31 nm (i.e. calculated at peaks 16 and 18 1/λ). This is similar to NPs’
size measurements and supports the hypothesis of the concurrent two-body and three-body
abrasive wear mode in presence of 0.25 wt % NPs in which NPs may present in aggregates
of few NPs (i.e. by considering average 30nm size of NPs).
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Figure 6.8 Schematic illustration of (a) a sample surface profile, (b, c) constitutive sinusoidal waves, (d) FFT trace of ‘b’
and ‘c’, and (e, f) size of abrasive particles coresponding to ‘b’ and ‘c’ FFT peaks respectively. Direction of sliding in
Figures ‘e’ and ‘f’ is normal to the page (i.e. front view).

Table 6.3 Corresponding entrapped NP-flocs sizes in the contact area when NP-free, 0.25NPs, 0.5NPs,
0.75NPs, and 1NPs emulsions are used to lubricate smooth (Ra 10nm) pair in boundary lubrication. Individual
NPs have average 30nm size and corresponding flocs sizes are calculated with ±1 unit FFT accuracy.
Peak 01

Peak 02

Peak 03

FFT
peak

corresponding
flocs size (nm)

FFT
peak

corresponding
flocs size (nm)

FFT
peak

corresponding
flocs size (nm)

NP-free emulsion

0

two-body

--

--

--

--

0.25NPs emulsion

0

two-body

7-8

55 - 83
(small flocs)

17

28 - 31

0.5NPs emulsion

6-8

55 - 100
(small/medium flocs)

--

--

--

--

0.75NPs emulsion

5-8

55 - 125
(large flocs)

--

--

--

--

1NPs emulsion

4-8

55 - 165
(large flocs)

--

--

--

--
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By using 0.5NPs emulsion (Figure 6.9c) deeper and wider grooves compared to latter
are noted. FFT trace also shows peaks in range of 6 to 8 1/λ, corresponding to wavelengths
in range of 110 to 200 nm and particle size of 55 to 100 nm. This supports the hypothesis of
deposition of larger NP-flocs within the film by increasing the mass fraction of NPs. Larger
flocs sizes are obtained by using 0.75NPs and 1NPs emulsions with signs of pits and abrasive
wear on the surface (Figure 6.9 d and e) and FFT peaks in range of 5 to 8 1/λ and in range of
4 to 8 1/λ corresponding to the NP-flocs’ sizes of 55 to 125 nm and 55 to 165 nm by using
0.75NPs and 1NPs emulsions respectively summarised in Table 6.3. The results suggest the
presence of associated NPs in form of NP-flocs in the contact area and within the plate out
films which size progressively increases by increasing the wt % of NPs. Moreover formation
of flocs and agglomerates of NPs also increases by increasing the mass faction of NPs which
aggravates the contact severity more at higher mass fractions of NPs.
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Figure 6.9 a Sample SEM images (sliding direction is shown with hollow arrow), average 2D cross
section profile (solid profile, 1µm unit), and FFT trace (dashed trace, arbitrary unit, peak is denoted by
solid black arrow) of the wear scar on the ball lubricated with NP-free emulsion.
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Figure 6.9 b, c Sample SEM images (sliding directions are shown with hollow arrows), average 2D cross
section profiles (solid profiles, 1µm unit), and FFT traces (dashed traces, arbitrary unit, peaks are denoted
by solid black arrows) of the wear scars on the balls lubricated with (b) 0.25NPs, and (c) 0.5NPs emulsion.
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100

Figure 6.9 d, e Sample SEM images (sliding directions are shown with hollow arrows), average 2D cross
section profiles (solid profiles, 1µm unit), and FFT traces (dashed traces, arbitrary unit, peaks are denoted
by solid black arrows) of the wear scars on the balls lubricated with (d) 0.75NPs, and (e) 1NPs emulsion.
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6.3.3. Proposed lubrication model in sliding-only contacts
Effect of different mass fractions of TiO2-SiO2 NPs on lubrication with soybean VO/W
emulsions in sliding-only ball-on-disc setups were investigated in this chapter to explore the
physical / chemical tribological actions of NPs in sliding contact zones of perfectly smooth
pairs. From the experimental results, a lubrication model with NP-free and/or NP-stabilised
emulsions is hypothesised and schematically shown in Figure 6.10 where polishing, mending
and film formation by entrapped NPs in the contact area of sliding pair are noted responsible
for the reduced wear albeit with slightly increased friction due to abrasive role of NPs.
Without NPs, the lubrication mechanism by emulsions is dominated by the formation
of uniform boundary films rich in triglyceride molecules which reduce the direct metal-metal
contact. However such oil layers are unable to eliminate the two-body asperity grooving and
adhesion friction during sliding-only contacts. On the other hand, coating of oil droplets with
NPs explained in chapter 4, and thereafter surface wetting by NP-containing films explained
in chapter 5, lead to entrainment of individual NPs and small NP-flocs into the contact area
which then dominate the lubrication phenomena. With NPs, the thickness of the plate out oil
films is thought to decrease because of competitive depletion of NPs on the surface, resulting
in mending and film formation by NP, as well as polishing by entrapped NPs in between the
surface asperities to reduce the wear area roughness and increase surface quality by providing
physical actions. Further increasing the wt % of NPs afterwards then increases ploughing of
large NP-flocs on the surface. Therefore it is concluded that at low wt % of NPs, they mend
the valleys and polish the asperity peaks to improve wear whereas abrasive wear is dominant
when mass fraction of NPs is further increased. This is schematically shown in Figure 6.10
with the relative size of NPs and NP-flocs determined in section 6.3.2 and presented in Figure
6.10 captions.

Figure 6.10a Schematic presentation of different views of the ball-on-disc test configuration.
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Figure 6.10b Schematic presentation of the hypothesised progressive plate out of soybean oil droplets from NPfree emulsions on the surface and within the contact area of perfectly smooth discs and balls (Ra 10nm) at
different views. Wear profile on the surface of the balls are then described in space domain using Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm to correlate the size of the abrasive grooves on the surface with the wear mechanism in
ball-on-disc sliding-only contacts. The results indicate two-body abrasive grooving as well as adhesion wear
when NP-free emulsions are used. See section 6.3.2 for more details (images not to scale).
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Figure 6.10c Schematic presentation of the hypothesised progressive plate out of soybean oil droplets and
deposition of NPs within the plate out film on the surface from 0.25NPs emulsion in the contact area of
perfectly smooth discs and balls (Ra 10nm) at different views. Thickness of the plate out oil film is thought to
decrease because of competitive depletion of NPs on the surface. Wear profile on the surface of the balls are
then described in space domain using Fast Fourier Transform algorithm to correlate the size of the abrasive
grooves on the surface with the NPs’ wear mechanism in ball-on-disc sliding-only contacts. The results indicate
concurrent two/three -body abrasive grooving caused by direct metal-metal contacts and entrapment of 28-31
and 55-83 nm flocs of NPs in the contact area with mending, polishing, and film formation actions. See section
6.3.2 for more details (images not to scale).
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Figure 6.10d Schematic presentation of the hypothesised progressive plate out of soybean oil droplets and
deposition of NPs within the plate out film on the surface from 0.5 - 1 NPs emulsions in the contact area of
perfectly smooth discs and balls (Ra 10nm) at different views. Oil plate out film thickness further decreases by
increasing the mass fraction of NPs. Wear profile on the surface of the balls are then described in space domain
using Fast Fourier Transform algorithm to correlate the size of the abrasive grooves on the surface with NPs’
wear mechanism in ball-on-disc sliding-only contacts. The results indicate three-body abrasive grooving caused
by depletion of 55-100 nm flocs of NPs on the surface with mending, polishing, and film formation actions. See
section 6.3.2 for details (images not to scale). At low wt %, NPs mend the valleys and polish asperity peaks to
improve wear whereas abrasive wear is dominant when mass fraction of NPs is further increased.
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6.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, nano-lubrication mechanism of the entrapped NPs from NP-stabilised
emulsions within the plate out film in the contact zone of sliding-only ball-on-disc set-ups is
investigated using perfectly smooth discs and balls (Ra 10nm) to elucidate the abrasive role
of NPs in the ball/disc contact area. From the experimental results it is concluded that NPs
are slightly detrimental to friction-reducing property when smooth pairs (surface roughness
well below NP-flocs’ size) are used. In such case the lowest sliding friction is obtained with
NP-free emulsion attributed to the plate out of soybean oil droplets and formation of oil films
on the surface rich in triglyceride molecules whereas competitive depletion of NPs on surface
reduces the adhesion strength of the soybean oil components therefore slightly worsens the
friction-reducing capability.
However NPs are found effective in improving the anti-wear capability of emulsions
even on smooth pairs where by using 0.25NPs emulsion, the wear area roughness decreases
and the mechanism of two-body abrasive wear with NP-free emulsion moves towards a mild
three-body mechanism caused by depletion of NPs within the surface asperities via mending,
polishing, and film formation actions in the contact area. In case of 0.25NPs emulsion, the
entrapped NP-flocs are thought to be made of few NPs with sizes at around 28-31 and 55-83
nm. Therefore it is suggested that when small amount of NPs are present in emulsions, chains
of TiO2-SiO2 NPs break up into individual (and/or into small flocs of few) NPs in the contact
area, providing abrasive 3rd body action. However, although abrasivity reduces the tool life
in rolling contacts, it is not necessarily a drawback as it helps to clean up roll’s surface from
adhesive material transfer. This is an advantage, in particular in rolling of sticky metals such
as light aluminium alloys, stainless steel alloys, and Ti and Zr alloys at which abrasive NPs
with high melting point are speculated more likely to improve the rolling productivity as they
do not stick to the surface.
By increasing the mass fraction of NPs to 0.5 wt %, formation and depletion of higher
number and larger NP-flocs with sizes of 55 to 100 nm within the contact area occurs which
induces the ploughing wear on surface. Further increasing the wt % of NPs then increases
the formation rate of large NP-flocs as well as NP-agglomerates which aggravate the contact
severity, near-surface vibrations, and therefore increase friction and wear as proposed via the
model of Figure 6.10.
In this chapter the abrasive role of TiO2-SiO2 NPs in sliding-only contacts was studied.
However as contact conditions in laboratory ball-on-disc set ups are different from industrial
scale cold plate rolling processes, further work in essential to determine the role of NP- flocs
and agglomerates in industrial rolling lubrication of metal plates with sliding/rolling contacts.
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This is performed in following chapter of this work by using NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs
emulsions as lubricant to roll aluminium A5005 and stainless steel SS316 sample plates with
average surface roughness Ra of 0.2 - 2.2 µm (i.e. >> NP-flocs size and << NP-agglomerates
size) at room temperature (cold rolling) using an experimental 2-high rolling mill to obtain a
better understanding of the abrasive role of NPs in cold rolling productivity.
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Chapter seven

Cold rolling lubrication with NP-free and NP-stabilised soybean
oil droplets in sliding/rolling contacts
* Some contents of this chapter are under review for publication in Tribology International
journal.

7.1. Introduction
As previously discussed, cold rolling is a metal forming process in which metal sheets,
strips, or plates with the initial thickness h1 are introduced between the rolls and compressed
into finer thickness h2 illustrated in Figure 7.1. Cold rolling is commonly performed in below
the recrystallization temperature of metal pieces which results in increased hardness, reduced
dimensional tolerance, and improved surface finish of the cold rolled work pieces, all of great
importance to industry.

Figure 7.1 (top right) schematic presentation of the rolling process of a metal sheet, strip, or plate with
initial thickness h1 to final thickness h2 as well as (bottom left) oil plate-out on the metal strip surface
from emulsions upstream of the rolls’ bite-zone (sliding and rolling directions are shown with arrows).

In cold metal plate rolling processes, friction between the plate and rolls is essential to
provide stable traction, driving the plate forward without slipping (Deltombe et al. 2003, Lin
et al. 1991, Labiapari et al. 2015). Friction also influences the required rolling force and the
interfacial phenomena during the process. For instance low friction reduces the rolling force
which then reduces elastic flattening of work rolls and enables larger reductions. However,
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significantly low friction results in rolls skid over the workpieces which significantly reduces
the surface quality of the rolled products (Lugt et al. 1993). Lubricants are typically used to
control the tribological properties (i.e. friction and wear) in plate-roll contact area which then
influence process parameters and surface quality of the rolled products (Strasser et al. 2017).
Literature indicates that in relatively low speed cold rolling, boundary and mixed lubrication
regimes are the most prevalent therefore the tribological properties of plated-out oil films in
the plate-roll contact zone become the crucial determinant of lubrication efficacy (Jahanmir
1985, Lin et al. 1991, Hsu and Gates 2005, Labiapari et al. 2015) whereas the balk properties
of the lubricant e.g. viscosity and density are non-contributing factors to lubrication capacity
(Shirizly and Lenard 2000, McConnell and Lenard 2000).

7.2. Current practice of cold rolling lubrication
As previously discussed, contact conditions in ball-on-disc sliding set-ups is different
from industrial scale plate rolling processes (Louaisil et al. 2009). One of the key differences
is both rolling and sliding contacts in plate rolling which do not occur in sliding ball-on-disc
contacts. Moreover, strip surface roughness plays a major role in elasto-plasto-hydrodynamic
rolling lubrication due to the presence of entrapped lubricant within the surface pits, absent
in ball/pin -on-disc set-ups. Surface topography of rolls also changes over time due to fatigue
and material pick-up and transfer between the rolls and the plate which are not present in the
laboratory ball/pin -on-disc tribo-tests.
Different types of lubricants are investigated in industrial cold rolling lubrication. For
instance McConnell and Lenard (2000) investigate cold rolling lubrication capability of six
commercially available rolling oils for cold rolling of low carbon steel using a 2-high rolling
mill during one rolling pass and showed that composition of oils is less contributing to rolling
productivity compared to rolling parameters such as thickness reduction and rolling speed,
where the lowest rolling friction is obtained by using a sample synthetic oil with no additives.
On the other hand Sun et al. (2014) show the positive effects of sulfurized castor oil (SCO)
and borate ester containing nitrogen (BECN) additives in a rolling oil (mixture of mineral oil
N32 and coconut oil) during cold rolling of Q235 steel strips over eight rolling passes using
a 2-high mill. Their results indicate that the required rolling force continuously increases in
the first four rolling passes and then reduces because of work hardening effects on the steel
substrate. Using forward slip method they also indicate rolling coefficient of frictions (COFs)
of 0.0102, 0.091, and 0.073 during rolling with base oil, base oil + SCO, and base oil + BECN
additives respectively indicating good friction reducing property of additives when dispersed
in base oils. Yan et al. (2017) also investigate the lubrication efficacy of D130 mineral oil
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comprising DDE and MoDDP extreme pressure (EP) additives during cold rolling of C11000
copper strips using a 4-high mill during nine rolling passes indicating that rolling force first
increases in first five passes and then decreases in next four passes owing to work hardening
effect on the rolled strips. They also calculate rolling friction coefficient using forward slip
method and show reduced rolling friction coefficients from 0.3 with oil lubrication to 0.067
by adding 0.25 wt % both EP additives to the base oil. They also show evidence of adhesion
friction, crack, and surface pealing by using neat oil as lubricant whereas ploughing is noted
dominant in presence of EP additives.
O/W emulsions are common metalworking lubricants especially in cold rolling of steel
and aluminium plates (Azushima et al. 2011) where the continuous heat carrying water phase
complements the lubricity properties of plate out oil droplets on the surface upstream of the
roll-bite zone schematically shown in Figure 7.1. For instance in a comparative study Shirizly
and Lenard (2000) show rolling lubrication efficacy of neat SAE10 and SAE60 automotive
oils and their 4 vol % O/W emulsions in cold rolling of low carbon steel strips using a 2-high
rolling mill indicating negligible effect of the oil concentration (100 vol % in neat oils and 4
vol % emulsions) on the required rolling load and friction coefficients in the boundary/mixed
regime cold rolling lubrication. They also show that higher thickness reduction increases the
required rolling load and rolling torque but reduces the coefficient of friction by using neat
oils and emulsions, postulating that strain hardening effects on the strips’ surface caused by
cold rolling overwhelms the formation rate of new bonds on the surface.
In another rolling lubrication study by O/W emulsions, Li et al. (2014) investigate cold
rolling lubrication of SUS430 ferrite stainless steel strips in five rolling passes from initial
3mm thickness to final 0.6mm thickness using 3 and 6 vol % of a commercial rolling oil O/W
emulsion. Using a 4-high rolling mill with average roll Ra of 0.5, 0.7, and 1 µm, their results
show that the strip roughness after rolling reduces continuously by pass number, with much
larger reductions in the 1st pass compared to the consecutive passes. Lower surface roughness
of the rolls and higher concentration of the emulsions were also found to increase the surface
quality of the rolled strips after rolling. Surface glossiness GS20° of the rolled strips (i.e. the
brightness of surface after rolling) also increased by increasing pass number, indicating lower
surface defect area after consecutive rolling passes similar to that reported by Kenmochi et
al. (1997).
Azushima et al. (2009) also used a sample mineral O/W emulsion in rolling lubrication
of aluminium sheets using a 2-high rolling mill, indicating that adhesion is dominant by using
O/W emulsions and parameters such as plate out film thickness, initial surface roughness of
the rolls, rolling speed, and thickness reduction ratio are the main influencing factors on the
required rolling force during rolling. Azushima et al. (2011) further showed higher plate out
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film thickness during rolling and lower GS20° glossiness (lower brightness of the surface of
the rolled workpieces) when the oil concentration is increased primarily related to the surface
affinity of oil droplets at optimum oil vol % which increases the oil plate out tendency and
the amount of oil left on the surface. However, their studies lack a detailed investigation of
the contact phenomenon and surface properties during and after rolling respectively.
Solid nanomaterial have recently become prospective additives for rolling lubrication.
As an example Bao et al. (2017a) studies the influence of SiO2 NPs on surface quality of hot
rolled 1045 steel by using NPs-in-water nano-fluids as lubricants. Using a 4-high rolling mill
they show that nano-fluids comprising up to 0.5 wt % SiO2 NPs improve the surface quality
of the rolled strips by providing rolling, polishing and self-repairing SiO2 films on the surface
to reduce the grain size and increase the amount of pearlite on the rolled surfaces. As another
example Du et al. (2018) finds rolling lubrication efficacy of aqueous dispersion of graphene
oxide (GO) nanosheets, TiO2 NPs, and GO-TiO2 nanocomposites during cold rolling of low
carbon steel sheets using a 2-high rolling mill indicating that GO-TiO2 nanocomposites can
form thicker boundary films compared to other nanomaterial, therefore reduce friction the
highest in rolling lubrication with mass fractions up to 0.5 wt %. The lowest rolling force and
surface roughness of plates after rolling were also found by using GO-TiO2 nanocomposites
explained by considering the formation of boundary films from nanocomposites in strip-roll
contact area. Rolling force was also found increased in the first four rolling passes, but then
dropped in the following two passes because of effect of strain hardening for all lubricants.
However practical investigations on cold rolling lubrication by NPs, especially in form
of NP-containing Pickering VO/W emulsions are very limited. Besides, literature lacks the
consideration of detail analysis of surface micro-properties as well as elemental composition
of the cold rolled plates, important parameters in industrial cold rolling especially when polar
oils such as soybean vegetable oil are used. As a related example on hot rolling lubrication
by NP-containing emulsions, Xia et al. (2018) investigate the influence of mineral oil based
O/W emulsions containing TiO2 NPs in hot plate rolling lubrication of SUS304 steel showing
that TiO2 NPs can reduce the required rolling force and improve the surface roughness of the
hot rolled plates in mass fractions up to 1.5 wt %. However, their study lacks the investigation
of the surface properties of the rolled plates, where they estimate the tribological properties
of TiO2 NPs by pin-on-disc sliding-only studies.
Besides solid NPs are thought to present abrasive role when used in low temperature
cold rolling because of their higher melting point compared to rolling contact temperature.
However abrasivity is not a drawback in industrial scale cold rolling as it helps to clean up
the roll’s surface from adhesive material transfer, particularly in rolling of sticky metals such
as aluminium and stainless steel alloys. Therefore, it is hypothesised that for the purpose of
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aluminium and stainless steel cold rolling, hard and abrasive TiO2-SiO2 composite NPs with
high melting points are more likely to improve productivity as they would not stick to surface
which if occurs, can degrade the downstream processing of the rolled products.
Hence following the conclusions of chapters five and six and in order to investigate
the lubricity mechanisms of plate out oil film and deposited (and then entrapped) NPs from
NP-stabilised emulsions in sliding-rolling contacts, sequential cold rolling experiments are
designed and performed in this chapter using a 2-high Hille 100 rolling mill shown in Figure
7.2. As the rolling workpieces, hydrophilic aluminium A5005 and hydrophobic stainless steel
SS316 plates with initial surface roughness Ra, Sp and Sv parameters as shown in Table 7.1
are used as the surface models. Four lubricants namely water, NP-free, 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs
emulsions are tested as lubricants and rolling trials are performed at room temperature. The
tests are repeated for at least 2 times (in some cases the tests are repeated up to 6 times) and
results are assessed in terms of rolling coefficients of friction (COFs), required rolling loads,
and initial/final surface quality of the rolled plates at different thickness reduction ratios and
wt % of NPs. Section 7.3 provides more comprehensive details of rolling trials and analysis
techniques adopted in this chapter.

upper roll
roll entry
rolling direction

Figure 7.2 2-high Hille 100 rolling mill used in this study showing the upper roll, roll entry, and rolling direction.

7.3. Cold rolling trials
7.3.1. Test procedure
2-high Hille 100 experimental rolling mill with rolls of 225mm diameter and 254mm
length and maximum rolling speed, load capacity, and torque capacity of 0.8m/s, 15MN, and
13kN-m respectively is used, shown in Figure 7.2. The rolls are made of case hardened high
speed steel by cylindrical grinding with average roughness Ra of 0.6 to 0.8 µm in transverse
(width) direction.
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Two commonly cold-rolled metal plates namely hydrophilic aluminium A5005 plates
(200mm length, 50mm width, 6mm thickness) with two initial surface roughnesses in rolling
(longitudinal) direction and hydrophobic stainless steel SS316 plates (200mm length, 50mm
width, 5mm thickness) with one initial surface roughness in rolling (longitudinal) direction
are used in rolling trials, with details provided in Table 7.1. Two initial roughness of A5005
plates were to identify the different lubrication mechanisms of NPs on relatively smooth and
rough plates. Relatively light aluminium A5005 plates with 6mm initial thickness were rolled
in one pass 20 and 40 % thickness reduction ratios i.e. rolled to final thickness of 4.8 and 3.6
mm respectively, and relatively hard stainless steel SS316 plates were rolled for up to 40 %
thickness reduction in three passes, with total thickness reduction ratios of 20, 30, and 40 %
after 1st, 2nd, and 3rd passes i.e. rolled to thickness of 4, 3.5, and 3 mm after 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
passes respectively. The mill parameters were set so that rolling speed of 0.1 to 0.13 m/s is
maintained throughout the experiment to ensure boundary regime lubrication, recorded in
situ and presented in section 7.4 (results and discussion).
The surface of the plates and rolls were cleaned using ethanol solution prior to rolling
trials and dried before the tests. Moreover, the length of all plates was chosen less than one
revolution of the rolls which indicates that the rolls and plates were not in repeated contact
for the transfer of the remained plated out films on the rolls’ surfaces during rolling of each
plate. A5005 plates were sandblasted prior to the rolling trials to remove the thick oxide scale
and create the two different initial surface roughness and SS316 plates were used as received.
Table 7.1 Physical description of the metal plates, number of performed rolling passes, rolling thickness
reduction ratios used in rolling trials, and initial surface roughness Ra (arithmetric mean of the absolute height
within the sampling length in rolling and width directions), Sp (maximum peak height of 3D area profile from
the neutral plane), and Sv (maximum pit depth of 3D area profile from the neutral plane) parameters of the
unrolled (fresh) plates.

Material

Plate dimensions (mm)
(length×width×thickness)

light alloy
aluminium
A5005

200 × 50 × 6

high alloy
stainless
steel SS316

200 × 50 ×5

Number of
performed rolling
passes on plate (#)

Total (pass number
specific) thickness
reduction ratio (%)

Plate thickness
before → after each pass
(mm)

1

20 (20)

6 → 4.8

1

40 (40)

6 → 3.6

1

20 (20)

5→4

2

30 (12.5)

4 → 3.5

3

40 (14.3)

3.5 → 3

stylus Ra (µm)
rolling direction

width direction

area Sp
(µm)

area Sv
(µm)

type I aluminium A5005

0.22 ± 0.02

0.25 ± 0.02

0.51 ± 0.02

- 1.16 ± 0.02

type II aluminium A5005

0.75 ± 0.05

0.85 ± 0.05

3.78 ± 0.3

- 3.54 ± 0.2

SS316

2.2 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.1

8.52 ± 0.2

- 6.93 ± 0.1
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Freshly made emulsions were used in this chapter. Plates were immersed in emulsions
for two minutes before the rolling trials and emulsions were abundantly poured on the plates
prior to rolling. Surface topography of unrolled and rolled plates after each pass was analysed
using Jeol JSM6490LV SEM equipped with EDS and Bruker’s contour elite 3D microscope.
Surface roughness Ra, Sp, and Sv parameters of unrolled/rolled plates were calculated with
stylus and surface area analysis using Vision64© software in accord with ISO-4288 (1996).
The surface of rolled plates were subjected to SEM/EDS measurements twice, once just after
rolling (i.e. after surface rinsing with water) and once after proper surface decontamination
in ultrasonic bath for 20 minutes using 30 vol % ethanol solutions. For a proper evaluation,
blocks with 15cm length were cut from the end section of unrolled and rolled plates (so that
the plates can be fitted inside instruments) and 12 analysis points were chosen on the front
section of the cut section as shown in Figure 7.3 and average values are reported.

Figure 7.3 Schematic presentation of the data analysis points on unrolled (fresh) and rolled plates.

7.3.2. Rolling model and calculation of rolling coefficients of friction
In this chapter the rolling friction model developed by Orowan (1943) is used. Based
on Orowan’s model and as described by Lenard et al. (1999), the yield strength of metal 𝜎𝑦
can be expressed as in eq. 7.1 in terms of base yield stress 𝜎𝑃0 , true strain 𝜀 , true strain rate
𝜀̇,

and rolling temperature T (a, k1, k2, m1 and m2 are constant parameters).
σ𝑦 = σ𝑃0 𝑒 −𝑎𝑇 . 𝑘1 𝜀 𝑚1 . 𝑘2 𝜀̇𝑚2

eq. 7.1

To calculate the rolling force and by theoretical calculations based on Orowan’s cold
rolling dimensionless analytical model, Alexander et al. (1987) developed the mathematical
expression of eq. 7.2 to calculate the materials’ yield stress 𝜎𝑦 during rolling associated with
the equivalent true strain 𝜀𝑡, equivalent true strain rate 𝜀̇ 𝑡, and rolling temperature T (𝜎0 , a,
C1, C2, C3 and C4 are constant parameters). Liu (2002) shows that the effect of strain rate on
yield strength can be neglected during cold metal rolling, specifically for the Hille 100 rolling
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mill with rolling speeds well below 1 m/s, so eq. 7.2 is reduced to eq. 7.3. Sun et al. (2005a)
also show that by assuming C1 = C3 = 1000 >> 1, eq. 7.2 proposed by Alexander et al. (1987)
still complies to eq. 7.1 defined in Orowan’s rolling model. Therefore eq. 7.3 can be further
reduced into eq. 7.4 in form of a power equation where all parameters are described as before
and can be calculated by multiple regression.
σ𝑦 = σ0 𝑒 −𝑎𝑇 (1 + 𝐶1 𝜀𝑡 )𝐶2 (1 + 𝐶3 𝜀̇𝑡 )𝐶4

eq. 7.2

σ𝑦 = σ0 𝑒 −𝑎𝑇 (1 + 𝐶1 𝜀𝑡 )𝐶2

eq. 7.3

σ𝑦 = σ0 𝑒 −𝑎𝑇 (1 + 1000𝜀𝑡 )𝐶2

eq. 7.4

By adopting this model, rolling coefficients of friction (COFs) can be found using the
numerical method developed by Alexander et al. (1987) in which rolling force is iteratively
calculated by varying nominal COF between 0 and 1 until the difference between calculated
and measured rolling force is below 0.5%. Therefore to obtain rolling COFs following steps
are implemented:
 First, the stress-strain curves associated with plastic deformation of A5005 and SS316
plates before each rolling pass are obtained. To do so standard tensile test specimens
from unrolled and rolled plates similar to Figure 7.4 are prepared and tensile tests are
performed twice at each condition using Instron 1341 tensile tester equipped with an
external extensometer and average load vs extension curves are obtained. Using eqs.
7.5 to 7.7, true stress and true strain are calculated for both material where L0, H0, and
W0 are the initial gauge length, thickness, and width of the sample, ∆L is extension, L
is length, F is load, and ε and σ are true strain and true stress respectively.
 A power equation in form of eq. 7.4 is then fitted to the stress-strain curve within the
plastic deformation area (i.e. by considering 0.2% offset in case of A5005 and above
yield point in case of SS316 plates as the initial point, and below the ultimate strength
point as the end point). This power equation can be described by eq. 7.8 where σ is the
true stress, ε is the true strain, and Y0 and XM are strain-stress constant parameters
following the format of eq. 7.4.
 Initial and final width and thickness of the plates are measured prior to and after the
rolling trials. Contact rolling force and rolling speed are recorded during contact and
average values are calculated. As an example Figure 7.5 shows a sample rolling force
measurement in which good rolling stability despite a sudden jump in the rolling force
because of the use of water as lubricant is noted (see section 7.4 for more details).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.4 Digital photograph, and dimensions of tensile test specimens from (a) fresh A5005 and
SS316 plates, (b) SS316 plates after 1st pass, and (c) SS316 plates after 2nd pass.

𝐿 = 𝐿0 + ∆𝐿

eq. 7.5

𝐿
𝜀 = 𝑙𝑛( )
𝐿0

eq. 7.6

𝐹∗𝐿
𝐿0 ∗ 𝐻0 ∗ 𝑊0

eq. 7.7

𝜎 = 𝑌0 (1 + 1000𝜀)𝑋𝑀

eq. 7.8

𝜎=
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 Using Alexander’s numerical model (see the Appendix), rolls’ radius, rolling speed,
thickness and width of the plates at the entry and exit, Young’s modulus, strain-stress
constant parameters (Y0 and XM), and a nominal COF value between 0 and 1 are used
as inputs and rolling force is calculated.
 Designated COF is then adjusted iteratively until the calculated rolling force matches
with the measured force. Each rolling trial is performed at least twice (in some cases
the test was repeated 4 to 6 times) and average values are reported.
200

Rolling force (kN)

150

rolling force

100
start of plate
rolling

plate - roll not
engaged

50

end of plate
rolling

0

-50
500

700

900

1100
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1500

1700
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Figure 7.5 Measured rolling force during rolling of type II A5005 plate with 20% thickness
reduction lubricated with water. In this sample test average rolling force of 147.45kN is measured.

7.4. Results and Discussions
7.4.1. Tensile test
Figure 7.6 shows the true stress vs true strain curves for A5005 and SS316 specimens.
From the slope of elastic region, Young’s modulus of 68 and 210 GPa are found for A5005
and SS316 plates respectively. Figure 7.6b also indicates that Young’s modulus is insensitive
to the micro-structural details of the plates noted by similar curve slopes for SS316 plates in
elastic region regardless of plates’ initial condition similar to that noted by Xu et al. (2018).
Poisson ratio of 0.33 and 0.27 are also used for A5005 and SS316 in numerical calculations
respectively reported by the manufacturer.
To find Y0 and XM parameters described in eq. 7.8 and required in Alexander program,
a power equation in form of σ = Y0 × (1+1000ε) XM is fitted to ‘true stress’ vs ‘1000 × true
strain’ curves in below the ultimate stress point and in plastic deformation area (lower limit
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is defined by considering 0.2% offset in case of A5005, and above the yield point in case of
SS316 plates) and results are shown in Figure 7.7. From the fitted equations, Y0 and XM of
58.727 and 0.1834 are obtained for the unrolled A5005 plates. For SS316 plates, as plastic
properties depend on initial material conditions, Y0 and XM are obtained for unrolled SS316
plates (5mm thick plates), after 1st rolling pass plates (4mm thick plates), and after 2nd rolling
pass plates (3.5mm thick plates) as inputs for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd rolling passes, with Y0 and XM
of 228.42 and 0.2249, 588.07 and 0.0898, and 885.52 and 0.0188 respectively.
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Figure 7.6 True stress vs true strain curve obtained for (a) A5005 and (b) SS316 specimens. For SS316,
tensile tests are performed for: fresh plates, after 1st pass plates, and after 2nd pass plates (the tests are
repeated two times and a sample trace is presented).
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Figure 7.7 Power curve fitting of stress vs 1+1000ε in form of σ = Y0 × (1+1000ε) XM (see equation 7.8) required in the
Alexander program in plastic deformation area defined in between lower limit (i.e. by considering 0.2% offset in case of
A5005 plates, and above yield point in case of SS316 plates), and upper limit (i.e. below the ultimate strength point) for
(a) fresh A5005, (b) fresh SS316, (c) after 1st pass SS316, and (d) after 2nd pass SS316 plates. Tests are repeated two times
and a sample trace is presented.

7.4.2. Cold rolling of aluminium A5005
7.4.2.1. Friction and surface roughness analysis
Aluminium A5005 plates are rolled with 20 and 40 % thickness reduction ratio and
the required rolling force as well as average rolling COFs are shown in Table 7.2 and Figure
7.8. In comparison, different behaviour depending on initial surface roughness of the plates
is observed in Figure 7.8 where friction reducing property of emulsions is more obvious for
type I plates (i.e. relatively smooth plates compared to NP-flocs sizes, indicated by blue bars
in Figure 7.8), but less apparent for type II plates (i.e. relatively rough plates compared to the
NP-flocs sizes, indicated by red bars in Figure 7.8).
With 20% thickness reduction of type I plates (Figure 7.8 left blue bars), the least COF
and rolling force are obtained with NP-free emulsion. This is because of high affinity of NPfree soybean oil droplets to plate-out and create an oil-rich film on the surface and within the
contact area because of polar attraction between the soybean oil triglycerides and the oxide
A5005 layer which results in formation of an effective tribofilm on the surface. Rolling COF
and the required rolling force then increase slightly in presence of NPs. This is because when
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NP-coated droplets are dragged into the plate-roll contact area, NPs get entrapped between
the surface asperities and form a solid-like structure similar to that explained in chapter six.
On type I smooth A5005 plates with low initial surface roughness parameters, the deposited
NP-flocs in the contact area are relatively large compared to the size of the surface asperities,
therefore perform as entrapped rigid 3rd bodies within surface valleys and increase the solidsolid contacts with higher friction, more in presence of higher wt % of NPs. However, it is
hypothesised that the entrapped NPs in the contact area can potentially reduce adhesion by
providing 3rd body abrasive function between the pairs. This will be further investigated in
the following sections.
Table 7.2 Average thickness and width of the rolled plates, required rolling force, rolling speed, and calculated
COFs during cold rolling lubrication of A5005 plates with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions.

Lubricant

Nominal
thickness
reduction

Initial
condition
of plates

Before
rolling
thickness
(mm)

After
rolling
thickness
(mm)

Before
rolling
width
(mm)

After
rolling
width
(mm)

Rolling
force
(kN)

Rolling
speed
(rpm)

COF

type I

6

~ 4.8

50

50.36

151.68

12.11

0.266

type II

6

~ 4.8

50

50.39

147.45

12.21

0.247

type I

6

~ 3.6

50

50.98

246.55

11.97

0.201

type II

6

~ 3.6

50

51.06

235.23

11.99

0.184

type I

6

~ 4.8

50

50.30

136.05

12.29

0.196

type II

6

~ 4.8

50

50.41

142.01

12.16

0.223

type I

6

~ 3.6

50

51.08

224.74

11.87

0.167

type II

6

~ 3.6

50

51.05

222.34

11.86

0.164

type I

6

~ 4.8

50

50.32

139.17

12.16

0.210

type II

6

~ 4.8

50

50.30

141.65

12.28

0.221

type I

6

~ 3.6

50

51.06

213.09

11.77

0.148

type II

6

~ 3.6

50

51.02

220.09

11.91

0.160

type I

6

~ 4.8

50

50.38

141.72

12.15

0.222

type II

6

~ 4.8

50

50.32

143.81

12.00

0.232

type I

6

~ 3.6

50

50.96

209.19

11.73

0.141

type II

6

~ 3.6

50

50.94

217.54

11.79

0.155

~ 20%
Water
~ 40%

~ 20%
NP-free
emulsion
~ 40%

~ 20%
0.25NPs
emulsion
~ 40%

~ 20%
0.5NPs
emulsion
~ 40%

On the other hand the least friction and rolling force in 20% reduction of type II A5005
plates (Figure 7.8 left red bars) are obtained with 0.25NPs emulsion. In comparison between
type I and II plates in Figure 7.8 left, increasing the initial surface roughness parameters in
lubrication with water decreases friction and rolling force, because higher roughness helps
to preserve more water for better lubricity (Gara and Zou 2012). By using NP-free emulsions,
plate-out of oil droplets on surface is the main friction reducing mechanism. By increasing
the initial surface roughness of the plates, more amount of oil plates out on the type II rough
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plates owing to higher effective surface area on type II plates compared to type I plates (Liang
et al. 2019). However higher initial surface roughness of type II plates increases ploughing
(Lenard 2004) and reduces the entrainment capacity of the plated out oil films into the contact
area (Lin et al. 1991), which then results in insufficient lubrication of the contact zone with
higher friction. In such case, the better friction reducing with 0.25NPs emulsion is owing to
the film forming, separating (spacing), and mending actions of entrapped NPs and NP-flocs
in the contact area to fill the asperity valleys and polishing action of NPs / NP-flocs to remove
the high surface peaks. However, further increasing the mass fraction of NPs increases the
required rolling force and rolling friction (see Figure 7.8 left red bars) due to aggravation of
contact in presence of excess number of NP-flocs and NP-agglomerates within and at entry
of the contact area respectively.
20% reduction
0.22

type I A5005

0.26

type II A5005

COF

COF

0.28

40% reduction
type I A5005
type II A5005

0.20
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0.18
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0.16
0.20
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0.18
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Lubricant

Lubricant
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Figure 7.8 Average COFs and rolling forces in 20 and 40 % rolling of A5005 plates lubricated with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs,
and 0.5NPs emulsions. The effect of thickness reduction and initial surface roughness of plates are found to dominate the effect of
the lubricant composition on rolling friction and required rolling force. Moreover while higher rolling force is obtained in 40%
thickness reduction compared to 20% reduction because of higher reduction, rolling COFs are found lower in 40% reduction
indicating an adverse relation between the required rolling force and rolling COFs (see text for more details). The tests are
repeated at least 2 times and average values are reported.
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From Figure 7.8 (right), the least COF and rolling force in 40% thickness reduction of
A5005 plates are obtained by using 0.5NPs emulsion, lower on type I initially smooth plates
(i.e. blue bars). With 40% reduction, higher rolling force compared to 20% reduction is found
for both types of plates (Figure 7.8 bottom) similar to that found in literature (Lin et al. 1991,
McConnell and Lenard 2000, Shirizly and Lenard 2000, Montmitonnet et al. 2000, Lenard
2004, Azushima et al. 2009, Trivedi and Bhatt 2017). However, calculated rolling COFs are
found lower with 40% thickness reduction compared to 20% thickness reduction (Figure 7.8
top) indicating an inverse relation between rolling friction and required rolling force in cold
rolling lubrication. This is related to the nature of contact in high and low thickness reduction
ratios and can be explained by considering the adhesion hypothesis. During 20% thickness
reduction, the real contact area is small due to the effect of small compressive load whereas
in 40% reduction more surface asperities come into contact because of higher compressive
loads. This increases the effective contact area between the plates and the rolls and helps to
polish more asperity heights which lowers resistance against motion.
In 40% reduction (Figure 7.8 right), increasing the initial surface roughness of plates
in water lubrication lowers COF and rolling force owing to preservation of more water within
the asperity valleys similar to that observed on type I plates. By using NP-free emulsion, an
oil-rich film plates out on the surface that reduces shear and improves lubricity for both types
of plates. However, no major change in the rolling COFs by increasing the surface roughness
parameters is observed in 40% reduction lubricated by NP-free emulsion compared to 20%
reduction (shown with dashed circles in Figure 7.8). Albeit higher amount of oil plates out
from NP-free emulsion on type II plates initially, negligible difference in the rolling friction
coefficients in 40% reduction is thought due to severe asperity contact between the rolls and
type II rough plates during high thickness reduction ratio - low speed cold rolling, which
overwhelms the oil film entrainment into the contact area, and thereafter friction-reducing of
this intact film. Similar observation in rolling with neat paraffin oil is noted by Lenard (2004)
by using rolls of different surface roughness in low speed - high thickness reduction rolling.
Interestingly, rolling friction and required rolling force are further reduced in 40% reduction
rolling by using 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions. This is thought because of the film forming,
mending, and separating mechanism of entrapped NPs and NP-flocs in the contact area, more
with 0.5NPs emulsion because of higher amount of NPs in the contact area of rolls and plates
in presence of higher wt % of NPs. Moreover, considering the lower oil plate out in presence
of NPs (discussed in chapter five), lower rolling friction by using NPs shows strong frictionreducing action of NPs under high contact loads which apparently surpasses the effect of less
oil entrainment into the contact area in presence of NPs.
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Figures 7.9 to 7.10 show the average surface roughness Ra of the rolled A5005 plates
at rolling (longitudinal) and width (transverse) directions, as well as Sv (the distance between
the deepest pit and the neutral plane of 3D surface profile) and Sp (the distance between the
highest peak and the neutral plane of 3D surface profile) obtained by averaging of 24 readings
from (at least) two different plates (sample data acquisition points are shown in Figure 7.3).
From Figure 7.9 (and supporting Figures presented in appendix A2), all lubricants are able
to reduce the surface roughness Ra of type II initially rough plates after rolling but increase
Ra of type I initially smooth plates in both 20 and 40 % thickness reductions indicating the
effect of the surface roughness of the rolls on final surface roughness Ra of the rolled plates.
From Figure 7.9, the lowest Ra after rolling in both rolling and width directions is obtained
by using 0.5NPs emulsions regardless of initial surface roughness Ra of plates or thickness
reduction, suggesting good anti-wear capability of NPs by forming protecting layers on the
surface and within the asperities more at higher amount of NPs. This is more pronounced in
rolling of type I smooth plates because of lower asperity peaks and shallower valleys which
can be supported and by NPs whereas asperity contacts are unavoidable in rolling of type II
plates due to higher initial surface roughness which limits the mending, separating, and film
forming function of NPs and NP-flocs in the contact area.
Moreover, Figure 7.9 shows that after rolling of type I plates, 40% thickness reduction
always results in lower surface roughness Ra compared to 20% reduction in both rolling and
width directions (see red arrows in Figure 7.9) because of higher compressive load and more
asperity contacts in the former which help to polish more asperity peaks with less variation
in final surface heights. On the other hand, while 40% thickness reduction of type II plates
results in higher surface roughness Ra compared to 20% reduction in width direction (blue
arrows in Figure 7.9b), deposition of NPs on the surface reverses the trend in rolling direction
(blue arrows in Figure 7.9a) because of dominant 3rd body abrasive actions of NPs in rolling
direction. This is thought related to entrapment of NPs and NP-flocs within surface asperities
of the rougher surface, which considering the relative motion between the rolls and plates in
rolling direction, can help to polish the surface more alongside the rolling direction. Similar
behaviour is observed by Li et al. (2015) where the surface roughness Ra of SUS430 stainless
steel was decreased with a higher rate in rolling direction compared to the width direction in
nine-pass cold rolling lubrication with a sample mineral oil based O/W emulsion.
Figure 7.10 then shows average surface roughness Sv and Sp parameters of the rolled
type I and type II A5005 plates after 20 and 40 % reduction rolling. From Figure 7.10 (right)
it is apparent that the lowest surface roughness Sp (largest peak height) is obtained by using
0.5NPs emulsions in both 20 and 40 % thickness reductions, indicating promising polishing
action of NPs in rolling contacts. This is also evidenced by the sudden drop in Sp parameter
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by using NP-stabilised emulsions compared to NP-free emulsion shown with dashed lines in
Figure 7.10, postulating polishing of asperity peaks by entrapped NPs and NP-flocs. Figure
7.10 (left) also shows the average of deepest pits’ depth on surface after rolling with 20 and
40 % reductions where an improved surface pitting is obtained by using 0.25NPs emulsion
during rolling of type I plates, and by using 0.5NPs emulsion during rolling of type II plates
showing the positive mending role of NPs to fill the asperity valleys, a direct function of the
initial surface roughness of the plate.
rolling direction
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Figure 7.9 Average surface roughness Ra of the rolled type I and II A5005 plates in (a) rolling (longitudinal),
and (b) width (transverse) directions after cold rolling with 20 and 40 % thickness reductions, lubricated with
water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. Values are based on readings from 24 data points located
on the surface of (at least) 2 different plates. See text for details. Sample individual readings along with initial
surface Ra of unrolled plates are presented in appendix A2.
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Figure 7.10 Surface roughness parameter Sv (distance between the deepest pit’s depth and the neutral plane of 3D
surface profile) and Sp (distance between the highest peak’s height and the neutral plane of 3D surface profile) of the
rolled type I and II A5005 plates after cold rolling with 20 and 40 % thickness reductions, lubricated with water and
NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. Values are obtained by averaging 24 readings located on the surface of (at
least) 2 different plates. See text for details.

7.4.2.2. Worn surface analysis
The surface of unrolled and rolled A5005 plates are also analysed using SEM/EDS
and 2D/3D surface topography observations (data acquisition points are shown in Figure 7.3)
and results are shown in Figure 7.11 (more detailed images are presented in appendix A3).
Prior to the rolling trials and as shown in Figure 7.11, the surface of plates were sandblasted
to obtain the required initial surface roughness of type I and type II plates and to remove the
thick oxide scale with the surface roughness details presented in Table 7.1. Figure 7.11 shows
the sample SEM images, normalised EDS elemental mass composition, and 2D/3D surface
topography images from the unrolled type I and type II A5005 plates.
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type I plate

type II plate

element

Al

O (oxide scale)

Mg

Fe

Si

Ti

C

other elements

wt %

rest

3.10

0.59

0.16

0.78

0.02

not detected

less than 1%

σ

-

0.05

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.02

0

-

Figure 7.11 Sample SEM images, 2D surface topography images, and EDS mass composition table from the
unrolled type I and type II A5005 plates. Arrows show rolling direction. SEM images denote short wavelength
surface features (e.g. roughness and micro ploughing) and topography images show long wavelengths surface
features (e.g. undulation ploughing caused by sandblasting). Topography images correspond to 2.3mm length in
rolling direction and 1.7mm length in width direction. Colour bars represent surface height from the neutral
plane and are set manually for visual comparison purposes.

From Figure 7.11 SEM images of both A5005 plates’ types, short wavelength surface
features (e.g. surface roughness) with signs of ploughing caused by sandblasting and micropitting are observed. From EDS data table in Figure 7.11 (obtained by analysing type I A5005
plates immediately after sandblasting and 20 minutes surface decontamination using 30 vol
% ethanol solution in ultrasonic bath), it is noted that fresh A5005 substrate mainly contains
Al element with small amount of Mg, Fe, and Si elements, as well as ~ 3 wt % O element
from oxide scale. No trace of Ti element (as an indication of TiO2-SiO2 NPs), and C element
(as an indication of oil plate out or surface contaminations) are found on fresh plates. Figure
7.11 also shows surface topography images from unrolled plates showing long wavelength
surface features (e.g. undulation ploughing caused by sandblasting) indicating the differences
in surface topography of the two types of A5005 plates (colour bars of Figure 7.11 represents
the surface height from neutral plane and are set manually for visual comparison purposes).
Figures 7.14 to 7.19 show sample SEM/EDS images from the rolled type I plates after
20% thickness reduction lubricated with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions.
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After 20% rolling of the type I plates lubricated with water (Figure 7.12 left) signs of ripples,
micro-fracture due to abrasion, and micro-pitting from the surface of original (mother) plates
are observed indicating the ploughing of asperities of hard roll and other hard debris against
the oxide scale which results in irregular wear on the surface.
type I plate (plate #7)

type II plate (plate #2)

Adhesion of
wear debris

Micro-pitting

Micro-fracture
Ripples

Rupture

Figure 7.12 Sample SEM images from the rolled type I and type II A5005 plates with 20% thickness reduction,
lubricated with water (arrows show rolling direction). The tests are repeated at least twice and a sample SEM
observation is presented.

On the other hand after rolling of type II A5005 plates with water (Figure 7.12 right)
delamination and rupture of the oxide layer as well as adhesion of wear debris are observed.
This is due to the non-uniform displacement of the oxide layer and the underneath substrate
which results in dislocation of the oxide layer because of non-uniform cross sectional shear.
These observations indicate the inconsistency in rolling process with abrupt changes in the
required rolling load in low-load water lubrication which deteriorates the surface quality and
results in welding, adhesion, material re-deposition, and rough scar on the rolled surfaces.
Similarly Dick and Lenard (2005) show the break-up of oxide scale when an O/W emulsion
is used for cold rolling lubrication of steel with low thickness reduction ratio. Zhang et al.
(2011) also show evolution of micro cracks during cold rolling of aluminium 5052 because
of the fracture of oxide layer under rolling load.
Figure 7.13 shows sample SEM images from the rolled A5005 plates after lubrication
with NP-free emulsion. Formation of a protective oil layer on the surface by plate out of oil
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droplets upstream of the roll bite zone reduces wear on both types of plates compared to that
of Figure 7.12. In addition, adhesion is found more dominant on type II plates (Figure 7.13
right) compared to type I plates (Figure 7.13 left), thought due to more asperity contacts and
higher contact temperature in rolling of type II rougher plates which result in higher asperity
contact and energy loss which then facilitate the adhesion of worn particles to the surface.
type I plate (plate #8)

type II plate (plate #4)

Adhesion of
wear debris
Oil contamination

Figure 7.13 Sample SEM images from the rolled type I and type II A5005 plates with 20% thickness reduction,
lubricated with NP-free emulsion (arrows show rolling direction). The tests are repeated at least twice and a
sample SEM observation is presented.

However, plate out of polar soybean oil droplets with significant deposition propensity
on metal surfaces result in formation of unfavourable carbon-based oil residue on surfaces,
evidenced with EDS mapping of rolled plates presented in Figure 7.14. From Figures 7.14a,
normalised 12.71 and 4.77 wt % oxygen and carbon are found on the rolled plates’ surface
immediately after the test (plates were only rinsed with water) whereas 12.56 and 3.34 wt %
oxygen and carbon elements are noted after plates’ surface decontamination in an ultrasonic
bath respectively (Figure 7.14b), indicating the high deposition tendency of carbon-based oil
residue on the surface. This is consistent with the measurements of chapter five where intact
oil droplets could not be rinsed due to high surface deposition affinity, brought forwards even
after rolling and surface decontamination. Moreover while 4.77 wt % carbon is noted on the
rolled type I plate, the amount of carbon reduces to 2.92 wt % on the rolled type II rough
surface as shown in Figure 7.14c, supporting the hypothesis of less entrainment of oily film
from the plated out oil droplets into the contact area when the initial surface roughness of the
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plates is increased, even though more oil is thought to initially plate out on rougher surface
because of more effective surface area on the type II rougher plates.
(a) type I plate (plate #8)
before cleaning

Al element (from A5005 substrate)

C element (from oil residue)

Ti element (from NPs)

(b) type I plate (plate #8)
after cleaning
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Ti element (from NPs)

O element
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Si
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0.01

Mg
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0.01

Fe
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0.01

Ti
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C
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Al
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0.04

O

12.56

0.04

Si

1.34

0.01

Mg

0.49

0.01

Fe

0.22

0.02

Ti

0.04

0.01

C

3.34

-
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Figure 7.14 a, b Sample EDS mapping and normalised elemental composition from the rolled type I A5005 plates with
20% thickness reduction, lubricated with NP-free emulsion (a) before surface decontamination (i.e. plates were only rinsed
with water), and (b) after surface decontamination in an ultrasonic bath for 20 minutes using 30 vol % ethanol solution.
Arrow shows rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample EDS mapping result is presented. Plate out
oil droplets appear to remain intact on the surface even after proper surface decontamination in ultrasonic bath.
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type II plate (plate #4) before cleaning

Al element (from A5005 substrate)

C element (from oil residue)
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Figure 7.14c Sample EDS mapping and normalised elemental composition from the rolled type II A5005 plates with 20%
thickness reduction, lubricated with NP-free emulsion before surface decontamination (plates were only rinsed with water).
Arrow shows rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample EDS mapping result is presented. Lower
amount of carbon element is found on the rougher surface after rolling.

Figures 7.15 to 7.17 then show sample SEM/EDS analysis results from type I and type
II rolled A5005 plates in 20% thickness reduction rolling lubricated with 0.25NPs emulsion.
From Figure 7.15 smoother worn surface and less adhesion of oxide layer are observed when
0.25NPs emulsion is used indicating effective surface protective action of NPs in lubrication
of A5005 plates with NP-stabilised emulsions. This is because when deposited NPs and NPflocs within the plate out soybean oil layer get entrapped between the surface asperities, they
work as 3rd rigid bodies and distribute the contact load and bridge opposite surfaces, hence
promote three-body abrasive wear (Godet 1984, Allsopp et al. 1998, Trezona et al. 1999).
This is shown in Figure 7.16a EDS mapping from the rolled type I plates immediately after
rolling with 0.25NPs emulsion (only rinsed with water), indicating the presence of Ti element
from NPs on the surface before surface decontamination. Figure 7.16b then shows the EDS
element mapping from decontaminated rolled plates in an ultrasonic bath where the amount
of Ti and C elements (indicating the presence of NPs and the plate out oil layer) reduces from
0.71 and 4.96 wt % to 0.06 and 1.14 wt % respectively, suggesting the ease of removal of
NP-containing boundary films from the rolled surfaces because of lower surface affinity of
polar soybean oil droplets in presence of NPs owing to competitive deposition of NPs and
soybean oil components on the surface, as well as vibration of NPs and NP-flocs during the
ultrasonic surface decontamination which acts as a roll up force on deposited oil components.
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type I plate (plate #19)

type II plate (plate #14)

Figure 7.15 Sample SEM images from the rolled type I and type II A5005 plates with 20% thickness reduction,
lubricated with 0.25NPs emulsion (arrows show rolling direction). The tests are repeated at least twice and a
sample SEM observation is presented.

Altogether these observations postulate no chemical interactions of NPs in the contact
area and dominant physical lubrication through mending, film forming, and separating action
of NPs. This is due to a significantly higher melting temperature of TiO2-SiO2 NPs compared
to cold rolling temperature which renders NPs as rigid 3rd bodies between the rolling pairs
with no on-surface chemical reactions. Similar behaviour is noted on the rolled type II plates
with trace of 0.47 and 3.86 wt % of Ti and C elements on the rolled surface before surface
decontamination (see Figure 7.17a), and 0.08 and 2.7 wt % of Ti and C elements on the rolled
surface after surface decontamination (see Figure 7.17b) respectively. This observation also
shows less surface cleaning behaviour of NPs on initially type II plates, showing the negative
effect of higher surface roughness on oil recovery property of NPs. This is related to presence
of deeper valleys on the surface of type II plates which increases the amount of oil entrapment
(for instance see Figure 7.17b C element mapping), so reduces surface cleaning functionality
of NPs during ultrasonic surface decontamination.
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(a) type I plate (plate #19)
before cleaning

Al element (from A5005 substrate)

C element (from oil residue)

Ti element (from NPs)

(b) type I plate (plate #19)
after cleaning

Al element (from A5005 substrate)

C element (from oil residue)

Ti element (from NPs)

O element
(from oil residue or oxide scale)

element

wt %

σ

Al

79.25

0.04

O

12.51

0.03

Si

1.77

0.01

Mg

0.47

0.01

Fe

0.24

0.02

Ti

0.71

0.01

C

4.96

-

total

100

O element
(from oil residue or oxide scale)

element

wt %

σ

Al

83.24

0.05

O

13.63

0.04

Si

1.25

0.01

Mg

0.47

0.01

Fe

0.21

0.02

Ti

0.06

0.01

C

1.14

-

total

100

Figure 7.16 a, b Sample EDS mapping and normalised elemental composition from the rolled type I A5005 plates with
20% thickness reduction, lubricated with 0.25NPs emulsion (a) before surface decontamination (i.e. plates were only rinsed
with water), and (b) after surface decontamination in an ultrasonic bath for 20 minutes using 30 vol % ethanol solution.
Arrow shows rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample EDS mapping result is presented.
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(a) type II plate (plate #14)
before cleaning

Al element (from A5005 substrate)

C element (from oil residue)

Ti element (from NPs)

(b) type II plate (plate #14)
after cleaning

Al element (from A5005 substrate)

O element
(from oil residue or oxide scale)

element

wt %

σ

Al

86.50

0.04

O

7.88

0.03

Si

0.58

0.01

Mg

0.47

0.01

Fe

0.17

0.02

Ti

0.47

0.01

C

3.86

-

total

100

O element
(from oil residue or oxide scale)

deep valley

C element (from oil residue)

oil entrapment within
deep valleys

Ti element (from NPs)

element

wt %

σ

Al

88.74

0.03

O

7.24

0.02

Si

0.42

0.01

Mg

0.55

0.01

Fe

0.26

0.01

Ti

0.08

0.01

C

2.70

-

total

100

Figure 7.17 a, b Sample EDS mapping and normalised elemental composition from the rolled type II A5005 plates with
20% thickness reduction, lubricated with 0.25NPs emulsion (a) before surface decontamination (i.e. plates were only rinsed
with water), and (b) after surface decontamination in an ultrasonic bath for 20 minutes using 30 vol % ethanol solution.
Arrow shows rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample EDS mapping result is presented.
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Figure 7.18 then shows sample SEM images from the rolled A5005 plates lubricated
with 0.5NPs emulsion. Worn surface quality is observed to further improve by increasing the
mass fraction of NPs, more pronounced on type I plates owing to presence of more NPs and
smaller initial surface peak/valley heights which reduces the asperity contacts and increases
the surface protection action of NPs against surface damage.
type I plate (plate #21)

type II plate (plate #26) until here

Figure 7.18 Sample SEM images from the rolled type I and type II A5005 plates with 20% thickness reduction,
lubricated with 0.5NPs emulsions (arrows show rolling direction). The tests are repeated at least twice and a
sample SEM observation is presented.

Figures 7.19 then show sample 2D surface topography images from rolled type I and
type II A5005 plates after lubrication with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions
indicating the variation of large surface features over 2.3 × 1.7 mm field of view (correspond
to 2.3mm length in rolling direction and 1.7mm length in width direction). From the Figures
it is noted that variation in surface height reduces and high peaks get polished by NPs, more
by higher mass fraction of NPs and under higher rolling load (higher thickness reduction), to
the extent that initial surface features of type II plates (sandblasting grooving) are observed
eliminated in presence of 0.5 wt % NPs, resulting in a smooth surface finish.
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water (plate #7)

NP-free emulsion (plate #8)

0.25NPs emulsion (plate #19)

0.5NPs emulsion (plate #21)

water (plate #2)

NP-free emulsion (plate #4)

0.25NPs emulsion (plate #14)

0.5NPs emulsion (plate #26)

Figure 7.19 Sample 2D topography images from rolled type I and type II A5005 plates lubricated with water and
NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions after 20% thickness reduction rolling (after surface decontamination).
Arrow shows rolling direction and colour bar represents the surface height from the neutral plane and is set
manually in range of -20 to 20 µm for visual comparison purposes.
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Similar behaviour is observed on worn area morphological of rolled plates after 40%
reduction. From Figures 7.20 and 7.21, original surface features of the plates are eliminated
on both types of plates, owing to high compressive load that results in high surface polishing
and material loss during rolling. In rolling lubrication with water dislocation and material
displacement are observed on both types of plates, more on type II surface due to higher
asperity contacts. With NP-free emulsion adhesion of wear debris is found more prominent
whereas smoother wear area with smaller ploughing fields and less material re-deposition
are observed when 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions are used. This indicates the positive action
of NPs and NP-flocs in preserving the surface against wear, more on type I plates with small
initial roughness. Moreover, increasing the thickness reduction from 20 to 40 % reduces the
number and severity of the defect area on rolled plates, indicating larger plastic deformation
and reduced wear when rolling force corresponding to plate thickness reduction is increased.
2D topography images from rolled plates also show that large-scale surface features
are clearly reduce by using 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions, more by using 0.5NPs emulsion.
This confirms the previous hypothesis of the reduced surface damage and lower variation in
the surface height by employing NP-stabilised emulsions as the cold rolling lubricants, more
effective when contact load is increased at higher thickness reductions.
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(a) water lubrication
type I plate (plate #12)

type II plate (plate #6)

Wear
particles

Wear
particles

Dislocations

(b) NP-free emulsion lubrication
type I plate (plate #11)

type II plate (plate #5)

Figure 7.20 a, b Sample SEM images from the rolled type I and type II A5005 plates with 40% thickness
reduction, lubricated with (a) water, and (b) NP-free emulsion (arrows show rolling direction). The tests are
repeated at least twice and a sample SEM observation is presented.
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(c) 0.25NPs emulsion lubrication
type I plate (plate #18)

type II plate (plate #16)

(d) 0.5NPs emulsion lubrication
type I plate (plate #23)

type II plate (plate #28)

Figure 7.20 c, d Sample SEM images from the rolled type I and type II A5005 plates with 40% thickness
reduction, lubricated with (c) 0.25NPs, and (d) 0.5NPs emulsions (arrows show rolling direction). The tests are
repeated at least twice and a sample SEM observation is presented.
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water (plate #12)

NP-free emulsion (plate #11)

0.25NPs emulsion (plate #18)

0.5NPs emulsion (plate #23)

water (plate #6)

NP-free emulsion (plate #5)

0.25NPs emulsion (plate #16)

0.5NPs emulsion (plate #28)

Figure 7.21 Sample 2D topography images from rolled type I and type II A5005 plates lubricated with water and
NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions after 40% thickness reduction rolling (after surface decontamination).
Arrow shows rolling direction and colour bar represents the surface height from the neutral plane and is set
manually in range of -20 to 20 µm for visual comparison purposes.
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7.4.3. Cold rolling of stainless steel SS316
7.4.3.1. Friction and surface roughness analysis
Stainless steel SS316 with superior corrosion resistance capability is widely used
in various technical fields as a substitute for conventional carbon steel owing to its excellent
corrosion resisting property (Wang et al. 2011). However, cold rolling lubrication of stainless
steel, a common rolling process, has not yet fully investigated. In this section and in order to
analyse the rolling productivity and final surface quality of rolled SS316 stainless steel plates,
NP-free and NP-stabilised emulsions are used as the rolling lubricants in one-pass 20%, twopass 30%, and three-pass 40% thickness reduction (% is from the initial thickness of the plate
as described in Table 7.1) rolling and results are presented in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.22.
Table 7.3 Average thickness and width of fresh and rolled SS316 plates, required rolling force, rolling speed,
and calculated COFs during cold rolling lubrication of SS316 plates lubricated with water and NP-free,
0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions.

Lubricant

water

NP-free
emulsion

0.25NPs
emulsion

0.5NPs
emulsion

Pass number
(reduction %)

Before
rolling
thickness
(mm)

After
rolling
thickness
(mm)

Before
rolling
width
(mm)

After
rolling
width
(mm)

Average
rolling
force
(kN)

Average
rolling
speed
(rpm)

COF

1 (20.0)

5

4

50

50.89

492.36

8.81

0.038

2 (12.5)

4

3.5

50.89

51.27

555.14

8.87

0.094

3 (14.3)

3.5

3

51.29

51.49

595.5

9.00

0.066

1 (20.0)

5

4

50

50.85

486.04

8.92

0.034

2 (12.5)

4

3.5

50.85

51.15

548.4

8.95

0.087

3 (14.3)

3.5

3

51.15

51.46

592.75

8.99

0.063

1 (20.0)

5

4

50

50.88

483.85

8.90

0.032

2 (12.5)

4

3.5

50.88

51.19

543.43

8.95

0.082

3 (14.3)

3.5

3

51.19

51.44

588.4

9.07

0.059

1 (20.0)

5

4

50

50.88

485.06

8.88

0.034

2 (12.5)

4

3.5

50.88

51.17

545.01

8.92

0.084

3 (14.3)

3.5

3

51.17

51.46

582.37

9.00

0.057

As shown in Figure 7.22 and in comparison between subsequent rolling passes, rolling
force continuously increases in 2nd and 3rd passes due to work hardening action and increased
strength of the plates caused by grain deformation during cold rolling. Considering sequential
thickness reduction in the 1st pass (20%), 2nd pass (12.5%), and 3rd pass (14.3%) with order
of 1st pass > 3rd pass > 2nd pass, it is suggested that COF follows an adverse relation with
respect to thickness reduction (i.e. COF order of 1st pass < 3rd pass < 2nd pass). This is similar
to one pass rolling of A5005 plates in 20 and 40 % thickness reductions where by increasing
the reduction more boundary contacts occur which increase the real contact area between the
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rolls and plates and result in more polishing. Moreover, since interfacial pressure increases
beyond the yield strength in metal cold rolling, friction must decrease by increasing reduction
ratio because the interfacial shear stress cannot rise above the shear strength of metal pieces
(Shirizly and Lenard 2000).
As noted in Figure 7.22 and in the 1st and 2nd passes, lower COF and rolling force are
obtained by using 0.25NPs emulsion compared to other lubricants, explained considering the
mending and film forming of few NPs on the surface, providing lower metal-metal contacts.
However, further increasing the mass fraction of NPs increases COF and rolling force due to
aggravation of contact in presence of higher amount of NPs and NP-flocs in the contact area.
On the contrary, 0.5NPs emulsion provides the lowest COF and rolling force in the 3rd pass
compared to other lubricants, indicating the effective friction-reducing action of NPs under
higher rolling loads.
0.1

pass #1

pass #2

pass #3

625

water

NP-free emulsion
0.09

600

0.25NPs emulsion
0.5NPs emulsion

Rolling force (kN)

0.08

COF

0.07
0.06
0.05

0.04

575
550
525
500

0.03

475

0.02
water

NP-free 0.25NPs 0.5NPs
emulsion emulsion emulsion

Lubricants

450
pass #1

pass #2
pass #3
Rolling pass

Figure 7.22 Average COFs and rolling forces during cold rolling of SS316 plates, lubricated with water and
NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. The tests are repeated at least twice and average values are reported.

Figure 7.23 shows average surface roughness Ra, Sv, and Sp parameters of the rolled
SS316 plates after three pass rolling lubrication. From Figure 7.23a, surface roughness Ra
appears to continuously decrease in subsequent rolling passes, but with lower reduction rates
in 2nd and 3rd passes compared to the 1st pass similar to that found in literature (Ahmed and
Sutcliffe 2000, Le and Sutcliffe 2000, Sutcliffe and Georgiades 2002, Li et al. 2014, Li et al.
2015). Moreover, higher reduction in the surface roughness Ra is found in rolling direction
compared to width direction (shown with dashed arrows in Figure 7.23a) because of relative
motion between rolls and plates in rolling direction with more polishing function.
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0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30

Ra rolling direction
water
NP-free emulsion
0.25NPs emulsion
0.5NPs emulsion

pass #1

pass #2

Average roughness Ra (µm)

Average roughness Ra (µm)

(a) surface profile roughness Ra parameter of the rolled SS316 strips in (left) rolling direction and (right) width direction.
0.80
0.75
0.70
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0.60
0.55
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0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20

pass #3

Ra width direction
water
NP-free emulsion
0.25NPs emulsion
0.5NPs emulsion

pass #1
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pass #3
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4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
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pass #2
pass #3

-1.5

surface roughness Sv (µm)

surface roughness Sp (µm)

(b) surface area roughness Sp and Sv parameters of the rolled SS316 strips.

-2.0
-2.5
-3.0
-3.5
-4.0
-4.5

pass #1
pass #2
pass #3

-5.0
-5.5

water
Lubricant

NP-free
emulsion

0.25NPs
emulsion

0.5NPs
emulsion

water

NP-free 0.25NPs 0.5NPs
emulsion emulsion emulsion

Lubricant

Figure 7.23 Surface roughness parameter Ra (arithmetic average roughness) in rolling and width directions, as well as Sv
(distance between the deepest 3D pit and the neutral plane) and Sp (distance between the highest 3D peak and the neutral plane)
parameters of the rolled SS316 plates after cold rolling with 20 and 40 % thickness reductions, lubricated with water and NP-free,
0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. Values are obtained by averaging 24 readings located on the surface of (at least) 2 different
plates. See text for details.

Besides surface roughness Ra parameter of rolled plates after three pass rolling with
NP-stabilised emulsions are consistently lower than rolls’ surface roughness Ra, indicating
the effective anti-wear property of NPs. Similarly Dick and Lenard (2005) show that during
cold rolling of A366 steel plates with 10 vol % Walzoel M3 O/W emulsions at 0.6 m/s rolling
speed with rough rolls with up to 1.8µm surface roughness Ra, rolled plates’ final roughness
Ra is below 1µm after 50% thickness reduction. Figure 7.23b also shows Sp and Sv roughness
parameters of the rolled plates where all lubricants help to improve the surface quality after
rolling, with lowset peaks’ height Sp and pits’ depth Sv obtained by using 0.5NPs emulsions.
These results also indicate the capability of NPs surface in further improving the surface
protecting action of the plate out oil droplets by providing surface polishing and mending
actions, more apparent in pass 3 rolling indicated with the dashed circles on Figure 7.23b .
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7.4.3.2. Wear surface analysis
Surface properties of fresh (unrolled) and rolled SS316 plates after 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
passes are also analysed. SEM images, EDS elemental composition, and 2D/3D topography
images from the unrolled SS316 plates are shown in Figure indicating rough initial surface
with pickled features, shot-blast craters, and ﬁssures and micro-pitting at grain boundaries.
To identify the surface topography of plates after each rolling pass, 2D topography images
from the plates are also obtained as reference where hydrodynamic pits and grain peaks (in
respect with neutral plane) are denoted with blue and red regions respectively (colour bar
represents the surface height from the neutral plane and is set manually in range of -30 to 30
µm for visual comparison purposes). Labiapari et al. (2015) show that such grains can get
removed easily during cold rolling and produce a large amount of wear debris. Therefore
elimination of such debris during cold rolled steel plates is of great importance to industry.

element

Fe

Cr

Ni

Mo

Mn

O*

Si

Ti

C*

other
elements

wt %

rest

17.52

9.80

2.33

1.52

1.20

0.45

0

~ 0.45

>1%

σ

-

0.07

0.1

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.02

-

-

-

* oxygen and carbon elements indicate contamination presence on fresh strips.

Figure 7.24 Sample SEM image denoting short wavelength surface features (e.g. micro roughness), and topography
images denoting long wavelength surface features (e.g. undulations) from unrolled SS316 plates. Dashed arrows show
rolling direction. Topography images colour bar represents the surface height from the neutral plane and is set manually
for visual comparison.

Figure 7.24 table shows EDS elemental mapping of unrolled SS316 plate indicating
the presence of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mo, and Mn elements from the steel substrate and small amount
of C element, possibly from contaminations present on the surface of the unrolled plates.
Figures 7.25 and 7.26 then show SEM images and EDS elemental analysis results from rolled
SS316 plates after the 1st rolling pass. As shown in Figure 7.25a and as plates are lubricated
by water and NP-free emulsion during the 1st pass, large pickles are eliminated from the
surface, leaving large number of micro-pits on the surface. Kenmochi et al. (1997) and Li et
al. (2015) show that formation of micro-pits on the surface is affected by factors such as the
diameter of rolls, initial surface roughness of plates, and thickness reduction.
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NP-free emulsion (strip #13)

0.25NPs emulsion (strip #19)

0.5NPs emulsion (strip #26)

(b) 0.25NPs and 0.5NPs emulsions lubrication

(a) water and NP-free emulsion lubrication

Water (strip #7)

Figure 7.25 Sample SEM images from the rolled SS316 plates after 1 st rolling pass,
lubricated with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. Dashed arrow shows
the rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample SEM observation is
presented.
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These pits preserve oil and lower friction by micro-plasto-hydrodynamic functions,
but then may increase the contact hydrostatic pressure around the pit area, separate the plates
and rolls, and prevent the undesirable features from elimination (Bech et al. 1998, Ahmed
and Sutcliffe 2000, Sutcliffe and Georgiades 2002). Therefore it is hypothesised that as the
deposition of NPs within the pit area helps to reduce the oil plate out, it can potentially lower
the hydrodynamic action of the preserved oil within the pit area. This is confirmed in Figure
7.25b where a reduced pit area (as opposed to Figure 7.25a) is obtained when 0.25NPs and
0.5NPs emulsions are used.
Figure 7.26a then shows EDS elemental composition mapping from the rolled SS316
plates after the 1st rolling pass and before surface decontamination indicating the presence of
0.14 and 0 wt % amount of C (from contamination) and Ti elements on rolled plate lubricated
with water. By using NP-free emulsion (Figure 7.26b), 2.25 wt % C element is noted on the
rolled plates which indicate the plate out of oil droplets and formation of boundary films in
the plate-roll contact area. The amount of C element on the surface then decreases to 1.02 wt
% and the amount of Ti increases to 0.22 wt % by using 0.5NPs emulsion as rolling lubricant
indicating the presence of a NP-containing tribofilm on the surface (see Figure 7.26c).
Figure 7.27 then compares the amount of Fe, O, C, Si, and Ti elements on the surface
of the rolled plates lubricated with NP-free and 0.25NPs emulsions after the 1st rolling pass
and after surface decontamination with 30 vol % ethanol solution. From the Figure it is noted
that similar to A5005 plates, the amount of carbon-based residue (remaining from oil plate
out) on rolled surface is reduced significantly by addition of NPs. This is because of mending
of entrapped NPs within the surface pits which limits oil pool formation, confirmed by lower
C and O elements on the rolled plates lubricated by 0.25NPs emulsion compared to NP-free
emulsion.
Moreover, no trace of Ti element is seen in the EDS mappings of the rolled plates after
surface decontamination, indicating physical lubrication action of NPs in cold rolling of both
A5005 and SS316 plates. This is because of high melting temperature and flash point of NPs
as well as short rolling duration at which there is no time for NPs to melt, so NPs keep solid
form during the process therefore can be recovered from surfaces.
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(a) 1st rolling pass, water
(strip #7)

C element (from contamination)

Ti element (from NPs)

element

Fe

Cr

Ni

Mo

Mn

O

C

Si

Ti

wt %

rest

16.96

9.58

2.31

1.46

2.5

0.14

0.46

0

σ

-

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.03

0.02

-

0.01

-

(b) 1st rolling pass, NP-free emulsion
(strip #13)

C element
(contamination and oil plate out)

Ti element
(NPs mending and film forming)

element

Fe

Cr

Ni

Mo

Mn

O

C

Si

Ti

wt %

rest

16.76

9.37

2.31

1.42

3.33

2.25

0.73

0

σ

-

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.02

-

0.01

-

(c) 1st rolling pass, 0.5NPs emulsion
(strip #26)

C element
(contamination and oil plate out)

Ti element
(NPs mending and film forming)

element

Fe

Cr

Ni

Mo

Mn

O

C

Si

Ti

wt %

rest

17.04

9.58

2.29

1.50

2.72

1.02

0.86

0.22

σ

-

0.05

0.07

0.04

0.04

0.03

-

0.01

0.02

Figure 7.26 Sample C and Ti elements mapping and normalised elemental composition from the rolled SS316 strips
lubricated with (a) water, (b) NP-free emulsion, and (c) 0.5NPs emulsion after 1st rolling pass and before surface
decontamination (strips were only rinsed with water). Dashed arrow shows rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least
twice, and a sample EDS mapping result is presented.
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1st pass, NP-free emulsion (plate #13)

Fe element (from SS316 substrate)

C element (from oil plate out)

Si element (from SS316 or NPs)

Ti element (from NPs)

O element
(from oil residue or oxide scale)

1st pass, 0.25NPs emulsion (plate #19)

Fe element (from SS316 substrate)

C element (from oil plate out)

Si element (from SS316 or NPs)

Ti element (from NPs)

O element
(from oil residue or oxide scale)

lubricant reservoir

Figure 7.27 Sample EDS mapping from the rolled SS316 plates lubricated with NP-free and 0.25NPs emulsions after the 1st
rolling pass and after surface decontamination in an ultrasonic bath for 20 minutes using 30 vol % ethanol solution. Arrows
show rolling direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample EDS mapping result is presented.
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In the subsequent 2nd and 3rd rolling passes, the number of pits and defect areas on the
surface are further reduced and both short/long surface features are further eliminated for all
lubricants shown in Figure 7.28 with defect area in order of 3rd < 2nd < 1st passes. It is also
observed from SEM micrographs and 2D surface topography images that number of the
defect area follows water > NP-free emulsion > 0.25NPs emulsion > 0.5NPs emulsion order
after each pass consistently, signified by the smoother surfaces and less variation in the
surface height in presence of NPs. This indicates the positive role of NPs on increasing the
surface quality of the rolled plates and small effect of separation actions of the preserved oil
within the surface pits in presence of NPs.
Moreover signs of grinding on the rolled plates surface, duplicated from rolls’ surface
topography is noticed when no or low amount of NPs is present (shown with stars in Figure
7.28), but disappears when 0.5 wt % of NPs is used. Altogether this shows positive effect of
NPs in producing high quality surface finish along with less oil residue on the surface, which
both are of key product quality measures in cold rolling production.
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1st pass (strip #13)

1st pass (strip #7)

oil reservoir
oil reservoir

2nd pass (strip #5)

3rd pass (strip #3)

NP-free emulsion lubrication

water lubrication

oil reservoir

oil reservoir

2nd pass (strip #11)

3rd pass (strip #9)

Figure 7.28a Sample SEM and 2D topography images from rolled SS316 strips after three-pass
rolling, lubricated with (left) water, and (right) NP-free emulsion. Dashed arrows show rolling
direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample observation is presented. Red stars
show possible duplication of rolls’ surface patterning on the rolled strips. Colour bar represents
the surface height from neutral plane and is set manually for visual comparison.
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2nd pass (strip #17)

3rd pass (strip #15)

1st pass (strip #26)

0.5NPs emulsion lubrication

0.25NPs emulsion lubrication

1st pass (strip #19)

2nd pass (strip #24)

3rd pass (strip #21)

Figure 7.28b Sample SEM and 2D topography images from rolled SS316 strips after three-pass
rolling, lubricated with (left) 0.25NPs, and (right) 0.5NPs emulsions. Arrows show rolling
direction, the tests are repeated at least twice, and a sample observation is presented. Red star
shows possible duplication of rolls’ surface patterning on the rolled strips. Colour bar
represents the surface height from neutral plane and is set manually for visual comparison.
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7.4.4. Proposed lubrication model in sliding/rolling contacts
Following the conclusions of chapter six, effects of different wt % of TiO2-SiO2 NPs
on lubrication with soybean VO/W emulsions in sliding-rolling contacts of cold rolling trials
was investigated in this chapter by using a 2-high rolling mill to cold roll A5005 and SS316
plates in various rolling conditions. From the experimental results, physical lubrication by
deposited NPs within the plate out boundary film is proposed and a model of lubrication with
NP-free and/or NP-stabilised soybean oil emulsions is hypothesised, shown in Figure 7.29,
where polishing, mending, separating, and film formation action of entrapped NPs within the
plate out film and in plate-roll contact area are noted, decreasing the required rolling friction
and increasing the final surface quality of rolled plates without leaving residue on the rolled
surfaces.
Figure 7.29a shows model of rolling lubrication with NP-free emulsions in cold rolling
lubrication of plates with different initial surface roughness in rolling direction (low and high
surface roughness Ra). From experiments it is hypothesised that oil droplets plate-out on the
surface upstream of the roll bite zone to form the required boundary films in plate-roll contact
area during rolling to reduce friction and wear. Adhesion friction as well as two-body asperity
ploughing are found dominant by using NP-free emulsions similar to that of sliding contacts,
with higher initial surface roughness resulting in more ploughing and lower oil entrainment
into the contact area which increase friction and wear (albeit more oil is thought to initially
plate out on the surface of rough plates initially).
On the other hand Figure 7.29b shows model of rolling lubrication with NP-stabilised
emulsions in cold rolling lubrication of plates with low and high surface roughness Ra. From
the experiments, NP-coated oil droplets are found to plate out on the surface upstream of roll
bite zone to form the required NP-containing boundary films in the plate-roll contact area
during rolling. As opposed to sliding-only contacts, the concurrent friction-reducing and antiwear mechanism of NPs in the sliding-rolling contacts is related to physical deposition and
thereafter mending, film formation, separating, and polishing actions of the entrapped NPs
and NP-flocs within the surface asperities, more at higher mass fraction of NPs until a surface
saturation point above which presence of more NPs is detrimental to tribological behaviour
with higher friction and wear.
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Figure 7.29a A model of lubrication mechanism of NP-free emulsions in cold rolling lubrication of plates with different
initial surface roughness in rolling direction (low and high surface roughness Ra). Oil droplets plate-out on the surface
upstream of the roll bite zone to form the required boundary films in plate-roll contact area during rolling to reduce friction
and wear. Adhesion friction as well as two-body asperity ploughing are found dominant by using NP-free emulsions, with
higher initial surface roughness resulting in more ploughing as well as lower oil entrainment into the contact area which
increase friction and wear (albeit more oil is thought to initially plate out on the surface of rough plates).
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Figure 7.29b A model of lubrication mechanism of NP-stabilised emulsions in cold rolling lubrication of plates with
different initial surface roughness in rolling direction (low and high surface roughness Ra). NP-coated oil droplets plate-out
on the surface upstream of the roll bite zone to form the required NP-containing boundary films in the plate-roll contact area
during rolling. The concurrent friction-reducing and anti-wear mechanism of NPs in the sliding-rolling contact area is
related to physical deposition and thereafter mending, film formation, separating, and polishing actions of entrapped NPs
within the surface asperities, more at higher mass fraction of NPs until a surface saturation point above which presence of
more NPs is detrimental to tribological behaviour with higher friction and wear. * lower/higher oil plate out in presence of
NPs depends on surface hydrophobic behaviour and NPs’ mass fraction, described in detail in chapter five (see section 5.3.5
for more details).
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7.5. Conclusions
In this chapter, nano-lubrication mechanism of the entrapped NPs and NP-flocs from
NP-stabilised VO/W emulsions in the contact zone of sliding-rolling contacts in cold rolling
of hydrophilic aluminium A5005 and hydrophobic stainless steel SS316 plates is investigated
during several sequential rolling trials in terms of friction-reducing and anti-wear properties
of plate out oil film and NPs, as well as surface quality of the rolled plates. From experiment
results, boundary lubrication is found dominant in rolling of both types of plates, and a model
to describe the mending, polishing, separating, and film formation of entrapped NPs in the
contact area is explained, schematically presented in Figure 7.47.
In rolling of A5005 plates, effect of thickness reduction and initial surface roughness
of plates are found to dominate the effect of the lubricant composition on rolling friction and
required rolling force. Moreover while higher rolling force is obtained in 40% reduction ratio
compared to 20% reduction because of higher reduction, rolling COFs are found lower in
40% reduction indicating an adverse relation between the required rolling force and rolling
friction during cold rolling lubrication. By using NP-stabilised emulsions, the initial surface
roughness of the plates and thickness reduction ratio are found as main contributing factors
in determining the mechanisms involved in rolling lubrication. For instance in 20% reduction
of type I smooth A5005 plates, the lowest friction and required rolling force are obtained by
using NP-free emulsion with evidence of adhesion friction and 2-body ploughing whereas
0.25NPs emulsion performs better when initial surface roughness of the plates is increased.
However, in 40% thickness reduction and under high rolling loads, 0.5NPs emulsion reduces
friction and the required rolling force the most regardless of initial surface roughness of the
plates, indicating good friction-reducing of the entrapped NPs under high rolling loads.
Moreover average surface roughness Ra, Sp and Sv parameters of rolled A5005 plates
decrease by addition and increasing the mass fraction of NPs regardless of rolling thickness
reduction, except for the Sv parameter in rolling of type I plates where the lowest roughness
is noted by using 0.25NPs emulsion. Both short wavelengths surface features e.g. surface
roughness and micro-ploughing, as well as long wavelengths surface features e.g. undulation
ploughing caused by sandblasting also improve by addition ad increasing the amount of NPs,
indicating anti-wear capability of entrapped NPs within contact area by providing physical
barriers (mending, polishing, and film formation) against direct metal contacts as opposed to
adhesion friction and 2-body ploughing wear in absence of NPs.
In three pass cold rolling of SS316 plates with total 40% reduction ratio (with nominal
reductions of 20, 12, and 14 % in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd passes respectively), all emulsions help to
improve the surface quality of the plates where COF follows an adverse order in respect with
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thickness reduction in each pass, i.e. in order of 1st pass COF < 3rd pass COF < 2nd pass COF.
Moreover in the 1st and 2nd rolling passes, 0.25NPs emulsion found to reduce rolling friction
and the required rolling force the most whereas in the 3rd pass and under higher load the least
friction and required rolling force are obtained by using 0.5NPs emulsion indicating better
friction reducing property of NPs under higher loads. Moreover the surface roughness Ra,
Sp and Sv parameters of rolled plates were also reduced by using NPs, more at higher wt %.
In rolling of both types of A5005 and SS316 plates, evidence of boundary lubrication
is observed where lubrication with NP-free emulsion shows indications of adhesion friction,
2-body ploughing, and material transfer. On the other hand, when NP-stabilised emulsions
are used as rolling lubricants, 3-body abrasive wear mechanism with less adhesion is noted
significantly increasing the surface quality of rolled products.
Besides, abrasive role of NPs is found to reduce the amount of oil plate on the surface
and ease the removal of the remaining plate out oil from the rolled surface after rolling, which
considering better friction-reducing and anti-wear capabilities, is in accord with the objective
of this study to reduce the oily surface contaminations of the rolled plates (i.e. to increase the
surface cleanliness) while maintaining great cold rolling lubrication capability and providing
high dispersion stability for emulsions, previously considered in chapter one design triangle
(see Figure 7.30), and addressed throughout chapters four to seven.

Figure 7.30 Consideration of ‘emulsion stability’ / ‘lubricity’ /
‘product surface cleanliness (residue removal)’ design triangle in
development of cold rolling emulsions (reproduced from Figure 1.2).
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Chapter eight

Conclusions and recommendations for further works

8.1. Conclusions
As discussed, O/W emulsions and formulated oils comprising lubrication additives are
common lubricants for cold rolling lubrication. However as large amount of waste industrial
lubricants are released into the environment, conventional lubricants made from hazardous
mineral oils are not suitable in large scale processing. Instead, VO/W emulsions are thought
more favourable owing to the easier disposal and eco-conservative behaviour, providing the
required wet minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) for the “plate out” of polar vegetable oil
droplets on the surface upstream of the contact area to reduce plate-roll friction and wear.
However, VO/W emulsions show low coalescence/creaming stability which leads to
oil/water phase separation over time. They also tend to leave thick boundary films on surfaces
which increases oil residue contamination after lubrication process and reduces downstream
processing capability of rolled products. Besides, rolling lubrication by additive-free viscous
oils or emulsions results in adhesion, lowering the surface quality of the rolled work-pieces.
This is particularly an issue in cold rolling of ‘sticky’ metals such as aluminium and stainless
steel alloys, commonly used in industrial applications.
To highlight these occurrences, the effect of plate out film polarity on lubrication and
thereafter surface decontamination from the lubricant residue were first identified in chapter
three by comparing additive-free soybean oil emulsions and Pluronics© copolymer solutions
(i.e. prospective residue-free lubricants used as cleanliness benchmark) in boundary regime
lubrication of sliding SS316 pairs. It was found that soybean oil emulsions comprising polar
triglycerides deposit thicker boundary films than L64 and 17R4 copolymer solutions, hence
reduce friction and wear with significantly higher rates.
Overall it was noted that sliding friction coefficients with emulsions is in range of 0.1
and 0.13, much lower than copolymer solutions. The sliding friction coefficients were found
a function of the oil droplets sizes in emulsions, a direct function of the preparation energy
of emulsions i.e. higher energy producing lower oil droplet sizes, with optimum preparation
energy of 10 kJ (for 150ml emulsion) giving the lowest friction and wear compared to other
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emulsions prepared with 1 to 50 kJ preparation energy. This was attributed to higher surface
affinity of poly-dispersed droplets of 10kJ indicating polydispersity of the droplets as a key
factor in providing good lubrication support. However additive-free soybean oil emulsions
not only left significant oil residue on surfaces after lubrication indicating poor clean-ability
of highly intact oily films from surfaces, they also showed low stability due to strong interdroplet attraction forces which results in phase separation over time, reducing the lubrication
performance once coalescence (and/or creaming) occurs.
To control the degree of stability of such emulsions and the amount and strength of oil
plate-out on the surface (which then govern the lubrication effectiveness of the oil phase), as
well as to provide abrasive lubrication mechanism as opposed to adhesion friction (which is
detrimental in rolling context), hard and abrasive TiO2-SiO2 NPs with capability of providing
synergic coalescence stability for dispersed oil droplets and abrasive lubrication action are
attractive additives. Such NPs in form of TiO2 NPs embedded into SiO2 chains are found to
provide two functions. Firstly, they increase the coalescence/creaming stability of dispersed
soybean oil droplets by formation of chains of SiO2 NPs around oil droplets, providing steric
barriers against coalescence. Secondly, when used as cold rolling lubricant, coating layers of
NPs deposit on the plates’ surfaces within the plated out oil films, and then entrain into plateroll contact zone to improve friction and wear, as well as to improve the surface quality and
cleanliness of the rolled plates by controlling oil plate-out mass, forming a solid-like structure
between plates and rolls, and providing abrasive actions.
Coalescence stability of soybean oil droplets is found to increase for up to 28 days by
addition of TiO2-SiO2 NPs, via the predominant adsorption of NPs and NP-flocs on droplets’
surface which provides steric barriers against coalescence. NPs ability to stabilise emulsions
is found a direct function of the oil/NPs mass ratio. For instance while 0.1 wt % NPs do not
provide enough stability for 1 vol % emulsion, 0.25 wt % NPs successfully stabilise 1 vol %
emulsion by partially covering the oil droplets’ surface. The surface of oil droplets then gets
covered fully by NPs at 0.5 wt % (adsorption plateau of NPs) whereas further increasing the
wt % of NPs do not change average droplets’ sizes, but increase free flocs/agglomerates of
NPs in the bulk emulsions. Free NP- flocs/agglomerates then sediment over time, reducing
the dispersion stability of NP-coated oil droplets because of attractive forces between freely
dispersed and stabilising layers of NPs on the surface of oil droplets (see the schematic model
of Figure 4.24 for more details).
Effect of two common emulsion preparation techniques namely pulsed ultrasonication
(PU) and high speed shear (HSS) methods preferred in laboratory and industrial applications
respectively on dispersion stability was also highlighted. While either PU or HSS techniques
provided indefinite stability for NP-coated droplets, NP-agglomerates were found less stable
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with the latter due to insufficient repulsion between NPs whereas strong shockwaves in PU
provided enough break-up energy for good dispersion stability for NP- flocs/agglomerates.
In spite of that, lower energy consumption and easier control over process parameters in HSS
method compared to PU was noted which can effectively reduce the production cost in large
scale applications, indicating the need for a compromise between energy consumption and
stability of emulsions (i.e. aging capability of emulsions).
To study the lubrication with NP-stabilised emulsions and the extent of surface cleanability of the rolled workpieces, first plate-out and removal of NP-containing boundary films
on the surface were investigated on hydrophobic SS316 and hydrophilic A5005 alloys. It was
noted that addition of NPs reduces oil droplets’ spreading on hydrophilic A5005 because of
higher van der Waals attraction forces in presence of NPs which reduces the adhesion tension
on hydrophilic surface. On the other hand, 0.25 wt % NPs increase the spreading of emulsions
on hydrophobic SS316 albeit with lower oil mass deposition on surface compared to NP-free
emulsion. However further increasing the wt % of NPs then halts the spreading of plated out
droplets on SS316 similar to A5005 surface because of the effect of ‘disjoining pressure’ and
depletion of large number of NPs on the surface which pins the contact line motion of the oil
droplets and partially recovers them from surface. This indicates better clean-ability function
of emulsions with NPs, explained in Figure 5.9 conceptual model.
Presence of NPs in the plate out boundary film also reduces the anchorage strength of
triglyceride molecules on the surface, promoting easier removal of plate out oil films from
the surface. This is similar to the effect of detergent agents, owing to presence and vibration
of NPs near the surface which interferes with strong anchorage of the triglyceride molecules
on surface, producing clean surfaces after simple rinsing with water without compromising
the lubrication actions (see below).
Nano-lubrication mechanism of NP-stabilised emulsions in sliding-only and slidingrolling contacts are then analysed in ball-on-disc cyclic setups and cold rolling experiments.
To obtain a clear understanding of abrasive nano-lubrication by NPs, perfectly smooth SS316
discs and balls with significantly low surface roughness Ra 10nm were used in ball-on-disc
setups to first elucidate the abrasive role of NPs and NP-flocs in sliding contact zones. With
various specifically designed test procedures, presence of NPs was found slightly detrimental
to friction-reducing property (as thought) when pairs with combined surface roughness well
below the NPs’ sizes were used. In such case, lowest sliding-friction was found by using NPfree emulsion attributed to the formation of a self-repairing plated out oil film on the surface
whereas competitive deposition of NPs within surface asperities not only reduced the plate
out strength of oil components but also provided 3-body abrasion, hence slightly worsened
friction-reducing actions. NPs were also noted to possess physical lubrication characteristics
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with evidence of abrasive grooving where by removing the bulk NP-stabilised emulsion, the
lubrication effect of NP-containing plate-out films also reduced notably. This is opposed to
good friction-reducing action of NP-free plate out films even after the removal of the bulk
emulsion indicating dynamic regeneration of boundary films from NP-free plate out droplets
during cyclic contacts even in absence of bulk emulsions, showing the strong anchorage of
NP-free boundary films on the surface.
In spite of slightly higher friction, NPs improve wear-reducing capability of emulsions
in sliding condition even on significantly smooth surfaces where by using 0.25NPs emulsion,
wear area roughness Ra decreases and mechanisms of adhesion and severe 2-body abrasion
with NP-free emulsion change to mild 3-body abrasive mechanism caused by NPs’ depletion
within the surface asperities. Moreover by adopting Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm
in space domain, entrapped NP-flocs from 0.25NPs emulsion in the contact area are thought
to be made of individual or few NPs with sizes in range of 28 - 31 and 55 - 83 nm, providing
mending, polishing and film formation actions within the contact area. This is an advantage,
in particular in rolling of stainless steel alloys in which abrasive NPs with higher melting and
flash points improve wear protection without degradation. However by increasing the mass
fraction of NPs to 0.5 wt %, formation and depletion of higher number and larger NP-flocs
in size range of 55 - 100 nm in the contact area induces ploughing wear. Further increasing
wt % of NPs then increases the formation rate of NP- flocs/agglomerates, which aggravate
the contact severity and near-surface vibrations hence increase the friction and wear further
as illustrated via the conceptual model of Figure 6.10.
Nano-lubrication mechanism of the entrapped NPs and NP-flocs from NP-stabilised
emulsions is then investigated in industrial cold rolling of SS316 and A5005 plates using an
experimental 2-high cold rolling mill under various thickness reductions and rolling passes,
the very first step before practical optimisation and test in real life applications. Throughout
the rolling trials, boundary regime lubrication was found dominant and an adverse relation
between the required rolling force and rolling friction was noted. Moreover lubrication with
NP-free emulsion showed the evidence of adhesive friction, 2-body asperity ploughing, and
significant material transfer whereas with NP-stabilised emulsions, 3-body abrasive rolling
mechanism with low evidence of adhesion was observed consistently during the experiments,
aligned with the objectives of this study.
In one-pass cold rolling of A5005 plates, with two different surface roughness Ra and
with nominal 20 and 40 % reductions, the initial surface roughness of plates and thickness
reduction were found the most influencing in determining the mechanisms involved in rolling
lubrication. For instance in 20% reduction of smooth A5005, lowest friction and rolling force
were obtained by using NP-free emulsion whereas 0.25NPs emulsion performed better when
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initial surface roughness of plates was increased. However, 0.5NPs emulsion reduced friction
and required rolling force the highest regardless of the initial surface roughness of the plates
in 40% reduction, indicating good friction-reducing of NPs under higher compressive loads.
Similarly in three pass rolling of SS316 plates with total 40% reduction (with total reductions
of 20, 30, and 40 % after 1st, 2nd, and 3rd passes and nominal reduction of 20, 12, and 14 %
in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd passes respectively), all emulsions reduced the rolling friction and rolling
load, with COF values following an adverse relation with respect to reduction in each pass,
i.e. rolling COF in the order of 1st pass < 3rd pass < 2nd pass. Moreover in 1st and 2nd rolling
passes, 0.25NPs emulsion found to reduce rolling friction and the required rolling force the
highest whereas in the 3rd pass and under higher load the least friction and required rolling
force were obtained by using 0.5NPs emulsion. This indicates better friction reducing by NPs
under higher compressive loads caused by heavier thickness reduction similar to rolling of
A5005 plates.
Moreover regardless of rolling parameters or the type of metal substrates, the average
surface roughness Ra, Sp, and Sv parameters of rolled A5005 and SS316 plates decreased by
addition and increasing the mass fraction of NPs, except for Sv parameter (the deepest valley)
in rolling of smooth A5005 plates where lowest Sv was noted by using 0.25NPs emulsion.
Besides grain defect zones, surface roughness, pitting, and micro-ploughing of both types of
plates, as well as undulation ploughing caused by sandblast preparation of A5005 plates also
improved by increasing the wt % of NPs, indicating proper surface-protecting actions of the
entrapped NPs within the contact area by providing physical barriers against metal-metal
contacts via mending, polishing and film formation mechanisms. This is evidenced with the
detailed SEM/EDS and surface topography analysis of rolled plates and opposes the adhesion
rolling friction and 2-body ploughing wear in absence of NPs, schematically described in the
conceptual model of Figure 7.29.
NPs also consistently reduce the amount of oil plate out on the surface and ease the
removal of the remaining plate out oil film from the rolled surfaces more at higher wt % of
NPs. Together, with improved surface properties of the rolled plates and process parameters
in presence of NPs, TiO2-SiO2 NP-stabilised soybean oil emulsions are found in accord with
the objectives of this study considered in the design triangle of chapter one and addressed
throughout chapters three to seven.
Conclusively, stable rolling soybean emulsions comprising TiO2-SiO2 NPs have been
formulated and evaluated, indicating an improved friction-reducing, surface quality, surface
cleanliness i.e. oil residue removal, production feasibility, and dispersion stability properties
compared to the commercial rolling oils and/or emulsions currently used in industrial cold
rolling of aluminium and stainless steel products.
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Moreover, although this work specifically considers cold rolling processes, outcomes
are still relevant to other common cold forming applications such as extrusion, forging, and
indenting.

8.2. Recommendations for further studies
Fresh batch of refined soybean oil with max free fatty acid of 0.1% is used. TiO2-SiO2
NPs are also found non-adhesive and non-degradable under the test conditions, able to reduce
oxidation degradation of the polar soybean oil droplets by creating coating layers around the
droplets. Hence presence of NPs is a good method to slow down lipid oxidation in emulsions,
but this anti-oxidation effect of NPs needs to be investigated further. Good creaming stability
of NP-stabilised emulsions was also noted at low wt % of NPs, but can be more explicitly
examined.
In spite of improved stability, plate out tribo-films from such emulsions are still prone
to tribo-polymerisation, which is negative in cleanliness context. Although this is not seen in
the current study, plausible oil / NPs degradation during heavier contacts should be evaluated
before employing such emulsions in real life applications. This could be performed using a
sensitive analysis technique such as XPS or Raman spectroscopy under higher compressive
load to increase tribo-induced polymerisation of plate out film to understand the effect of oil
and NPs composition on chemical degradation of the NP-containing boundary films at harsh
conditions. Reduced oil reside on the surface can also be more quantitatively analysed with
ellipsometry to find the oil residue thickness on the surface to further support the oil recovery
action (cleanliness) of NPs.
Micro- and nano- abrasive role of NPs in the plate-roll contact area were described in
detail in this study. NPs are also hypothesised to change the surface behaviour of the metal
substrate e.g. change the grain sizes, grain orientations etc., to create more uniform surface
after cold rolling. This is a positive effect in manufacturing and can be further analysed using
optical microscopy and advanced analysis methods such as nano-indentation to identify the
surface properties of the rolled substrates.
Besides, worn off metal particles during rolling are in size range of 1 to 5 µm which
if mixed with emulsions, can circulate back into the lubricants’ supply system and eventually
deteriorate stability and lubrication performance (Li et al. 2020). To eliminate this new batch
of emulsions was used in each rolling trial and the surface of the rolls were cleaned prior to
each pass. However to elucidate this phenomenon, the waste MWFs could be analysed and
interactions between free NPs and metal particles should be determined to understand the
effect of NPs in formation and stability of such wear particles if circulating lubricant supply
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is employed. Circulation of such particles could be minimised by adopting a proper porous
filter, which also worth further analysis.
Moreover there are limited knowledge regarding long-term environmental impact of
TiO2-SiO2 NPs. However only very small NPs with sizes in below 20 to 23 nm may raise
environmental issues as they can pass through cell membranes in organisms. The proposed
mass fraction of TiO2-SiO2 NPs in this study is below the hazardous limit as reported by the
manufacturer. Free TiO2-SiO2 NPs are also found to agglomerate and create clusters of NPs
in µm size range to which organisms are thought immune to. However, question of health,
safety, and regulatory issues raised by NPs needs to be addressed, which is however another
field of research.
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A1: Alexander MATLAB script

function alex
clc;
% input parameters - begin
% r -- work roll radius, (m)
% xn -- rolling speed od work roll, (rpm)
% h0 -- slab thickness, (m),
% h1 -- entry thickness, (m);
h2 -- exit thickness, (m)
% t1 -- back tension stress, (Pa); t2 -- front tension stress, (Pa)
% width -- strip width, (m);
% y0 -- parameter for yield stress, (Pa, N/m^2);
% b, xm1, d, xm2 -- constants for yield stress
% xmu -- friction coefficient
r = 0.1125;
xn = 12.2;
h0 = 0.006;
h1 = 0.006;
h2= 0.0048;
t1 = 0.0;
t2= 0.0;
width = (0.006+XX)/2;
y0 = 44.391;
b = 1000;
xm1 = 0.2488;
d = 0.0;
xm2 = 0.0;
xmu = 0.1;
% input parameters - end
%Young module and poisson ratio
e=207.822e9; xnu=0.28;
%segment number
m=100;
c=16*(1-xnu*xnu)/(3.14*e);
% slab entry condition
%h2min=h1-2.*r*(1.-cos(atan(xmu)))
%if (h2<h2min)
% h2=h2min;
% fprintf('checking slab entry conditions\n');
%end

% yield stress at the entry and exit point
z=2.0/sqrt(3.0);
vn=3.141592654*xn*r/30.0;
v2=vn;
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j=0;
rd=r;
draft=h1-h2;
ph1=acos(1.-draft/(2.*rd));
x2k1=z*y0*(1.0+b*z*log(h0/h1)).^xm1*w1(ph1,h2,rd,v2,d).^xm2;
x2k2=z*y0*(1.0+b*z*log(h0/h2)).^xm1;
% tension conditions
if (abs(t1) > x2k1)
t1=x2k1*t1/abs(t1);
fprintf('checking entry tension\n');
end
if (abs(t2) > x2k2)
t2=x2k2*t2/abs(t2);
fprintf('checking exit tension\n');
end
% deduce the deformed radius by non-accurate rolling force
m1=m-1;
%k=m/102+1
draft=h1-h2;
rl=sqrt(r*draft);
hm=(2.0*h2+h1)/3.0;
a=xmu*rl/hm;
x2km=(x2k1+2.0*x2k2)/3.0-(t1+t2)/2.0;
pap=x2km*rl*(exp(a)-1.0)/a;
rd=r*(1.0+c*pap/draft);
p1=pap;
te1=t1;
te2=t2;
% loop calculation for rolling force and deformed radius
% half yiled stress calculation(k)
p=0.0;
while ((abs((p-p1)/p1)>=1.0e-8) & (j <=10))
%
if j>0
p1=p;
end
%
ph1=acos(1.-draft/(2.*rd));
xm=m;
dph=ph1/(xm-1.0);
ph=dph*[m-1:-1:0];
h=h2+2.*rd*(1.-cos(ph));
%rl=sqrt(r*draft);
xzhu= -tan(ph)*(rd-draft/2);
xl=2.0*v2*h2*(tan(ph)./h.^2);
xk=0.5*z*y0*w(ph,b,h0,h2,rd).^xm1.*w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d).^xm2;
%

normal force at the entry and exit point
s(1)=(x2k1-te1)/(1.+xmu*tan(ph1));
if (xmu*s(1) > xk(1))
s(1)=x2k1-te1-xk(1)*tan(ph1);
fprintf('enty friction force: tau = k \n');
end
s(m)=x2k2-te2;
%
intergral normal force from the exit point %front forward zone
sex(m)=s(m);
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ph=0.0;
q=1.0;
for i=1:m1
l=m+1-i;
ds=runge(ph,sex(l),dph,xk(l),xmu,q,rd,h0,h2,b,d,xm1,xm2,v2,y0);
sex(l-1)=sex(l)+ds;
ph=ph+dph;
end
%x0=0.0;
%sig10=z*2*xk(m)-sex(m);
%sigX(m)=sig10;
%for i = m-1:-1:1
% [xout,sig1]=euler2('equilibriumfront',x0,sig10,xzhu(i),1,rl,h1,rd,xmu,2*xk(i));
% sigX(i) = sig1;
% sex(i) = z*2*xk(i)-sig1;
% %next euler calculation
% x0=xout; sig10=sig1;
%end
%

intergral normal force from the entry point %back slip zone
sen(1)=s(1);
ph=ph1;
q=-1.0;
for i=1:m1
ds=runge(ph,sen(i),dph,xk(i),xmu,q,rd,h0,h2,b,d,xm1,xm2,v2,y0);
sen(i+1)=sen(i)+ds;
ph=ph-dph;
end
%x0=-rl;
%sig10 = z*2*xk(1)-sen(1);
%sigX(1)=sig10;
%for i = 2:m
% [xout,sig1]=euler2('equilibriumback',x0,sig10,xzhu(i),1,rl,h1,rd,xmu,2*xk(i));
% sigX(i) = sig1;
% sen(i) = z*2*xk(i)-sig1;
% %next euler calculation
% x0=xout; sig10=sig1;
%end

%

deduce the actual normal force along the roll bite
for i=1:m
if (sex(i) <= sen(i))
s(i)=sex(i);
end
if (sen(i) <= sex(i))
s(i)=sen(i);
end
end
ph=dph*[m-1:-1:0];
%plot(sen,'r'); hold on; plot(sex,'b');
neutralid = 0;
for i=1:m-1
if (sex(i)>=sen(i) & sen(i+1)>=sex(i+1))
neutralid = 1;
break;
end
end
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if neutralid==1
deduce the neutral point
x=dph/(1.+(sex(i)-sen(i))/(sen(i+1)-sex(i+1)));
xi1=i+1;
phn=(xm-xi1)*dph+x;
y=(sen(i+1)-sen(i))*(1.-x/dph);
sn=sen(i)+y;
in=i;
xkn=0.5*z*y0*w(phn,b,h0,h2,rd).^xm1*w1(phn,h2,rd,v2,d).^xm2;
if (xmu*sn < xkn)
taun=xmu*sn;
end
if (xmu*sn >= xkn)
taun=xkn;
end
%
plastic rolling force per width
arg=ph-0.5*ph1;
xs=sin(arg);
xc=cos(arg);
sph=s.*ph;
ssin=s.*xs;
scos=s.*xc;
list=find(xmu*s < xk);
tau(list)=xmu*s(list);
list=find(xmu*s >= xk);
tau(list)=xk(list);
tausin=tau.*xs;
gord=tau.*(rd-(rd-r).*xc);
%

%

taunsn=taun*sin(phn-ph1*.5);
daen=(tausin(in)+taunsn)*(dph-x)*.5;
daex=(tausin(in+1)+taunsn)*x*0.5;
area=trapez(tausin,dph,2,in-1);
areaen=area+daen;
if in<m-2
area=trapez(tausin,dph,in+2,m-1);
else
if in==m-2
area=(dph/2.0)*(tausin(in)+tausin(m))
else
area=0.0;
end
end
areaex=area+daex;
areap=simpsn(scos,dph,2,m-3);
p=rd*(areap+areaen-areaex);
elastic rolling force
j1=0;
pe11=(1.0-xnu^2)*h1*(x2k1-t1)^2*sqrt(rd/draft)/(4.0*e);
for j1=0:20
te1=t1-2.0*xmu*pe11/h1;
pe1=(1.0-xnu^2)*h1*(x2k1-te1)^2*sqrt(rd/draft)/(4.0*e);
if (abs((pe1-pe11)/pe1)<1.0e-6 | j1>10)
break;
end
pe11=pe1;
end
a1=(2.0/3.0)*sqrt(rd*h2*(1.0-xnu^2)/e);
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j2=0;
pe21=a1*(x2k2-t2)^1.5;
for j2=0:20
te2=t2-2.0*xmu*pe21/h2;
pe2=a1*(x2k2-te2)^1.5;
if (abs((pe2-pe21)/pe2)<1.0e-6 | j2>10)
break;
end
pe21=pe2;
end
%
rolling force per width
p=p+pe1+pe2;
draftt=xnu*(1.0+xnu)*(h2*t2-h1*t1)/e;
drafte=(1.0-xnu^2)*(x2k2-te2)*h2/e;
a2=c/(sqrt(draft+drafte+draftt)+sqrt(drafte))^2;
rd=r*(1.0+a2*p);
%p1=p;
j=j+1;
hn=h2+2.*rd*(1.-cos(phn));
v2=3.141592654*xn*r*hn/(30.0*h2);
x2k1=z*y0*(1.+b*z*log(h0/h1))^xm1*w1(ph1,h2,rd,v2,d)^xm2;
%fprintf('loop=%4d id=%4d rolling force=%8.3f error=%8.3e\n',j,neutralid,p,abs((pp1)/p1));
else
%whole backforward zone
%
force distribution = backforward force distribution
s=sen;
in=m;
phn=0.0;
%x=dph/(1.+(sex(i)-sen(i))/(sen(i+1)-sex(i+1)));
%xi1=i+1;
%phn=(xm-xi1)*dph+x;
%y=(sen(i+1)-sen(i))*(1.-x/dph);
%sn=sen(i)+y;
%in=i;
%xkn=0.5*z*y0*w(phn,b,h0,h2,rd).^xm1*w1(phn,h2,rd,v2,d).^xm2;
%if (xmu*sn < xkn)
% taun=xmu*sn;
%end
%if (xmu*sn >= xkn)
% taun=xkn;
%end
%
plastic rolling force per width
arg=ph-0.5*ph1;
xs=sin(arg);
xc=cos(arg);
sph=s.*ph;
ssin=s.*xs;
scos=s.*xc;
list=find(xmu*s < xk);
tau(list)=xmu*s(list);
list=find(xmu*s >= xk);
tau(list)=xk(list);
tausin=tau.*xs;
gord=tau.*(rd-(rd-r).*xc);
%taunsn=taun*sin(phn-ph1*.5);
%daen=(tausin(in)+taunsn)*(dph-x)*.5;
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%daex=(tausin(in+1)+taunsn)*x*0.5;
area=trapez(tausin,dph,2,in-1);
areaen=area;
%area=trapez(tausin,dph,in+2,m-1);
%areaex=area+daex;
areap=simpsn(scos,dph,2,m-3);
p=rd*(areap+areaen);
%
elastic rolling force
j1=0;
pe11=(1.0-xnu^2)*h1*(x2k1-t1)^2*sqrt(rd/draft)/(4.0*e);
for j1=0:20
te1=t1-2.0*xmu*pe11/h1;
pe1=(1.0-xnu^2)*h1*(x2k1-te1)^2*sqrt(rd/draft)/(4.0*e);
if (abs((pe1-pe11)/pe1)<1.0e-6 | j1>10)
break;
end
pe11=pe1;
end
te2=x2k2-s(m);
a1=(2.0/3.0)*sqrt(rd*h2*(1.0-xnu^2)/e);
pe2=a1*(x2k2-te2)^1.5;
%
rolling force per width
p=p+pe1+pe2;
draftt=xnu*(1.0+xnu)*(h2*t2-h1*t1)/e;
drafte=(1.0-xnu^2)*(x2k2-te2)*h2/e;
a2=c/(sqrt(draft+drafte+draftt)+sqrt(drafte))^2;
rd=r*(1.0+a2*p);
%p1=p;
j=j+1;
v2=vn;
x2k1=z*y0*(1.+b*z*log(h0/h1))^xm1*w1(ph1,h2,rd,v2,d)^xm2;
fprintf('loop=%4d id=%4d rolling force=%8.3f error=%8.3e\n',j,neutralid,p,abs((pp1)/p1));
end
end
%rolling torque
ge1=xmu*r*pe1;
ge2=-xmu*r*pe2;
if neutralid==1
daext=(taun+tau(in+1))*x/2.0;
daent=(taun+tau(in))*(dph-x)/2;
else
daext=0.0;
daent=0.0;
end
area=trapez(tau,dph,2,in-1);
areant=area+daent;
if neutralid==1
area=trapez(tau,dph,in+2,m-1);
else
area=0.0;
end
areaxt=area+daext;
tap=r*rd*(areant-areaxt);
gap=rd^2*(areant-areaxt)-.5*(rd-r)*(p*ph1+t1*h1-t2*h2);
areat=simpsn(sph,dph,2,m-3);
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t=r*rd*areat+(r/2.0)*(t1*h1-t2*h2);
g=rd^2*areat+(r/2.)*(t1*h1-t2*h2)-p*(rd-r)*ph1/2.0;
if neutralid==1
gordn=taun*(rd-(rd-r)*cos(phn-ph1*.5));
daexg=(gordn+gord(in+1))*x*0.5;
daeng=(gordn+gord(in))*(dph-x)*.5;
else
gordn=0.0;
daexg=0.0;
daeng=0.0;
end
area=trapez(gord,dph,2,in-1);
areang=area+daeng;
if neutralid==1
area=trapez(gord,dph,in+2,m-1);
else
area=0.0;
end
areaxg=area+daexg;
areag=simpsn(ssin,dph,2,m-3);
%rolling torque per width
gac=rd*(rd-r)*areag+rd*(areang-areaxg);
% average yield stress
hav=h1/3+2*h2/3;
phav=acos(1.-(h1-h2)/(6.*rd));
sav=sin(phav);
cav=cos(phav);
xlav=2.*z*v2*h2*(sav/cav/hav^2.);
eav=log(h0/hav);
x2kav=z*y0*(1+z*b*eav)^xm1*(1+d*xlav)^xm2;
%total rolling torque per width per roll
gac12=gac+ge1+ge2;

%shear stress with direction
list=find(ph < phn); %forward slip zone
tau(list)=-tau(list); %forward slip zone, shear stress is negtive
%longitudial stress(pay attension to the direction, push is positive)
stressX=s-2*xk+tau.*tan(ph);
%reduction
re=(h1-h2)/h1;
%total rolling force
pidth=p*width;
%total rolling torque
torque=gac12*width*2;
%roll bite angle
ph1=ph1;
%projected contact arc
rl=rd*sin(ph1);
%forward slip by fink
if neutralid==1
slip=(1-cos(phn))*(2*rd*cos(phn)-h2)/h2;
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else
slip=-1;
end
%display result
fprintf('\n\n');
fprintf('The calculation is finished.\nPlease check the results in file of alex_res.dat\n\n');
%save results to file
myfid = fopen('alex_res.dat','w');
fprintf(myfid,'entry strip thickness(mm), %8.3f
exit strip thickness(mm),
%8.3f\n',h1*1000,h2*1000);
fprintf(myfid,'strip width(mm),
%8.3f\n',width*1000);
fprintf(myfid,'reduction,
%8.3f\n',re);
fprintf(myfid,'entry tension stress (MPa), %8.3f
exit tension stress (MPa),
%8.3f\n',t1/1e6,t2/1e6);
fprintf(myfid,'friction coefficient,
%8.3f\n',xmu);
fprintf(myfid,'\n');
fprintf(myfid,'specific rolling force (N/mm), %8.3f\n',p/1000);
fprintf(myfid,'total rolling force (kN),
%8.3f\n',pidth/1000);
fprintf(myfid,'rolling torque (kN.m),
%8.3f\n',torque/1000);
fprintf(myfid,'\n');
fprintf(myfid,'entry yield stress (MPa),
%8.3f
exit yield stress (MPa),
%8.3f\n',x2k1/1e6,x2k2/1e6);
fprintf(myfid,'average yield stress (MPa), %8.3f\n',x2kav/1e6);
fprintf(myfid,'\n');
fprintf(myfid,'neutral angle(radians),
%8.6f
roll bite angle(radians),
%8.6f\n',phn,ph1);
fprintf(myfid,'===========\n');
fprintf(myfid,'\n\n I
for i=1:m

Phi

S

Stress X

Tau*tan(Ph)

Tau

Ys\n');

fprintf(myfid,'%4d%15.5f%15.3f%15.3f%15.3f%15.3f%15.3f\n',i,ph(i),s(i)/1e6,stressX(i)/1e6,tau(i)
*tan(ph(i))/1e6,tau(i)/1e6,2*xk(i)/1e6);
end
myfclose = fclose (myfid);
end
function g1_res=g1(ph,h2,rd,xmu,q)
xs=sin(ph);
xc=cos(ph);
xh=h2+2.0*rd*(1.0-xc);
g1_res=q*xmu*(2.0*rd/xh+1.0/xc)/(xc-xmu*xs*q);
end
function g2_res=g2(ph,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu)
z=2.0/sqrt(3.0);
xs=sin(ph);
%sin
xc=cos(ph);
%cos
xh=h2+2.0*rd*(1.0-xc);
%thickness
xw=1.0+z*b*log(h0/xh);
%strain
des=-z*2.0*rd*xs/xh;
desr=2.0*z*v2*h2*(1.0/(xc^2*xh.^2)-4.0*rd*xs.^2/(xh.^3*xc));
d2k=z*y0*xw^xm1*w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d).^xm2*(b*xm1*des/xw+d*xm2*desr/w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d));
g2_res=(2.*rd*xs*z*y0*xw^xm1*w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d)^xm2/xh+d2k)/(1.-q*xmu*xs/xc);
end
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function g3_res=g3(ph,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu)
z=2.0/sqrt(3.0);
xs=sin(ph);
xc=cos(ph);
xh=h2+2.0*rd*(1.0-xc);
xw=1.0+z*b*log(h0/xh);
des=-z*2.0*rd*xs/xh;
desr=2.0*z*v2*h2*(1.0/(xc.^2*xh.^2)-4.0*rd*xs^2/(xh.^3*xc));
d2k=z*y0*xw^xm1*w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d)^xm2*(b*xm1*des/xw+d*xm2*desr/w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d));
g3_res=z*y0*xw^xm1*w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d).^xm2*(2.*rd*xs*(1.+q*xs/xc)/xh+q*(rd*xc/xh+.5/(xc.^2)
))+(1.+q*.5*xs/xc)*d2k;
end
function g4_res=g4(ph)
g4_res=0.0;
end
function dy=runge(x,y,dx,dz,xmu,q,rd,h0,h2,b,d,xm1,xm2,v2,y0)
if(xmu*y < dz)
f0=g1(x,h2,rd,xmu,q)*y+g2(x,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu);
a =g1(x+0.5*q*dx,h2,rd,xmu,q);
c =g2(x+0.5*q*dx,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu);
f1=a*(y+0.5*q*dx*f0)+c;
f2=a*(y+0.5*q*dx*f1)+c;
f3=g1(x+q*dx,h2,rd,xmu,q)*(y+q*dx*f2)+g2(x+q*dx,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu);
else
f0=g4(x)*y+g3(x,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu);
a =g4(x+0.5*q*dx);
c =g3(x+0.5*q*dx,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu);
f1=a*(y+0.5*q*dx*f0)+c;
f2=a*(y+0.5*q*dx*f1)+c;
f3=g4(x+q*dx)*(y+q*dx*f2)+g3(x+q*dx,h0,h2,rd,b,d,v2,xm1,xm2,y0,q,xmu);
end
dy=dx*(f0+2.0*(f1+f2)+f3)*q/6.0;
end
function a=simpsn(y,dx,n1,n2)
odd=0.0;
even=0.0;
for i=n1:2:n2
even=even+y(i);
odd=odd+y(i+1);
end
a=(dx/3.0)*(y(n1-1)+4.0*(even+y(n2+2))+2.0*odd+y(n2+3));
end
function a=trapez(y,dx,n1,n2)
sum1=sum(y(n1:n2));
a=(dx/2.0)*(y(n1-1)+2.0*sum1+y(n2+1));
end
function strain_eff=w(ph,b,h0,h2,rd)
z=2.0/sqrt(3.0);
h=h2+2.*rd*(1.-cos(ph));
strain_eff=1.+z*b*log(h0./h);
end
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function strainrate_eff=w1(ph,h2,rd,v2,d)
z=2.0/sqrt(3.0);
xs=sin(ph);
xc=cos(ph);
xh=h2+2.0*rd*(1.0-xc);
xl=2.0*v2*h2*(tan(ph)./xh.^2);
strainrate_eff=1.0+d*z*xl;
end

** raw data are available up on request.
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A2: Rolled A5005 plates surface roughness Ra sample readings
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Figure A2.1 Sample surface roughness Ra readings of the rolled type I and II A5005 plates in rolling (longitudinal) direction after
cold rolling with 20 and 40 % thickness reductions, lubricated with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. Out of 24
seperate readings, only 5 data points are shown as example. See section 7.4.2.1 for more details.
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Figure A2.2 Sample surface roughness Ra readings of the rolled type I and II A5005 plates in width (transverse) direction after
cold rolling with 20 and 40 % thickness reductions, lubricated with water and NP-free, 0.25NPs, and 0.5NPs emulsions. Out of 24
seperate readings, only 5 data points are shown as example. See section 7.4.2.1 for more details.
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A3: SEM and 2D/3D topography images from unrolled A5005 plates
type I plate

type II plate

Figure A3.1 Sample SEM and 2D/3D topography images from the unrolled type I and type II A5005 plates.
Arrows show rolling direction. Colour bars represent surface height from the neutral plane and are set manually
for visual comparison purposes. See section 7.4.2.2 for more details.
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